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Too popular 
Council is pulling back on its 
granting of rec passes to people 
on social assistance/NEWS A8 
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Drive starts 
Local couple is an example of the 
need to raise money for kidney 
research/COMMUNITY B1 
I 
Two for two 
Two basketball teams have 
berths booked for provincial . 
showdowns/SPORTS 01 
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Council to decide roe fees Monday 
CITY COUNCILLORS will some degree from our original doubts the value of recreation to the 15-per-cent option go to get avote there. He called on council to plan a 
reconsider the massive fee 
increases proposed for arena and 
pool users next Monday. 
The move follows last 
Friday's recreation committee 
meeting at which councillors Rich 
McDaniel and Val George argued 
for scrapping the 36 per cent 
recreation fee increase- slated for 
July 1 
Instead, they suggest raising 
rates by 15 per cent this year. 
George said the 36 per cent 
hike would put Terrace fees well 
above most other commnnities. 
"I feel we should back off to 
proposal," George said. "I per- 
sonally think it's probably too 
drastic." 
McDaniel proposed the 15 per 
cent figure, suggesting it may be 
more acceptable tousers. 
"1 don't think we can ignore a 
major community objection to 
one part of the budget, which we 
Imve in.this case," George added. 
But finance committee chair- 
man David Hull warned any 
change now will mean reworking 
the budget. 
"It's a bit of a tough pill to 
swallow," he said. "Nobody 
the city. But this year, all around 
the city, is a bite-the-bullet year." 
The fee increases are needed 
to raise revenues and get the pool 
and arena closer to the city's tar- 
get of 60 per cent cost recovery. 
Taxpayers already subsidize 
recreation facilities to the tune Of 
nearly $1,1 million each year. 
Cost recovery - the degree to 
which the arena and pool pay for 
themselves through user fees - 
would sink to a 10-year low with 
a 15 per cent increase. Hull said. 
McDaniel and George initi~dly 
outvoted Hull 2-1 to recommend 
council. 
But then Sandy Sandhais and 
Peggy Julseth - the Kitimat- 
Stikine regional district directors 
for Lakelse Lake and Thornhill - 
voted with Hull to defeat he rec- 
ommendation a d send the whole 
issue to next Monday's committee 
of the whole meeting. 
Since Thornhill and surround- 
ing rural taxpayers share in the 
costs of the pool and arena, those 
directors have a seat on the city's 
recreation committee. 
They'll also be at Monday 
night's meeting, but they won't 
There's some dispute over 
whether they actually had a vote 
at the committee meeting, but the 
final decision on rec fees will 
likely be made by the entire coun- 
cil Monday night. 
Angry pool and arena users 
continue to press their case each 
time councillors wrestle with the 
issue• 
"This all would have gone 
over a lot better if there was a lit- 
tle more warning," Vance Hadley, 
1st vice president of Terrace 
Minor Hockey, told the recreation 
comnaittee on Friday. 
three-yenr p ogram of increases to 
meet council's objectives so 
there's some certainty tbr user 
groups. 
And Terrace Sknting Club past 
president Julia Mitchell lashed out 
at council lbr the lee hikes. 
She argued that council should 
cut perks to senior matiageinent 
or add field maintenance f es for 
soccer and softball groups, which 
she claimed get a free ride. 
But mayor Jack Tnlstra cut off 
Mitchell when she began ;! per- 
sonal attack on David Hnil. 
SAFETY'S THE object of the crosswalk pab'ol at Uplands 
School and Karla Partel (left) and Natashia Porter are two 
of more than 25 students doing duty. The students ensure 
that drivers come to a stop at the intersection on the 
corner of Halliwell and Thomas on the bench. Drivers who 
don't stop are reported to the RCMP. 
Patrol keys on traffic safety 
"HEYI THE lady in the gray 
truck, She went throughl" 
The crossing uard patroller 
then repeats the licence plate 
number out loud until the 
patrol captain writes it down. 
It's a weekday afternoon at 
Uplands Elementary and the 
crossing guards .are doing 
their job. 
Introduced last fall, the 
patrol stops vehicle traffic at 
the intersection of Halliwell 
and Thomas so that students 
can safely cross. 
Members wear bright 
orange safety vests and use 
hand-held red and white stop 
signs. 
Although that intersection 
already is a four-way stop, 
RCMP community policing 
Constable Kim Hall says it's 
so busy that a crosswalk 
palrol is more than justified. 
"They're doing a great 
job," says Ilall of the 25- 
member patrol made up of 
Grade 6 and 7 Students. 
A key part of the crossing 
patrol is writing down des- 
criptiom and licencc plate 
numbers of vehicles which 
don't come to a full stop. 
That information is for- 
warded to Hall who makes a 
phone call to the driver" to 
remind them of the law and of 
the need for safety. 
"They've been very recep- 
tive so far. Some just don't 
realize what they did," she 
said. 
Continued infractions will 
lead to traffic tickets, Hall 
added. 
For now, Uplands is the 
only school to have a crossing 
patrol but the RCMP are now 
acting on a request o assist 
Veritas chool. 
Although Hall says crossing 
guards hould be in the older 
elementary grades, primary 
schools can also have the 
benefit of a patrol. 
That's because several pri- 
mary schools have elementary 
schools as neighbours, she 
said. 
Few attend 
timber meet 
ONCE AGAIN local people have 
shown little interest in discussing 
timber supply issues. 
Only five people showed up for 
a recent public meeting on the 
stringent VQOs would be on the 
amount of wood available, for 
harvest in the short erm. ...... 
Another concern raised: at the 
Kalum South meeting was flood- 
of wood now being cut will have 
to be reduced - -  as will a number 
of jobs. 
Despite the small turnout, Dave 
Nicholson, the local forest district 
staffer handlingpublic comments, 
said the two and a half hour ses- 
sion produced interesting discus- 
sions. 
He said !.~kelse Lake residents 
have raised the issue of the visual 
impact of elearcuts, particularly 
on how they affect the views 
from their homes. 
The point was also made that 
tourism here did not rely solely 
on fishing, that many people 
came here "for the beauty of the 
area". There was a need therefore 
to ensure harvesting did not spoil 
the view from area highways. 
Nicholson oted the district al- 
ready had interim visual quality 
objectives (VQOs) in place. The 
issue was also being reviewed as 
part of the Land and Resource 
Management Plan (LRMP). 
He anticipated that process 
would produce a couple of dif- 
ferent VQO options for public 
consideration and discussion. 
Although there is no finn date 
for that, Nicholson said the target 
was to reach a consensus on the 
LRMP by the end of the year. 
Although VQO regulations do 
not change the available forest 
land base, he pointed out they 
could effect cutblock design and 
the rate of cutting in a given area. 
In the South Kalum, he added, 
the greatest impact of more 
Kalnm South timber supply anal- ing at Lakelse Lake, with people 
. . . . . .  asking whether the rate of Iog- ysis report aria me socto- . . . . .  : , 
. . . . .  ~ . . . .  gin~: in the Williams Creek . economlc:lmpaet-smoy,~:~-~.~=,..~......~...~-~:...:.... .. ... ..  ~, . .  . 
. watershed was a contributory fac- 
The report suggests the amount tot, he added. 
While noting these were general 
forest management rather than 
timber supply issues, he added, 
"It was still good to hear those 
concerns." 
• And, along with the seven writ- 
ten submissions received to date, 
they would be passed on tochief 
forester, Larry Pedersen. ~ 
Pedersen is the one who makes 
the decision on what the annual 
allowable cut (AAC) should be in 
the province's timber supply 
areas. 
Released in June i994, the 
Kalum South timber supply anal- 
ysis suggested the AAC would 
have to be reduced by 16.7 per to 
400,000 cu.m. - -  the projected 
long term sustainable harvest fig. 
ure ~ and even then there would 
be a minor shortfall at the 140 
year mark. 
The document put forward a 
base case which suggested an im- 
mediate 3.3 per cent reduction in 
harvesting, a further cut of 10 per 
cent in year 10 and a final, small 
reduction 20 years from now. 
The socio-economic report 
predicted there would be a loss o f  
106 jobs over the next 20 years if 
that scenario was followed. 
Of those jobs, 67 would be in 
the Kalum South area itself with 
Terrace feeling the greatest im- 
pact. 
Although the deadline for sub- 
missions has now pasaed,.Nichol- 
son said the district would :still 
accept then. ',Better late than: 
never," he said. .,:,~ 
Orenda suitor promises more jobs 
Sutherland, a B.C. lawyer hired 
by OFP to put the newsprint mill 
re-opening plan into place. 
There would also be an end to 
log exports should the Orenda 
licence transfer be approved. 
Log exports have always been a 
contentious i sue in the northwest 
because it's viewed as the ship- 
ping overseas of a raw resource. 
"We would not plan to export 
wood. That would be a major 
plus. In the past they had to ex- 
port to be viable. Our scenario 
wouldn't require export," said 
Sutherland. 
That's because for the first time 
Orenda's wood would be tied to a 
domestic processing facility, he 
added. 
"On the positive s ideof  the 
The regional  district wants Orenda's wood licence pul led 
right away. For  that story, see Page A7  
ledger is the stability for the 
Orenda workforce. Logging com- 
panies have their ups and downs. 
What we're looking at here is 
security and stability for people 
in the Stewart ares, not only for 
Orenda but for the other com- 
panies," said Sutherland, 
Sutherland's comments are the 
first ones made by OFP Acquisi- 
tion Corp since its plans to buy 
Orenda Forest Products became 
known in early February. 
The company is made up of 
more than 10 American and Japa- 
nese Investment companieai "
THE COMPANY which wants to 
buy Orenda Forest Products and 
its forest licence says it'll provide 
more northwest jobs and put an 
end to log exports. 
OFP Acquisition Corp wants to 
use Orenda's wood to re-open a 
closed newsprint mill at Gold 
River on Vancouver Island. 
Orenda's iicence allowing it to 
cut 342,000 cubic metres a year 
will go a long way to feeding that 
mill, says OFT president Grant 
Sutherland. 
And part of that plan includes 
putting in some kind of facility 
around Stewart o turn pulp fibre 
into chips for transpo~ by barge 
to Gold River. 
"Our plans are to put in a chip- 
ping facility for sure," said 
Those companies formed a 
syndicate last year te buy the debt 
of the closed Gold River new- 
sprint mill. That doesn't, give 
OFP title to the mill but does give 
them control over its future. 
The bid for Oreada is worth $45 
million and OFP expects to spend 
another $65 million to finance the 
re-opening of file mill. 
Combine this with the cost o f  
buying the mill's debt and OFP is 
looking at a project worth nearly 
$200 million, 
" It  can happen ~st you have 
somebody wltha vlsi0n butnot 
the fimncial resources. In this 
ease the syndicate has significant 
financial resources," Sutherland. 
The transfer of Orenda's licence 
is subject to provincial govern- 
ment approval. 
It's already drawing opposition 
from northwest politicians and 
from Skcena Cellulose which 
says it needs Orenda's wood to 
feed its Prince Rupert pulp mills. 
Skeens Cellulose has had a con- 
tract to buy up to 200,000 cubic 
metres of pulp fibre a year from 
Orenda since 1991 but up until 
now hasn't aken all that the con- 
tract calls for. 
Sutherland was reluctant to 
comment on those aspects arising 
from the olanned transfer. 
But he did say OFP will h0nour 
the Ion 
Skeena ( 
"We'l~ 
construcl 
opening a .newsprint • mill .which 
has been shut down formers then 
a year and which put 175 people 
out of work," said Sutherland. 
He was confident OFP can find 
enough fibre, over and above 
what would come with the 
Orenda llcence, to run the new- 
sprint mill . . . .  
OFP's commitment to install a 
chipper will stand in its favour 
when the provincial: government 
O 
C 
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STOP 
Press 
Schools get 
$182,000 
HIGH-TECH equipment and 
better access to the Internet will 
be coming to local schools, 
thanks to a $182,000 grant from 
the province. 
The Skills Now program 
grant o School District 88 is to 
be used io increase computer lit- 
eracy and electronic ommuni- 
cation, teach students to plan 
their careers, and improve 
course offerings for native 
students. 
The money is also supposed 
to help in a range of other areas, 
such as work experience and 
apprenticeship rograms for 
high school students. 
Skeena MLA Helmut 
Giesbrecht, who made the 
announcement Monday at 
Caledonia Sr. Secondary school, 
said he runs into former 
Caledonia graduates in Victoria 
sometimes. 
"These students have com- 
pleted their degrees, but they're 
still working in restaurants and 
retail service stores." 
I-Ie said students need train- 
ing that is relevant o the job 
market. 
Tires slashed 
over weekend 
RCMP ARE investigating a
rash of tire-slashings in 
Thornheights over the weekend. 
Staff Sgt. John Veldman said 
police received at least four 
complaints of slashed tires on 
Cypress and Hawthorne Streeis 
on Friday night. 
Anyone with information is 
requested to contact police at 
638-7400. 
School's junior boys basketball 
team put together four straight 
wins to capture the junior boys 
'B' northwest zone title on 
Saturday. 
The team clinched the cham- 
pionship with a win in the final 
over Thornhill Jr. Secondary 
School. 
Skiers strike 
gold in Comox 
LOCAL SKIERS struck gold 
at t.he B.C. Winter Games held 
over the weekend in the Comox 
valley. 
Chris Paziuk of the Shames 
Mountain club weaved his way 
to top spot among male 15-16 
year olds in the slalom event. 
Meanwhile, down on the 
cross-country course, Dale 
Young of Kitimat was blazing a 
golden trail• in Junior Boys 
Classic. 
Also on the slopes, Terrace 
luge sledder Todd Taylor scored 
doubles in the senior men's sin- 
gles and senior mixed doubles. 
In the ring, Terrace boxers 
Jonathan Donne (178 lb Junior 
'B') and Lee Maximchuk (125 
lb Junior C) both punched their 
way to the gold-meda ! podium. 
Terrace figure skater Grace 
Mitchell added a silver with her 
performance in juvenile ladies 
singles. 
Gymnast Eva Mateus earned 
bronze medals for provincial 'A' 
team competition and for all- 
around performance. 
Terrace wheelchair basket- 
ball athletes George Joseph and 
Jeff Kirkaldy came away from 
the weekend with silver medals. 
Robyn Browfi, Mike Cooper, 
Steven Miller, Corey Trogi, 
Michelle Wiebe and Eva 
Wilkinson also brought back 
silver in the mixed team bowl- 
ing competition. 
The zone boys hockey team 
battled through fierce competi- 
tion to capture bronze at the 
games. 
Terrace Chito-Ryu Karate 
Club cotnpetitors Janine Arnold 
and Patti Fleming took bronze in 
the team kumite vent, 
In the pool ,  Kevtn 
Andolfatto, also captured a 
bronze in the 200 metre boys 
breast stroke, 
And Terrace masters wim- 
mer Joe "The Fish" Mandur 
once again finished in the med- 
als, returning with silver. 
See next week's Standard  for 
full Games results. 
i i 1 i i 
Gitwangak mill granted 
six-year forest licence 
WORKERS OF C GED Forest 
Products an(~ their families at 
Gitwangak have a more secure 
future thanks to being awarded a 
licence last week to cut wood. 
The mill was one of four bid- 
ders for a six-year Iicence to log 
up to 100,000 (~ubic metres a year 
in the Cranberry Timber Supply 
operation," said C GED chairman 
Larry Moore. 
"The tenure represents our 
future, the continued life of the 
sawmill, security for the 60 
employees now working, a co- 
operative woods operation, and 
expansion plans for the sawmill." 
Ironically, the award to C GED 
licence. 
The Cranberry Management 
Corporation, made up of area res- 
idents, asked for 20,000 cubic 
metres. 
Bidder n(Jmber four was 
Cranberry Forest Products a 
grouping of the Gitksan villages of 
Gitsequecla, Gltwangak and 
Area, returns to a situation n the early Gitanyow, Nisga'a Economic 
Up until now the mill, owned 1990s when the mill was owned Enterprises Inc., the development 
by the Gitwangak band, had by Westar using wood from Tree 
depended upon spot purchases to 
keep it in operation. 
Approximately• 60 people are 
now working at the mill and more 
jobs are promised when a $3 mil- 
lion value-added expansion is 
complete. 
"C GED must show that it is 
providing employment and con- 
tract opportunities to Gitanyow 
and Nisga'a people in their tradi- 
tional territories," announced for- 
ests minister Andrew Petter as a 
licence condition. 
"The uncertainty of a wood 
supply for the sawmill has been 
the major concern for the future 
Farm Licence 51. 
Westar closed lhe mill in the 
early, 1990s and three years ago, 
surrendered TFL 51's licence 
back to the provincial governmeht, 
The Gitwangak band then 
formed C GED Forest Products to 
buy the mill and the provincial 
government urned TFL 51 into 
the Cranberry Timber Supply Area 
('rSA). 
There were three other bid- 
ders for the Cranberry TSA. 
The other bidder with a mill 
was Kitwanga Lumber, owned by 
the Hobenshield family. It said it 
would add a shift If granted the 
Lib leader visits 
PROVINCIAL LIBERAL 
leader Gordon Campbell is 
scheduled to visit the northwest 
tomorrow. 
He'll be at the founding meet- 
ing of the provincial Liberal 
Skeena riding constituency asso- 
ciation here tomorrow evening. 
And on Friday, Campbell will 
be travelling first to Hazelton and 
then to Smithers to meet with 
Bulkle.y Valley-Stikine riding 
Liberals. 
Campbell's northwest visit is 
seen as a sign that provincial 
Liberals are expecting an election 
sometime this year. 
His appearance up here is the 
first since he said last fall he 
would, if premier, kill Alcan's 
Kemano Completion Project. 
TIlE Bavarian Inn Restaurant 
The f r iend l ies t  ':,lnn". town!  . t ] ~ p  
TIGER PRAWN SAFARI 
Shrimp Stuffed 
Tigers 
OF 
Garlic Tigers 
OF 
Cajun Tigers 
e ch .15.95 
Can't Decide? try a sample 
of all three for $16.95 
Open For Lunch For Reservations. 635-9161 
OUT OF TOWN - TOLL FREE 
Tuesday. Friday 11:30 a,m.. 2:00 p,m, 1-800-51 3-91 61 
Dinner FAX e~s.91,= 
Monday- Sunday 5:00 p.m,. 11:00 p,m, 4332 Lakelse - Terrace 
arm of the Nisga'a based in the 
Nass Valley and Rayonier 
Canada, which acts as a contract 
logger for the Nisga'a in the Nass, 
This bid was intriguing 
because it Involved the Gitanyow 
and the Nisga'a, both of whom 
claim the area covered by the 
Cranberry TSA. 
Petter's licence condition that 
both the Gitanyow and the 
Nisga'a receive work from the C 
GED apparently recognizes that 
both groups have claims on the 
land within the Cranberry TSA. 
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THIS YEAR 
MAX, ~ P_.C..P.B SUN 
1.2 -9.4 30.8 0.0 
5.1 -1.7 4.0 0.5 
6.1 0.4 21.4 3.7 
3.3 0.1 6,6 3.3 
3.2 -0.7 TR 1.5 
2.7 -0.6 12.0 0.1 
3.6 -3.1 5.8 4.9 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF UPCOMING 
ZONING BYLAW REVISION 
You are invited to attend an Open House being held to provide 
an opportunity for you to review and comment on a draft of a new 
Zoning Bylaw for the City. 
The City of Terrace has commissioned an update of{he current 
Zoning Bylaw No. 401-.1966. At this stage of the process a draft 
Zoning Bylaw has been prepared and will be available for viewing 
at the Open House, 
This will be an informal session where City staff and the plan- 
ning consultant will be available to explain the draft Zoning Bylaw 
and to answer your questions. Please'drop in anytime between 4- 
8p.m, 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1995 
4:00 - 8:00 P.M. 
COUNCIL CHAMBERS 
CiTY HALL, 3215 EBY STREET 
Your input into the preparation of a new Zoning Bylaw for 
Terrace is welcomed and we look forward to seeing you at the 
OPEN HOUSE, 
F INAL  
CL AAANC  
:8 #aye Oaly  
Take An Extra 
% 
All Sale Merchandise  
A ( reat Selection of 
Mens and Ladies Fashions 
Thursday, Friday 
& Saturday 
/ i ¸  / ,! 
],lcan.,E:<of~ss i. ~ -., 
LAST YEAR 
MAX. MIN. PCPN SUN 
-2.6 -7.0 0.0 
-6.9 -11,9 TR 0.0 
-10.5 -12.2 1.0 0.0 
-10.4 -12.8 TR 0.3 
-11.0 -13,5 1.4 0.0 
-10.2 -14,6 TR 5.5 
-12.5 -17,8 6.5 
DAILY RECORDS 
MAX. YEAR MIN, YEAR PREClP. YEAR 
7.3 1981 -18.7 1986 50.5 1972 
7.8 1970 -20.2 1986 57.4 1972 
8.9 1970 -17.8 1986 25.9 1960 
8.9 1973 -20.2 1986 28.2 1966 
7.8 1973 -15.6 1957 59.9 1975 
8.3 1963 -17.2 1957 16.2 1986 
6.7 1960 -20.6 1957 19.1 1965 
ROAD MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS 
Winter is upon us once again with snowfalls and freezing temperatures. Because of 
bridge decks, they ice up faster and more frequently than roads, 
Reduce your speed to suit conditions. Even with sand and salt, roads may still be 
slippery especially if the temperature changes suddenly, 
Please watch for and obey traffic control signing. To report road hazards, call 638- 
8383 during office hours. After hours, please call 1-800-665.5051, 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY: 
NECHAKO ~.3.~J ~-~- ' - -  
~ NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
,'7 
Your Road Maintenance Contractor 
An Environmental Citizenship Message From Environment Canada 
Many of our communities chlorinate their drinking water to kill bacteria, Although chlorination can also form harmful by-products, its benefits are much 
greater than the small risk of health effects from these compounds, 
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PATRONAGE 
Lawyers 
cash  in on 
Liberal win 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE SPOILS of victory are final- 
ly being handed out to loyal Lib- 
oral lawyers who worked for the 
party in the 1993 election. 
Terrace lawyer and promincnt 
tiorthwcst Liberal campaigner 
Jack Talstra is now back in the 
lucrative federal legal contract 
business, courtesy of Jean 
Chretien's Liberal government. 
This month Taistra takes over 
the federal Crown counsel work 
and responsibility for federal 
drug prosecutions in Terrace 
from local Tory lawyer Jeffrey 
Amdt. 
Those contracts are awarded by 
the federal government and are 
commonly used to reward law- 
yers for political activity on be- 
half of the party in power. 
Talstra had the federal contracts 
under Pierre Trudeau's Liberal 
governments. 
But that ended in 1984 when 
Brian Muironey's Conservatives 
came to power and Arndt was in- 
stalled as the federal Crown 
counsel for the region. 
Amdt's federal billings ranged 
from a high of $338,000 in 1988 
to a low of $118,000 in 1992. 
Keeping that work, however, 
became doubtful when Liberals 
won a large majority in the 1993 
federal election. 
Both lawyers were active dur- 
ing the local campaign. 
Talstra donated $1,150 to Lib- 
eral candidate Rhoda Witherly's 
campaign in Skeena ~ the 
largest single individual donation 
and he was her official agent 
for the election. 
Arndt was on the Conservative 
Party's nominating committee in 
Skeena in the 1993 election, and 
his partner Don Brown was legal 
counsel to Conservative candi- 
date Danny Sheridan. The finn 
Crampton, Brown and Amdt 
were regular contributors to Tory 
coffers during .,.the ~ ,Mulroney 
Jack Talstra 
years. 
But this time, Talstra won't get 
the federal contracts for the entire 
northwest. He'll just do the Ter- 
race, Nass, and Stewart area. 
Kdtimat mayor Rick Wozney - -  
another lawyer with strong Liber- 
al connections - - gets the Kitimat 
contracts. 
Prince Rupert lawyer Don Sil- 
versides - -  who was Witherly'a 
campaign manager in '93 and has 
also contributed regularly to the 
Liberals ~ said the work was of- 
fered to his firm, but he turned it 
down. 
"We were not interested," he 
explained. 
Arndt will remain as the federal 
prosecutor inPrince Rupert. 
" I  guess there's no Liberal law- 
yers who wanted to do it in 
Rupert," Amdt said. 
Talstra said last week he isn't 
sure if he has time for the job or 
whether he'll keep it. 
"The pay is kinda lousy," he 
explained. "Not everybody wants 
it." 
The tariff is $82 per hour, he 
said, significantly lower than the 
private fees most lawyers charge. 
Arndt will continue to do some 
of the more specialized work, 
overseeing complex cases and 
working in conjunction v,~th the 
Prince Rupert RCMP subdivision 
drug squad. 
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News 
In Brief] 
Union group 
stages rally 
LABOUR UNIONS continue ! 
thcir campaign against what 
they call employer-dominated 
unions with a rally at the 
Thornhill Community Centre 
March 13. 
The rally will key on the 
situation in Port Alberni 
where main line construction 
unions opposed MacMillan 
Bloedel's choice of a con- 
struetlon company to build a 
new plant, says Norm Laval- 
lee of the Kitimat and Terrace 
District Labour Council. That 
lead to a lengthy strike last 
year which shut down the 
construction project and then 
of pulp and paper mills on 
Vancouver Island. 
"This is an infonmtion 
meeting for people interested 
in what is going on," said 
Lavailee. 
Scheduled to speak is Lea 
Werden, president of the B.C. 
and Yukon Territory Building 
and Construction Trades 
Council. 
The rally starts at 7:30 p.m. 
and there'll be people coming 
in on buses from Kitimat and 
Prince Rupert. 
Hello, hello? 
THERE'S BEEN A wholesale 
change in provincial govern- 
ment numbers in the city. 
It affects all provincial 
government minisldes except 
for the forest service which 
changed its numbers last year. 
The changes come hand in 
hand with the provincial 
government now using B .C  
Systems Corporation, a 
[] Church tree destroyed forPr°vincial crown corporat i0n , i t s  telecommunlcatlom 
equipment needs instead of 
SOMEBODY PAID an unwelcome visit to the Sacred Heart Catholic parish and Vedtas school B.C. Tel. 
grounds last week. Caretaker Alex Levesquo, left, and parish priest Father John Smith exam- For the next month, people 
ine some of the damage. Equipped with an axe, vandals chopped down this 22-year-old phoning the old numbers will 
~lountain Ash. The vandals also smashed the glass on one.of the school's enb'ance doors, hear recorded messages in. 
The damage took place the evening of Feb. 23. Information can be passed along to the forming them of the new 
, RCMP.~Thedetachrnent number is:638-0333, numbers. 
ROYAL ADVENT SECURITIES CORPORATION 
1400 - 400 Burrard Street, Vancouver, B.C. VSC 3G2 
Tel: (604) 240-0448 Fax: (604} 943.-4093 
Wide range of investment choices including : " 
self-directed/discount BKT RRSP, Mutual 
Funds, Life & Health Insurance tc. 
. . . ,  - 
For your 1995 RRSP consider Mutual Funds of 
solid track record: 
v '  Trimark 
~'  Fidelity 
¢' Templeton 
v'  Dynamic " • ~.iiiii' 
¢' AGF Mackenzie and others " 
v'  Working Opportunities On Request 
Contact: Comfort Osei-Tutu 
Sales by Prospectus 
Tel. / Fax: 635-7667 (business) 
635-3917 (residence) :~: 
4626 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V7 , 
i 
[@] WATERSHED RESTORATION PROGRAM Pots for 
INFORMATION SEMINARS 
TO BE DELIVERED TO COMMUNIT IES 
ACROSS BRITISH COLUMBIA i 
The Watershed Restoration Prograrn (~iRP) is a new initiative being funded by Forest Sale Ends Sunday     i  
Renewal BC. It is designed to accelerate r habilitation of watersheds that have been affected 
through past resource xtraction. 
You can buy bad cookware every few ware, and recommend it to your friends.::.' A series of seminars will be offered in many communities around the province and will pro- 
vide information to a wide range of interests. Three distinct seminars have been developed: a years and keep replachlg it. Or you can Starting Thursday, you can buy ' :' 
two-hour seminar for the general public, a two-hour seminar for forest workers, and a 1-day buy good cookware once, this weekend, Paderno  at a rare fac tory  sale. Superb '" 
) at the I aderno Factory Sale. These arc quality cookwarc which lasts decades; a¢!' .... 
seminar for organizations and individuals interested in developing or involved in monitoring Pots for Eternity," and that's what this sale prices which end Sunday. Savings of 40~ ~ i:: (~ i'~ ~ 
WRP proposals, is about: cookware which lasts a lifetime at 50, even 75% OFF Suggested List..For~ ' ~ ~ 
The local seminars will be held in Smithers and Terrace. Dates and Locations are listed below: fac tory  out le t  pr ices  which end Sunday. example, the dai ly Door  Open ing  ~., ; q ..... " 
In Prince Edward Island, Special  is a 0.8L saucepan 
LOCATION COURSE TIME FACILITY LATE we start with Type 304 sur- for just S15, far below the 
DATE REGISTRATION gical stainless teel, then S60 list price. (Limit 20 per/. 
Watershed Restoration Program Overview for General Interest Groups bond a heat-conducting pad day, one per person.) ~ '~ ~~:~'~ :"  
Smithers, BC Mar, 6/95 7:00 pm, 9:00 pm Aspen Motor Inn Feb. 27/95 on the bottom. Tim resuh. So hurry. The pots maY:iT~ " ~, 
Terrace, BC Mar. 8/95 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm Coast Inn of the West Mar. 1/95 Some of the world's finest cookware ,  last forever. The pr ices  end Sunday~.~ '' ' I:':L~ 
Watershed Restoration rrogram Overview for Pro]ect Managers with fast-hearing, consistent pcrtbrmancc Questions? Call 1-800-A-NEW-POT, which 
and outstandhag durability, is 1-800-263-9768. Can't get to ' the sale? 
Smithers, BC Mar. 7/95 8:30 am 4:30 pm Aspen Motor Inn Feb. 27/95 Paderno handles stay snug, because Call for a free, descriptive br0chuke;at: ': ::";' !'~ 
Terrace, BC Mar. 9/95 8:30 am - 4:30 pm Coast Inn of the West Mar. 1/95 they're wel~led, not bolted; Our bottoms 1-800-565-0261. Or call to hear aboilt new:  
Watershed Restoration rrogram Overview for Forest Workers stay imported products and receive v.~fluabld;~oupons; andl :~:: - 
Smithers, BC Mar, 7/95 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm AspenMotor Inn Feb. 27/95 haoc ~g this cook- special recipes, or join" " ' ~ i ;  ';'~; ':": our mailing hst, ~ : : .  :~i~", 
Terrace, BC Mar. 9/95 7:00pm-9:00pm Coast lnn of the West Mar. l/95 :i )i~i iii : , '!!ii!, :Sale is on March 2/3/4 a t  
TERRACE 
If you are interested in attending any of the seminars, please contact: , Terrace Home Hardware 
4818 Highway 16 W • 635-7335 
Carmen Wheatley, Program Manager, Thu 9-6. Fri 9-9. Sat 9-6 ., - ~: :' ,, ~,,,.. :., 
.. BC Forestry Continuing Studies Network 
Phone: (604) 847-8833 Fax: (604) 84%3537 . . . .  ~ . . . .  
' I I II 
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Silly' 
SO, HOW does it feel to be the v ic t im of  a 
manipulation campaign? That's what northwest 
citizens should be asking over the most recent 
Nisga'a land claims negotiations dust up. 
Despite all that talk when the negotiations 
started several years ago that things were to be 
kept confidential, the land claims ship has sprung 
a number of leaks. It's a sign things aren't going 
that well in the negotiations, 
3ust as is the case with labour-management 
contract talks, information is now being selec, 
tively and cynically leaked in hopes of mobiliz- 
ing public opinion to embarrass or prod one side 
into action. 
The side that does the leaking looks wounded 
and innocent. The other side really can,t do 
much for fear of messing things up completely 
by making public accusations. 
At any time this is a dangerous game but with 
land claims, it's even more so. We've been told 
over and over again that land claims are so im- 
portant, so complex and so delicate that things 
just have to be done differently. We've been told 
to trust the negotiators, to trust the process. If 
differently means playing the old game of 
manipulating public opinion, obviously there's 
something terribly and drastically wrong. 
Northwesterners have been asking for more" in' 
formation and more openness ever sines the 
Nisga'a negotiations tarted. Instead of playing 
silly games, all sides should pay heed to those 
calls. ' • " 
. . ! 
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High f lyers 
A TIP of the proverbial hat to city councillor 
Ruth Hallock for suggesting that the city drasti- 
cally cut back its plans to attend the annual 
Union of. B.C. Municipalities Conference in 
Vancouver this September. 
The way things stand now, five councillors and 
two city officials will be there along with 
spouses who want to go. That comes to an 
estimated $13,000, approximately what eight 
homeowners will pay this year in property taxes. 
This is apretty fair chunk of money considering 
council's recent budget cutting zeal. Mrs. Hal- 
lock suggested the entourage be reduced to two 
people - -  a councillor and a city official. 
Unfortunately Mrs. Hallock's suggestion didn't 
get far. Indeed, her motion to reduce the amount 
of people going didn't receive a seconder. 
That meant it wasn't even debated. It meant 
councillors weren't required to vote yes or no. 
Failure to do so only raises suspicions among 
taxpayers. Who knows. Perhaps there is good 
reason to send down a large group of people. 
Perhaps there's a reason why spouses should at- 
tend. 
But we'll never know because Mrs. Hallock's 
fellow councillors seem reluctant to talk about it. 
The obvious conclusion is that the trip is some 
kind of boog-a-rama. If council wants to dispel 
that notion, it should do so. 
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Students face brutal future 
VICTORIA - -  I f  I were Jean 
Chretien, I wouldn't rely for 
re.election too much on nay 
• current popularity' in the polls. 
There's an army of young 
people out there who will be 
very, very angry with the 
prime minister if  Ottawa goes 
through with its proposals for 
revamping post-secondary ed- 
ucation funding. 
Essentially, the federal 
government wants to cut trans- 
fer payments to the provinces 
by $2 billion a year and 
redirect that money into an un- 
subsidized student loam pro- 
gram. Students will have to 
repay those loans after they 
complete their education and 
find work. 
The term for repayment 
bandied about is 20 to 25 
years. That means, students 
will have tO regard higher edu- 
cation as an invesmaent, 
secured by a mortgage, which 
is to be repaid over what 
amounts to more than half a 
working life. 
When Lloyd Axworthy, fed- 
eral minister of human 
resources, released the discus- 
sion paper outlining the 
government's proposals for so- 
cial security reform, which in- 
cluded the proposed changes to 
post-secondary education, he 
promised a national debate be- 
fore implementing any of the 
changes. 
I 
HUBERT BEYER 
There was a debate of sorts 
m in the media, but many stu- 
dents who had wanted to ap- 
pear before the Human 
Resources Development Com- 
mittee during its three-day visit 
to British Columbia didn't get 
an opportunity to do so. 
Prompted in part by: genuine 
concern and in part by the op- 
portunity to take a swing at Ot- 
tawa, the B.C. government 
asked the Canadian Federation 
of Students to review and 
report on the possible financial 
impact Ottawa's proposals 
could have on students and 
families in British Columbia. 
About 650 students partici- 
pated in the study of the feder- 
al proposals, and last week, 
they submitted their report to 
skills, Uaining and labour min- 
ister Dan Miller• It is a sober- 
ing document which, I hope, 
will give Ottawa some cause 
for pause. 
The study says that if the 
federal proposals are imple- 
mented, tuition fees will go up 
by $2,000 a year, which means 
that someone studying for one 
year in an arts faculty will pay 
$4,000 at most Canadian Uni- 
versities. "That means a mini- 
mum $16,000 price tag for an 
undergraduate degree," the 
study says. 
The loans would be income- 
contingent, that is, they 
wouldn't be subsidized, but 
rather collect interest while 
students are studying and until 
they are repaid• Expect interest 
rates of up to 12 per cent. Can- 
ada Revenue would be 
responsible for collecting the 
loans. 
The whole scheme is based 
on the assumption that students 
benefit from their education. 
While that is true, the assump- 
tion ignores that society, too, 
benefits from a well- educated 
and highly skilled work force. 
Here are some comments 
from individual students who 
worked on the study. A male 
student with disabilities: "To 
be disabled means to be unedu- 
cated and poor in Canada• Ed- 
ucation really does mean jobs 
for us and we are going to fall 
through the cracks if these 
proposals are implemented." 
A 19-year-old female sin- 
dent: " I  have the desire to 
learn. I have the intelligence to 
learn. Unfortunately, I was 
born within the wrong tax 
bracket" 
A 27-year-old female science 
student who works between 24 
and 32 hours a week during the 
academic year: "A loan is out 
of the question. I have a family 
and can't afford that much 
debt. I already have a mort- 
gage." 
One of the most poignant 
comment from a young male 
student: "We are going to 
have a whole generation of 
people who will just give up 
because the cost will be too 
high." 
And finally, my comments: 
Successive governments at 
every level have worked hard 
for years to bring Canada to 
the brink o£ financial disaster. 
A country blessed with natural 
resources like few others, a 
country to which the 20th 
century was supposed to 
belong, is on the slide to Third- 
World status. 
And to complete the destruc- 
tion, Ottawa will now make 
sure that once Canada is a 
Third-World nation, it will 
have an under-educated, 
poorly-skilled work force to go 
along with it. What in God's 
name has gone wrong? 
- i  
Playing footsie is stupid 
SUPPOSEDLY OLD shoes 
bring good luck. But I doubt 
mailing old shoes to the fi- 
nance minister will force him 
to step back from his funding 
cuts in th!s week's budget. 
The National Action Conl- 
mittee for the Status of Women 
(NAC) came up with the no- 
tion of mailing worn shoes to 
Martin to stop his cuts to social 
programs, unemployment In- 
surance, health and education. 
Because the law allows mail 
addressed to a Member of Par- 
liament to travel free while 
Parliament is in session, the 
shoes were mailed at lax- 
payers' expense• 
Even such little unauthorized 
expenditures do their bit to 
bury this country in debt. Why 
should NAC help the govern- 
ment waste our money? 
Government has proven it can 
do the job by itself. 
Mailing old shoes to Ottawa 
is akin to dumping a truckload 
t-  
CLAUDE'VrE SANDECKI 
of chicken manure on the steps 
of B.C.'s legislature. Both ac- 
tions are smelly, unsanitary, 
and merely momentarily atten- 
tion getting. Someone has to 
be paid to clean up the mess• 
Imagine the poor poetic al- 
ready reeling from the conflict- 
ing aromas of magazine per- 
fume ships. Then to be further 
assailed by the malodomnsness 
of sweat-soaked insoles. 
When next the postal union 
bargains a new contract hey'll 
argue to add protest pumps to 
the list of hazardous goods 
they're called upon to handle. 
Footwear sent to influence 
Ottawa will only take up 
Martin's office space, tie up 
staff time, and require extra 
garbage trucks. Already mail 
in this country takes far longer 
than it did in the 1940's when 
postage was one-tenth or less 
of today's rates. Now NAC 
proposes to clog the post office 
cvcn more by shipping their 
garbage to Ontario. 
NAC shouldn't expect mc to 
happily fund their antics. 
They're not speaking for me. 
They're embarrassing me, just 
as I was chagrined when femi- 
nists burn their bras. I ask 
myself, why do these women 
sUip when they battle7 
Snobbishness manages to en- 
ter NAC's protest. One woman 
is mailing a ballet slipper, a 
subtle way of letting Martin 
know he's being toed by a cul- 
tured individual. Others are 
shipping their sturdy hiking 
boots, half-soled pumps or 
treadless sneakers. 
I fear Statistics Canada may 
be moved to produce graphs on 
the incoming shoes: average 
size of Canadian women's 
feet; percentage of shoes tied 
with laces, closed with Vclcro, 
or slip on; most popular 
colonrs; width of feet; price 
range of footwear. 
Suppose NAC has kicked off 
a trend? What if farmers 
protest Crow rates by mailing 
their John Deers caps to the 
agriculture minister? Or 
shooters protest firearm 
registration by couricring their 
rifles to Allan Rock. 
Come to think of it, NAC 
may have stumbled on some- 
thing. 
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FORESTRY: 
Look at big picture 
A SERIES of small 
reductions in 
i harvesting limits in 
different imber 
supply areas could 
addup to one big 
headache for some 
community in the 
-- northwest. 
That was the message area 
mayors gave the Forest 
ministry's Ian Delisle last 
week. 
Delisle addressed the North 
' Coast regional advisory board 
Friday on the subject of annual 
allowable cuts (AAC). 
In the past couple of years 
analyses have been completed 
on a number of timber supply 
areas (TSAs) spanning the 
Prince Rupert Forest Region. 
That covers an area from 
south of Kitimat o the Yukon 
border and from the coast o 
thd Lakes district. 
The analyses attempted to
calculate what the long term 
sustainable harvest was in 
each TSA. 
That's the amount of wood 
that could be cut each year in 
perpetuity - - in other words 
the volume of new growth 
would match the amount 
felled each year. 
In all but the ease of the 
Cassiar TSA, the reports 
suggested the AAC.s would 
have to be reduced. 
The amount of the suggested 
reduction varied significantly: 
in the Kalum South the figure 
was just under 17 per cent but 
in the Kalum North it was 
more than two-thirds. 
In each case, the province's 
chief forester, Larry Pedersen 
will use the reports plus 
reactions from industry, 
interest groups and the public 
to decide what the new AAC 
should be. 
The problem, says Terrace 
mayor Jack Talstra, is each of 
these decisions is made in 
isolation. 
"The reality in the northwest 
is logs go everywhere in the 
Prince Rupert forest region ,"  
he pointed out. 
For example, what effect 
would a reduction of the 
Kalum South AAC have on a 
mill in, say, Kitwanga which 
is in ~e .Ki'sP!0X TSA? 
"We're saying you've got to 
look at the bigger picture," 
Talstra explained. 
While cutting reductions in 
each of the individual TSAs 
might not be significant, if you 
added them up across all nine 
TSAs in the region, there 
could be cause for concern, he 
added. 
The total loss of harvestable 
wood could translate into a 
mill somewhere in the 
northwest having to close. 
And maintaining employment 
in the region was "crucial", 
he said. 
Therefore, Talstra 
maintained, the chic, forester 
should look at the AACs for 
all nine areas at one time and 
release simultaneous rcporis 
on each. 
He also emphasized they 
should be reports, not 
decisions. "We need to know 
which way he is leaning and 
have an opportunity for 
input," Talstra explained. 
There should also be a socio- 
economic study to assess the 
impact of the combined AAC 
changes on the region as a 
whole and the communities 
within it. 
While admitting there was 
"some resistance" to the 
advisory committee's 
suggestions, Talstra added, " I  
think they got the messagb y 
the end of it." 
lie said the committee had 
also nsed the same regional 
argument later when Warren 
Mitchell of the Environment 
ministry updated them on the 
Protected Areas Strategy. 
What's 
ours 
is ours 
LOCAL POLITICIANS con- 
tinued to bang the local drum 
on forestry issues at last Satur- 
day's Kitimat-Stikine regional 
district meeting. 
This time it was over the 
Forest ministry's Small Busi- 
ness :program, in particular 
sales of wood made imder the 
Section 16.1 of the Forest Act. 
Following news last May 
that a local timber sale had 
been awarded to a Vancouver 
Island company, Victoria 
Plywood, the regional district 
joined in the condemnation of
Forest minister. Andrew Pet- 
ter,s decision. 
On Saturday the directors 
passed a resolution which it 
intends to submit to the next 
meeting of the North Central 
Municipal Association. 
In the preamble, the district 
notes timber sales should 
create jobs and economic 
APPROVED LOGGING. Above, wood is hauled in last summer on a Small Busi- 
ness timber sale logging show south of Terrace. The operation would meet 
regional district demands because it was being carried out by a Terrace corn puny. 
diversification in  resources from those sales is.processed turn mean Terrace value- 
based communities. "within the forest region from added operations like Terrace 
And recalling past timber which the timber is har- Pro-Cut and Forwestcouidbe 
sales have been awarded to vested". : awarded wood from the North 
companies as far away as the Kalum or Bulldey timber 
"metropolitan southwest," the In the case of the northwest, supply areas without con- 
resolution calls for a change in that means the Prince Rupert tradicting the regional dis- 
Section 16.1 to ensure timber forest region which would in triet's position. 
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Dana Bonnieux 
place the expertise already 
available through the Environ- 
ment and Forest ministries. 
Noting any projects would 
have to meet provincial 
regulations in legislation such 
as the Forest Practices Code, 
Bonnieux explained the Forest 
Service would still have to 
running in the northwest by 
this summer. 
Apart from the appointment 
of a regional director, FRBC 
will soon be bringing out a 
handbook explaining how to 
apply for money under the 
program and setting up a sys- 
tem to receive proposals. 
The provincial Forest 
Renewal board has also set 
priorities including a ranking 
system for projects, she added. 
As for the healthy salary to 
be paid the regional director 
up to $77,000 ~ Bonnieux 
maintained it was a "very, 
very important" position 
given the successful applicant 
would have to work with 
numerous different organiza- 
tions, have good planning and 
communication skills and be 
able to "work some magic" to 
come up with a regional plan 
In addition to the director, the regional office will 
have a staff of six to eight. 
sign off silvicultural projects. 
FRBC would also contract 
the ministries to oversee ira. 
plementation of projects that 
fell within their jurisdiction. 
For example, the Environment 
ministry would handle projects 
under FRBC's Watershed 
Restoration program. 
Bonnieux said ministry staff 
would also be involved in 
helping identify priorities in 
the region in the same way as 
community groups. 
They would also be asked to 
assess the effectiveness of 
proposals and reasonableness 
of projected costs. 
Based on that information 
and input from the regional 
advisory boards which would 
be set up, FRBC regional staff 
would pass on recommenda. 
THE PROVINCE is expected 
to announce within the next 
couple of weeks which com- 
munity will get the Forest 
Renewal B.C. (FRBC)north- 
west regional office. 
And that will soon be fol- 
lowed by the appointment of a 
regional director, applications 
for which close Wednesday, 
March 15. 
Dana Bonnieux, vice- 
president of FRBC, was in 
Terrace last week to outline 
the program and to the North 
C0ast regional advisory com- 
mittee. That body includes 
area mayors andregional dis- 
trier chairmen. 
While confirming an an- 
nouncement on the location of 
the office was close, Bonnieux 
was unable to say what the de- 
cision would be. 
However, commenting after 
the meeting, mayor Jack Tal- 
stra said it was clear the 
choice was between Terrace 
and Smithers. 
Terrace had bcen lobbying 
for FRBC to base its opera- 
tions here, he added. 
Announced last year, the 
FRBC is being financed 
through sharply increased 
stumpage fees paid by the 
forest industry. 
Two-thirds of that extra 
government revenue is 
earmarked for the program 
which targets watershed 
restoration, silviculture, in- 
ventory updates and woodlot 
expansion. 
Some work was carried out 
in the northwest last year un- 
der the program, but the 
amount fell well short of target 
because of insufficient time to 
carry out the planning work 
required before any project 
can be approved. 
Bonnieux said the plan is to 
.have the program fully up and 
all interests could agree with. 
In addition to the director, 
the regional office will have a 
staff of six to eight each with 
their own area of expertise. 
Bonnieux was unable to pro- 
vide a budget figure for the 
regional operation, but noted 
FRBC chief Roger Stanyer 
had been quoted as saying 
overheads would not be above 
three per cent of the program's 
total budget. 
Although the choice of staff 
would be guided by the partic- 
ular needs of a region, Bon- 
nieux suggested people knowl- 
edgeable in land issues, com- 
munity development and en- 
vironment would be required. 
However, she added, there 
was no intention the regional 
staff should duplicate or re- 
tions to the provincial Forest 
Renewal board. 
As for the advisory boards, 
Bonnieux said they would be 
set based on regional staff 
recommendations a  to the 
number of members and who 
they should be. 
She anticipated that would 
vary from region to region but 
the main thrust would be to 
achieve a broad spectrum of 
representation. 
Asked if money being spent 
on FRBC could have been just 
as effective if used to increase 
staffing levels of the mini- 
stries, Bonnieux contended, 
"We are able to take a broader 
perspective and take all inter- 
esls into account. It provides 
for outside guidance." 
Another important difference 
was FRBC's money did not 
come out of the province's 
general revenue. Because the 
source and amount of money 
was laid down in law, "We 
don't have to argue every year 
for our budget," she ex- 
plained, adding, " It  can't be 
diverted without a change in 
legislation." That was not the 
case with the ministries. 
However, she conceded its 
money was tied to stumpage 
rates which could fluctuate 
significantly. 
Therefore, the provincial 
board was setting aside some 
current revenue in a reserve 
fund. That would ensure there 
was enough money to pay for 
projects even if a change in 
market conditions reduced 
stumpage fees and therefore 
FRBC's revenues. 
Having that buffer would al- 
low it to enter into long term 
commitments, which in turn 
offered more stability, 
"Our purpose is to avoid 
short term thinking," Bon- 
nieux emphasized. 
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Orenda disappointed 
An open letter to: 
tlelmut Giesbrecht 
1MLA, Skeena 
]Dear Sin 
You are quoted in the press as saying, "At this point it'snot hat 
obvious that Orenda ever intendedto build a pr0~essing facility?' 
We are both disappointed and concerned with this comment. Itis 
a statement that could unfairly injure our reputation. 
As you may know, we have spent over $4.4 million developing 
our proposed paper mill. Commonwealth Construction also has an 
investment inthe project running into the millions. 
We have done what we consider to be everything humanly pos- 
sible to bring the project o fruition. 
There is no basis for suggesting 4hat we did not intend to build the 
facility. . 
Hugh Cooper 
President and Chairman 
Orenda.Forest Products 
Vancouver, B.C. 
More on Kemano 
Dear Sir: 
The discussion on the decision by the Harcourt government to
shut down the Kemano Completion Project seems to be separated 
from the substance of the B.C. Utilities Commissions Review of the 
project. 
The commission stated that he project impacts "on Fraser River 
flows would not effect salmon migration." However, it did recom- 
inend monitoring on a continued basis just to make sure that he ef- 
forts already undertaken will do the job necessary. 
I don't know of anyone who said that he low salmon stocks or the 
xnissing salmon are a result of KCP. KC'P has not been completed. 
What has certainly happened is that in the other paris of the pro- 
vince there is heightened concern about anything which does or 
raay affect he Fraser River fishery. The concern is focused on the 
blechako which provides one-fifth of the Fraser salmon fishery. 
Let me refer you to the comments of the B.C.U.C. commission 
review. These are only the ones taken from the summary and they 
refer to KCP as per the 1987 Settlement Agreement. 
"The Kemano River would receive a30 percent increase in flow. 
The Nechako River flow would be reduced to less than half the 
levels of recent years." (page vi) 
"The most significant impacts of KCP would occur on the 
Nechako River as the water eleases from the reservoir would be 
substantially reduced...These changes in river flows would have ef- 
fects not only on fish, but on many other plants and animals of the 
river environment as well as on the communities near the banks of 
the river. (page vii) 
"However, the commission has concluded that he negotiated pro- 
visions should be augmented toprotect he potential future value of 
the sockeye resource. The commission recommends that cooling 
water eleases from the Kenney Dam Release Facility by increased 
tqprovide a target temperature of 18.4 degrees C." (page viii) 
'On Chmook salmon and trout he comments In the B.C.U.C. are 
lucre blunt. 
"brevertheless, the commission does not have confidence that the 
proposed program will be suecc~fnl in achieving the conservation 
goal of maintaining the chinook at a population level of 3100 and 
has accordingly recommended increases in flow." 
It would seem clear that KCP as defined by the 1987 Settlement 
Agreement gave the commission serious concern. At least serious 
enough to have prompted them to look at what would happen if 
,acre water was released than the 1987 agreement would allow. 
"l'hey commented on three flow scenarios. 
For Flow Scenario 1 the commission stated that it "would be a 
bare minimum provision and would still place chinook and trout 
populations at considerable risk." The commission then recom- 
xnended "a full scale hatchery operation should be undertaken ira- 
,4 lnediately" and further added that a hatchery conld rat least 
tnaintain the stocks to the level of the conservation goal, albeit 
artificially." 
Flow Scenario II again relies heavily on hatchery operations. It 
would "give greater assurance that wild stocks of chinook and trout 
would be maintained" but it also calls for a "pilot hatchery opera- 
tion" to be "initiated at once" and then to be ready for more artifi- 
cial enhancement should the need emerge. 
Flow Scenario HI is the only option which gives "reasonable con- 
fidence" that the natural stocks of chinook and trout could be 
maintained and with "only modest intervention and enhancement 
activities." 
All three scenarios rely on artificial enhancement. The general at- 
titude to artificial enhancement is that it should only be applied 
when mitigation is essential and there is no option Of restoring or 
maintaining fish habitat o allow wild stocks to flourish. All three 
also have a risk of rivdr sedimentation. 
Any cliange in KCP's water flow regimes would requirea Change 
in the 1987 Agreement. Approval of another option would have 
been subject o the new Environmental Assessment Review. The 
oily option which might have been considered isoption IIL 
Could Alcan have made it work with reduced flows and 
¢,  , ,  reasonable confidence as far as the general B.C. public is con- 
corned? I really don't know. Certainly my preference~w0Uld have 
been to throw the bali back into Alcan S court. • 
Given the risks of river sedimentation, the reliance on artificial 
enhancement, the questionable economic viability Of the project un- 
der the best flow scenario (option Ii)and the concerns of the oilier: 
users of the river, the government made u decision.: 
. . . . .  MLA, Ske, 
IIII '" . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
7HE START IS FORPEOPLE LEARNING TO READ 
The Start  . 
• SOME 
That i 
is now 
There 
now paid less. But they wil!r'nOW be paid the same as adults. ~:, 
And, on Oct. 1, 1995, there will be another change, .Thit is 
when the minimum wage goes up again. It will then be $7 an~ ~/. 
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POPU[.ARITY OF modular homes such as this one shown 
by Shirley Kyle at Kermode Park should grow, 
Feds expand 
buying plan 
A FEDERAL OFFICIAL is 
predicting a busy time now 
~bat it's become asier to fi- 
nance the purchase of a 
modular home. 
Qualifying purchasers of 
modular or manufactured 
homes can now do so with 
downpayments as low as 5 
per cent. 
That places modular homes 
on the same financing playing 
field as stick built ones and 
should make them even more 
attractive, says Gordon 
Johnson of the Canada Mort- 
gage and Housing Corpora- 
tion (CMHC). 
The new financing pos- 
sibility comes from an expan- 
sion of CMHC's existing 
Chattel Loan Insurance Pro- 
gram. 
The new rules also apply to 
resale manufactured homes. 
"We figure our business 
will go up three or four fold 
this year," says Johnson who 
handled 100 modular home 
financing applications in the 
north last year. 
"We did the most of any 
(CMHC) branch in the pro- 
vince last year," said 
Johnson. "Manufactured 
homes are becoming a very 
affordable alternative what 
with rising interest rates and 
other costs." 
As with the lending program 
for stick built homes, CMHC 
does charge apremium. 
WE'RE 
OVERSTOCKED! 
'.-:'~. untflMarch 4th. 
~,2,.~... '--~'~ 
We absolute ly  have to make room 
for loads o f  new s tock  
which is arr iv ing soon from the 
Toronto and Edmonton buying 
shows  - come in and save on 
everyth ing in stock. 
At All 
Gemma's Locations 
in the Skeena Mall, Terrace 
1-800-563-4362 
Gemma's Kitchen Boutique 635-4086 
Gemma's Gifts & Collectibles 635-5577 
Gemma's Bed & Bath Boutique 635-3392 
Also  in  P r ince  Ruper t  
501 - 3 rd  Ave .  West  
624-3803 
Out & About 
Bretfeld named 
SKEENA MALL manager Lynda Bretfeld has been re-appointed to
the B.C. Housing Management Commission for another year. 
She's one of 13 board members of the commission which 
promotes various low cost and social housing programs. 
Bretfeld's also chair of the Terrace Family Court and Youth Jus- 
tice Committee and is a director of the Skeena Valley Housing 
Society. 
Prince Rupert resident Kathy Booth has also been re-appointed to
the board. -
~ MULTIPLE LISTING 
~- SERVICE WINNERS 
I 
Multiple Listings Service sales awards were also given at the annual 
general meeting of the Northwest Real Estate Board Sheila Love (left), 
placed first with Richard Evans (middle) second and Joyce Findlay 
(right) third. All are Terrace Remax agents. Local realtor Erica Langer 
is the new president of the Northwest Real Estate Board. The Remax 
agent was officially installed in her l~osition at the board's January 
annual general meeting. Vice president, and the person in charge of 
communications, i  Terri Glass from Kitimat. The treasurer is Diana 
Wood from Terrace while legislative and government liaison is Richard 
Evans, also from Terrace. Gordon Olson from Terrace ~s in charge of" 
education. The zone rep from Terrace is Dennis Lissimore while in 
Kitimat it's Lois Marleau and in Prince Rupert it's Linda Boomers. 
Business sold 
THE COUPLE that started Glass Slipper Bridal Shoppe seven years 
ago have sold the business. 
Shirley and Albert Marleau have turned the business over as of 
March 1 to Natalie Bclanger and Dominquc Coeiho. 
"They approached us about he business and we were thinking of 
retiring soon anyway," said Shirley Marleau last week. 
She said the sale was a good fit as Coeiho had been a good 
customer of the business over the years. 
Home business workshop 
March 11 is the date for a home-based business workshop. 
It'll concentrate on marketing products and services, advertising, 
promotion and publicity, developing the right image, selling, 
marketing examples and efficient and profitable management. 
The workshop is sponsored by the small business minstry and the 
Terrace and DisUdct Chamber of Commerce. 
The fee is $37.45 and more information is available by calling the 
chamber at 635-2063. 
H awa i i a n • 
P i zza  P lace  
~;~ 
Minimum wage increases 
TOMORROW'S THE day when the minimum wage increases from 
$6 an hour to $6.50 an hour for an estimated 80,000 people in B.C. 
Also effect=;ve tomorrow is the elimination of the lower youth mini- 
mum wage for people under the 18. From now on, people under 18 
will earn the standard minimum wage. 
The increases are the first state of a two-stage plan announced by 
the provincial government last year. On Oct. i, the minimum wage 
increases by another 50 cents an hour to $7 and hour. 
As well, the minimum for live-in home support workers goes up 
to $65 a day effective tomorrow and to $70 a day Oct. I. 
s149s/ , 
4650 Lakelse Avenue, T e r r a c e ~  
638-0644 
i Your Dealer For... I 
, , J  
58~sse~~~-F~,  L ,~:BACK,OES.  LOA OER/LAr,,SCAPEnS 
621s xr z21s xr J~ :~/~"  -~/  
. . . .  ~3"N~(~"  ~ Y I~~'~I -~ ,WHEEL LOADERS -~,~-,~ ~ . ~ ~ .  
UNI 'LOADER ® SKID STEERS 
• Check out the features 
Powedul engines, Heavy-duty hydraulics, Built-in durabil/ty. Fast cycles for pcoductJvily. 
Dozens of attachments for versatility, NI this and mace are found in Ihe full line of Case 
constmc~on equipment. W'~h the best.selling Ioadec/backhoes, rugged crawler 
dozers, tight-turning wheel Ioade~, and tough excavalors, you'll find a Case machln~ 
Io suit your needs. 
• Check out the performance 
Case equipment is engineered to stay on the job In tough onnditi0nsl Excavate, dig, grade, 
load or move matedal with preduciive, last cycles and operalorifdendly controls. Change 
attachments and you'll find one machine can do the job of several. Backed by the Case 
warranly, our machines ate buill Io last. : 
@ 
i PARKER PACIFIf i A.rnember of The In/andGroup, : , : 
3671 H ighway 16  East ,  Tor race  
SALES - SERVICE  - PARTS 
635-2992 To l l  F ree  1 -800-663-6390 
IN  HOUSE F INANCING 
• . . . .  I l l i - -~" |  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I l i aP  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m . . . . . . . . .  | | i  . . . . . . . . . . .  |1  b h h  m m . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  
m II I am'a  mi n i  On - - -  
Cost a factor 
City curtails rec pass ,plan 
THE CITY is backtracking from there were 907 access card ad- may be added costs resulting suggested they will opt for the 
its plan to give out recreation missions to the pool, he said, from hot water from the showers recommendation of Scott and 
passes to people on social as- making up 14 per cent of total ad- andi~aper towel and toilet paper, recreation department staff. 
sistance after a flood of applies- missions, success has overwhelmed Under that plan, any new 
tions for the cards. Recipients get free use of the us," added councillor David leisure access cards would be 
Nearly 390 cards have been pool and arena during public Hull. restricted to ministry,defined 
issued since the program started swim and public skate sessions. Resentment from paying hardship eases and single parent 
Jan. 18. Councillors had expected They also get a substantial dis- customers may also be a factor in families. 
only a couple dozen, count for any further programs the decision, however. That would reduce the number 
"We're still receiving two or they enrol in. "People are seeing fee hikes of families eligible from about 
three requests daily," recreation Councillors had hoped the pm- and at the same time they're 1,900to650. 
director Steve Scott told council's gram wasn't going to cost the city seeing s group of people access- Also, card-holders would pay 
.recreation committee Friday. any more money, ing the pool for free," Terrace half the normal price, instead of 
Within the first two weeks, Bet Scott said it appears there Advisory Parks and Recreation getting in free. Regional board Com°, , , ,o .  chairman Grant Most of the three-month passes 
Holkestsd said. now in circulation expire in early 
The commission recommended April. IIs for pulling the city try to sell a block of bulk Councillors had hoped the pro- 
c a  tickets to the Ministry of Social gram wouldn't cost the city any- 
Services to distr~ute as they see thing, and that extra people en- 
fit. rolling in some programs would 
o f  Orenda licence Secreation committee members get those programs past the 
decided to give that a try. break-even point and ensure they 
ORENDA FOREST Products' 
forest licence should be pulled 
immediately until it makes a 
commitment toconstruct a north- 
west processing facility, says the 
Kitimat-Stikine r gional districL 
A motion outlining the district's • 
position was passed at its Feb. 25 
board meeting and follows word 
that Orenda is about o be sold. 
A company called OFP Ac- 
quisition wants to buy Orenda 
and then use the wood to help re- 
open a closed newsprint mill at 
Gold River on Vancouver Island. 
"We don't want the wood 
supply to leave our region when 
the original condition for a 
licence was that they would build 
some sort 61" .,,rocessing facility 
which everyone has understood 
would be someplace in the north- 
west," said regional district Ter- 
race director and Terrace mayor 
Jack TalsUa. 
The motion is being sent to 
forests minister Andrew Petter 
who will have the final say over 
the transfer of Orenda's licence. 
" I f  they are going to walk 
away, I suggest hey leave the 
timber behind," said Talstra of 
Orenda's pending sale. 
Talstra dmitted that pulling the 
licence immediately would put 
loggers now working for Orenda 
out of work. 
"We just want this issue to 
come to a head before the fact. 
We always seem to be after the 
fact," he said. 
"We want the government to 
address the problem now instead 
of later when it's too late." 
Also supporting the motion was 
Stewart mayor Andy Burton. 
"We're getting sold short" not 
only by Orenda but by other com- 
panies and the government, said 
Burton. 
The motion was passed unani- 
mously. 
Regional district directors will 
get another chance to speak their 
minds should forests minister Pet- 
ter hold public meetings over the 
planned sale. 
If it doesn't work, councillors go ahead. 
:mi l l  I I  I I Sa I l l  l lm l  
ve This Coupon/ " • | 
• | 
.." ". . 
I I  
I I  
On double room for , 
1 or 2 people for 
2 consecut ive  nights , 
(Advance Resewations Only) • 
| Reservations only call: 
i 1-800-663-6620 ! 
• 98 Comfortable Units 
• Non Smoking Rooms • 
• Licensed Restaurant •
Air Conditioning .: 
i Kitchenettes ~ • 
• Cab le  " IV • 
• Frldges In every room 
• I I  Direct  Dial Phones 
• Night ly  Mov ies  ai 
• Indoor  Pool ,  Sauna & Swir l  • 
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You Can 
Rest Insured 
k Home Owners Policy 
Tenants 
~,~, Auto Plan 
Snowmobiles 
Logging Equipment 
Liability & Commercial 
Insurance 
"Our Family Serving 
_ Your Family for 20 Years" 
BRA INSURANCE 
AGENCIES 
C 
Join us in celebrating o?r 
1st Ann,versaryZ March 1 15 
,i 
Northcoast Health & Fitness 
4550 GREIGAVE. 635-6500 
John Heighinoton 
Orenda 
ruckus r 
pushed 
A LOCAL businessman says 
more local people should be talk- 
ing about the proposed sale of 
Orenda Forest Products and its 
forest licence. 
The prospect of Orenda's wood 
being part of a plan to re-open a 
dosed newsprint mill on Van- 
couver Island deserves more 
comment and talk, says John 
Heighington, whose family owns 
dryeleaning and laundry estab- 
lishments here. 
"Things are going faster than 
what we can see happening," 
said Heighington. "We need to 
find out what's going on." 
"We deserve to know what's 
going on before we read about a 
decision in the newspaper." 
Heighington said he's opposed 
to the idea of wood from the 
northwest going down south. 
"People should be phoning 
each other, There should be more 
interest," he said. 
I-Ieighington said it would be a 
good idea for Orenda and its pro- 
posed purchaser, a New York- 
based investment syndicate, to 
come to Terrace for a public 
meeting. 
"We're being faced with a dou- 
ble whammy. Already we're 
being told the cut will have to be 
reduced. To have the wood that'l 
left leave is something else 
again, he said. 
Heighington also wants a stop, 
or a reduction of raw log exports 
to other countries when local 
mills face shortages. 
Heighington said the proposed 
Orenda sale comes too close for 
comfort after the death of the 
Kemano Completion Project 
'~ IT'S CUT 
AItD DRIED. 
Tobacco Kills. 
~.  BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Box 34009, Station D 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4M2 
~._ Phone: 731-5864 ..~ 
MEET 
-!i., . 
  -GORDON 
CAMPBELL 
AND 
SHARE YOUR VIEWS. ii• 
Come and share your views with Gordon Campb  
in open pub/ic discussions. It's important o us 
that your voice is heard, 
L HAZELTON 
March 3 
Rah~bow Cafe 
~: : :~ : (Highway 16) 
-' : 11:30 a,m.-  12:30 p.m, 
SMITHERS:: " . . . . .  
Hudson Bay Lodge :i!, i};,~;~o~_~,~.~,. 
4:00 p.m.- 6:00!;~; "~-~ ;,g ~?.,u:* }
Call now! Join the BC Libe 
and vote for a strong Liberal 
1-800-567-22 , 
- ALCHAN¢;E. 
i - ' ,  
i 
t ,  
I 
t ,  
, f  
, i  
); 
t 
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Loses $1,000 to phone fraud 
Pensioner, 
A LOCAL old-age pensioner is 
out $1,000 after falling for the 
pitch of a long distance phone 
seam artist. 
And.RCMP are warning people 
not to send money, give out credit 
card numbers of disclose bank ac- 
count numbers to strangers who 
phone with alluring offers. 
"She got s phone call saying 
she had won $12,500 from Las 
Vegas. All she had to do was pay 
$1,000 for the GST so the money 
could come into the country," 
says her son. 
"She sent the $1,000 in a bank 
draft. Once it's gone you can't do 
anything about it," said the son 
who requested that his mother not 
be identified. 
ictim of s cam 
The son was out of town when 
the mother sent the money off to 
a company identifying itadf as 
Precision Group 2000 in 
Montreal, Qnebee. 
"I just knew it was a seam. I
phoned the GST people and they 
said there was no such thing as 
GST on that kind of money." 
"She got taken advantage of. 
They're 'picking on old age 
pensioners," he said. 
What's worse is that the same 
company phoned back and told 
the woman she had won $25,000 
- -  her's for the taking by sending 
another $800. 
"I guess by that time they had 
received the $1,000. They knew 
they had a target. I've been told 
Reform leader 
makes a   isit 
Jack Weisgerber 
Organizer Ron Town said there 
are now 170 B.C. Reform mem. 
burs in this constitueney 
They hope to have 300 mem- 
bers by the time of the Mar. 2 
meeting, he said. 
B.C. REFORM leader Jack Weis- 
gerber is taking alukewarm stand 
against the province's decision to 
scrap the Kemano Completion 
Project. 
Weisgerber released a B.C. 
Reform caucus position paper on 
KCP that says a Reform govern- 
ment would have thoroughly con- 
sidered the commission's three 
options that called for higher 
flows in the Nechako. 
It slams the province for 
making its decision on the basis 
of polls, not the scientific advice 
of the commission. 
"The caucus is deeply con- 
corned about he poss~le costs to 
B.C. taxpayers of compensation 
that could be awarded to Alcan 
by the court as a result of the Bar- 
court government's unilateral ac- 
tion," the statement says. 
At both the beginning and the 
end of the statement, it says the 
Reform caucus acknowledges the 
decision to scrap the project has 
widespread public support. 
"The mucus acknowledges that 
the Kemano Completion Project, 
as presently proposed, is neither 
environmentally nor politically 
acceptable to most British 
Columbiam." 
KCP will be one of Weisger- 
bur's topics when he comes here 
tomorrow. 
That's when local Reformers 
are holding a Skeena con- 
stitutency organizational meeting. 
Reformers formed a strong 
election machine that powered 
Mike Scott into office during the 
1993 federal election, and a num- 
ber of the same key organizers 
are working on the party's 
provincial campaign for Skeena. 
Police 
Beat 
Man jai led 
AN IS-YEAR-OLD Terrace 
man was sentenced to 18 
months in jail Feb. 20 on a 
series of charges. 
Rupert William Genaille 
was conveicted on charges of 
assault, theft over $1,000, 
possession of stolen property, 
and break, enter and theft. 
RCMP said the incidents all 
took place over the last six 
months. 
Charge  laid 
RCMP HAVE charged a 
driver with failing to yield 
after a Feb. 21 accident near 
Denny's Restaurant. 
Police said a west-bound 
vehicle driven on Hwy 16 by 
Colin Goodall collided at 9:58 
a.m. with a vehicle driven by 
Sarah Wesley, who had pulled 
out from the Denny's parking 
lot. 
Wesley has been charged 
with failing to yield, police 
said. Goodall was taken to 
Mills Memorial Hospital with 
minor chest injuries. 
Truck  hits 
l i quor  s to re  
"There's 
TWO PICKUP TRUCK oc- 
cupants were sent to hospital 
after the vehicle ran Into the 
Liquor Store. 
RCMP said one occupant 
was thrown partway through 
the windshidd. 
The incident happened at 
about 1:30 s.m. on Feb. 22 
Damage to the truck was 
estimated at $3,000. 
her name is being sold to outfits 
like this," said the son. 
The woman didn't send the 
$800 because she didn't have it. 
And her son never did get a 
return phone call from the 
Montreal company so it could ex- 
plain itself. 
The woman came close to being 
a victim of a second seam when 
another Montreal company called 
and said she was the winner ei- 
ther of a new ear or $15,000. 
This time, the caller not only 
wanted the woman's last dollar, 
but her last 80 cents. 
All she had to do, said a repre- 
snntative from GAC Network Inc. 
was to send a cheque for $470.80 
to cover fees. 
"She didn't have it, but she did 
send a post dated cheque based 
on what she would received from 
her pension next month," said 
her son. 
He was still out of town at the 
time of this attempt and when he 
returned, quickly arranged for a 
RADELET & 
stop payment on the cheque. 
"It's pretty hard to put into 
words what I feel," said the son 
of the seam calls. 
He's filed a complaint with the 
RCMP. 
Local RCMP detachment com- 
manding officer Inspector Steve 
Leach said it's not unusual for 
fraud arts to target elderly people. 
"They can be very vulnerable. 
You have to he very careful. 
There are lots of people out there 
who want to take your money 
front your" said Leach. 
He added that the best method 
of judging such phone calls is that 
if the message sound as if it's too 
good to be true, it's probably a 
seam.  
"I f  you don't know who you're 
dealing with, don't give out per- 
sonal information such as credit 
cards or bank account numbers 
over the phone," said Leach. 
Similar reports have been 
received in Smithers, Kitimat and 
Quesnel in past weeks. 
COMPANY 
Barristers & Solicitors, Vancouver, BC. 
Companies • Family Trusts • Tax Matters 
James W. Radelet Phone 689-0878 Fax 689.1386 
SKEENA CHEM-DRY ® 
The Carbonated Carpet Cleaner 
~,J~RP~, .NO STEAM .NO SHAMPOO 
.RAP,D ORY, NG.NO ST, C  ES,DUE 
5~/" ~ ~e .REMOVES MOST STUBBORN STAINS 
*EUMNATES HR,N GE & M LDE  
OI \~-aT, .  ~ 1111 c~ *STAYS CLEAN LONGER* 
A,so vaia o 
t,.)~-~.~.~,,~ . oQ,~,O Deodorizing. Carpet Protector 
Residential Commercial 635-2436 
: .L 
• , i l ~ i I • 
/ I 
- ,<  
ollors: 
~ e  "urJL~-,n~.ze 3r.,,e=me,n To  t~5~L 
The Csca-Cela TWi l l -m; :  
"2 ..:: 
1-800-665-4299 ~.  , ,~ o,,o.ot31 e ,~,\.~. 604-847-2058 
S,n - t i the : t -m Sk i  Cox 'p .  
L -/TH T l l   P.S' 
Hudson Bay Lodge invites you to take 
advantage of Ski Package Specials 
starting as low as 
--- ,  
taxes .__.... 
" Two people * 2 days of skiing "Accomoclati0ns 
Group packages available 
For Informat ion & Reservations call: 
H u0son Bay Locb e 
!6041 847-4581 1-800-663-5040 
MARCtt 
TAST[ OF TtI[ NONTg . . . .  
Bacon Triple Cheeseburger 
4740 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 99 - 11th Ave. East, Prince Rupert 
OI995McOon£d's~estautanl~;0lCa~ldlLirniled. Foriheexd~si~eu~ofMcDonata'~RestamntsolCanadaLimitedanddsFlanch~sees Plinle~inCana0a I 
news on the horizon: 
?ower [ 
/ . / :  
,/ Being Power energy- and water- ?;'i'2;: 
/ Smart has always efficiency of your h ..... ~:~ 
.... been good for British When we all do our 
. . . .  Columbia, saving water, the effects will be fi / 
.-~:~ energy and part of the generations. 
ii~¢ natural beauty of our • The "BC 21 Power Smart Team ~,4:~',:i~ 
~, ~..,~. province. Now, through will install your BC 21 Power Smart £~i' i  :i
i~:~ BC 21, part of the provincial products, includinz" a hot water ~!i,~'. 
~] government slob creatmn ~ .~ tank insulatin~ iacket, o De ~i!~i~',~i 
:: ~ ' , ~ ~ • • • ~i~"'~,:'~,~ii~ ~(:  and econom,c development ~ !  ,nsulation, faucet aerators, low, ~. ~,i~ 
strategy, the government has ~ '~ flow showerhead, toilet flush 
joined forces with a number of B.C.'s ~ reducer, door weiuher-stripping i ~ i~ 
• . . . .  .,~!~:~. :~i 
electric and gas utilities, and credit ,'rod draft proofing, all at no clmrge, ,~.@.' 
unions, to bring you the BC 21 • They'll conduct achuck'up of your ':'!'~: " .~  
.... ,,, .. Power Smart project• 
"i!i'i'i":ii~;:%~N~ ~" And you can be 
•- .~,~ ~.~ 'i~'~: . , 
~'  ,~ '  a part of it." Soon, 
you'll be able to 
take advantage of tile project by 
calling the BC 21 Power Smart eam 
assigned to your neighborhood. 
You'll get valuable Power Smart 
products that will increase the 
home to show you .............. =~25:~S:2~', 
how to nlake your home )iiiiii~2~:~.; _ = 
even more energy- i 
and water-efficient. .,,~. 
For more details, call Power Smart at 
540-8883 
in the Lower Mainhmd, or 
1-800-785-6377 
elsewhere in B.C. 
BC 21 Power Smart is spmisored b; Coming soon to yot#" comnttmity/ 
the Govermnent ofBritiSl! COiiimbitt, 
B.C.H).dm, B.C. Gas; Centra Gas, 
Preserving resources, Creating jobs. 
Greater Vancou vet" Regional Disn'ict, 
Pacific Nortlie.i Gas and West 
Kootenay Poiver , 
Glen Clark, Minister espoliSible , 
BC 21 and B:C.Hydro, :i (:: 
* Offerapplies to singlefamilydwell#!gs, d#qde.~es, triplexes, 4.plexes, tl
MI homes must be detaclzed, semi.detached, or row houshig with their owJ 
This program may be modified or discohtinued without notice. 
/ 
~i ¸ :¸¸¸ !? :i ~:i ¸  : • ¸¸ • • 
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,J.'- track ....... : [] 
HEAVY LOCOMOTIVES and rail cars do wear down 
smooth steel rails after a while, When that happens a spe- 
cialized track laying machine Is used to disgorge new 
lengths of rail. As opposed to the first tracks laid up here, 
steel rails are much longer and are welded together for a 
smoother ride. 
Michael-Barlow O.D. 
optometrist 
Announces  the  Open ing  of h is  P rac t i ce  
at 4613 Lake lse  Ave . ,  Ter race ,  B .C.  
For an eye examination call 635-4364 
Dr. Paul Tsang 
announces the closure of his dental practice. 
All patient charts and X-rays have been 
transferred to: 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
4623 Lakelse Ave. 
(Across from the White Spot) 
Phone 635-2552 
We We~come New Patients 
Ist  Annua l  Mode l  Contes t  
March  24  f.~ 2~,  1995 
3VER $1,000 IN PRIZES 
TO BE  W O N  
HOW TO ENTER: 
1. Purchase your model at the Creative Zone 
2. Receive your entry form. 
:3. Enter your completed model on March 24/95. 
School 
probe 
readies  
RCMP OFFICERS assigned to a 
province-wide investigation into 
reports of abuse at native residen- 
tial schools have finished Itaining 
and are now back at their home 
::;:.>: i 
detachments. 
The sensitivity training course 
is the first step in preparing for 
what the force says is its single 
largest ever investigation i E.C. 
In this area, an investigator 
from the RCMP's subdivision 
headquarters in Prince Rupert is 
one of more than 20 officers from 
around the province assigned full 
time to the case, says RCMP Sgt. 
Peter Montague. 
That officer will be able to draw 
on other resources and will have 
the assistance of other RCMP of. 
ricers in the area when necessary. 
"We're getting ready to be in 
full operation April 1. That's 
when we'll be ialtoducing our 1- 
800 numbers," said Montague. 
Those 1-800 numbers are for 
the use of peopli~ who want to be 
interviewed on their experiences 
at residential schools. 
Police officers are gearing up to 
interview several hundred people 
who attended the 13 resideutial 
schools that operated in B.C. 
Two of those were in the north- 
west, Lower Post 1951 and 1975 
and at Lejac near Fraser Lake 
from 1910 to 1976. Both were 
operated by the Roman Catholic 
church, 
The RCMP announced the in- 
vestigation i late 1994 at the re- 
True Beauty. car's beauty 
~s more than skin deep, because unlike 
most 4,Wh'eel Drive vehicles, the 
All-Wheel Drive Legacy performs like 
:i 6nly acar can- with responsive handling, 
: quick acceleration and plenty of riding 
comfort, NO wonder its North America's 
THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR SUPPORT!  
The Terrace K insmen and Kinette's would like 
to thank  the communi ty  for their  support  of the 
K insmen Mother's  March 1995. We would also 
like to thank  the  following businesses for the i r  
support:  
Kermode i  Beverages  Ltd. Skeerta Broadcasters  
Totem Services Pet ro  Can Subway Ter race  
Ter race  Times Ter race  Standard  
:F~st~x~ 1st Anniversary Special 
, .c. ,  ~ ^  R, ~,~ I ~ S ~. ~. ~ ,, : 1/2 Off Hear ing Aid Batter ies 
c L , . ,  c s: l  Qual i ty  Zinc Ai r  
I L'imit 4 pks per customer 
• Registered clinical audiologist 
• Providing the latest in hearing aid technology 
including computer programmable hearing 
systems as well as the smallest, completely in 
the canal instruments 
• Repair and maintenance of all makes of 
)!i iiiill ~:! hearing aids, Adults & Children welcome 
Physician referral not required 
DVA Taps cards accepted, Authorized by WCB 
Fraserview Hearing & Speech Clinic 
15-4327 
:!;~i:~! '; i :i!::iii:i:!i:  ~i i :;~:i:~iiii! 4731 Lszelle Ave., Terrace " 
Registered under the Hearing Aid Act (B.C.) 
r . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  "1 One Free C010ur Image of the Inside of Your Ear 
1 ' Ou r new video otoscope system will give you a live ~. 
image and permanent record of your ear canal and I 
eardrum. y'our appointment today for a free guided I Make I 
tour of the inside of your ear. L . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . .  E×p,res...Mar...ch 3'1/J~ 
.... Traction ~ that's the secret o safer 
driving and why the 1995 All-Wheel 
Drive Subaru Legacy is the ultimate car 
for people on the go. Subaru's unique 
All-Wheel Drive technology provides 
superior traction- in good weather or bad 
t/y nsfl g ' ........... ' -  : ......... " ...... :"' ~ ~''~ - instan tra r r in  / ..~,.. lt, or 
power from the wheels ". : 
that slip to the wheels ) . 
with the best grip. And 
that means afe~, more ii~ii=iiiii.ii 
confident driving. 
i :  
\ ,i •,•:~"/i •¸: •i,:: .  :l 
/ 
True. Champion. , on,og 
awards seems to be a tradition for the 
Legacy, with AJAC wins in "90, '91, '93 
and in 1995 as well. This makes the 
Subaru Legacy the onlyfour-time winner 
in AJAC history. It was also recently 
named "Best New Wage 
• Take a Legacyfoi'•:~:::;~,i:"~.:;:':~'i • 
a test drive today. Discover the :i~;: 
beauty of AlI-Wheel Drive for youi;se~: :; i; 
or the location of a: For more information ~ ' ~ ' ~': :: ~ 
Suharu dealer, call 1-800-876-4AWD; 
] 
quest of the Nuu-Chah-Nulth 
Tribal Council. 
It was once federal government 
policy to take native children 
from their families and put them 
in schools run by chilrches. I~ ad- 
dition to the Roman Catholic 
church, schools were run by the 
Anglican and United churches. 
The first of these schools 
opened in 1890 and the last 
closed in 1983. 
"We've already received 
several dozen phone calls from 
people and we've been getting 
out to see lhese people," said 
Montague. 
Also being established is a 
network of counsellors and 
psychologists who'll work with 
those being interviewed. 
The counsellors and 
psychologists are also from vari- 
ous pails of the province and will 
be called upon when needed. 
best'selling All-Wheel Drive Car* by Motoring '95. 
• : 
Car of the Year Awarcls ~C*  ] 
B 
 SUBARUo 
The of All-Wheel Drive.' ¢ The Automol, ileJournalists A ssociatlon o.]'Canada, *Based on R, I., Polk &Co. U. S, Registration'• Statistics, plus Canadian rehicle Registration I)ata Jbr ycar-end 1993. 
/i 
/ •  
I 
i 
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Won' t  take  tr inkets and beads  
Nisga'a cite billion $ loss 
BETWEEN $2.1 billion and $4.3 
billion worth of resources have 
been taken out of the 1Nisga'a tra- 
ditional territory, according to a 
study paid for by the Nisga'a 
situation would be if they had on. 
joyed the economic benefits of 
the land. 
The numbers vary greatly be- 
cause of different possibilities of 
they had been in control. 
"If the Nisga'a had indeed 
slowed down the rate of resource 
extraction, the value of the lands 
today would be much higher," he 
Tribal Council. Nisga'a involvement if they had noted. "Again, it would be dif- 
February 
Clearance Sale 
I! The savings don't get better than tkis! 
- . . . .  
d~ql f f  ~WV 
I 
The report, prepared by the firm governed the land. ficult in practice to determine the 
Price-Waterhouse ov r two and a The low number -- $2.13 bil- amounts." Off Storewide 
half years at a cost of $137,000, lion - is the estimate of what the Nisga'a Tribal Council presi- 
was released by the Nisga'a last Nisga'a would have received in dent Joe Gosnell said the study 
week. royalties, taxes or lease income provides an accounting of what • Hair Care Products 
The move came on the heels of from companies that logged, the Nisga'a have lost while wait- 
media reports that Ntsga'a negoti- mined and fished in their tradi, ing for a h'eaty. * Hair Accessories 
ators had initially demanded $2 tional territory. "We have made it abundantly 
billion in compensation. The high number ~ $4.319 bil- clear -- we don't realistically ex- * Clocks & Watches 
In the report, Price Waterhouse lion - -  also adds in ElLen's pect full compensation for these 
consultant Bob Elton notes the projection of profits the Nisga'a losses," Gosnell said last week. * BaLh Essentials 
study is based on the assumption would have earned from the "It's far in excess of what the / 
that the land was developed and resources if Nisga'a-owned com- finances of the country can ab- • Purses & Be l ts  / resources were extracted at a panies had done most of the log- sorb." Joe Gosnell similar speed under a Nisga'a ging, mining and fishing instead "But we are still prepared tosit square kilometres of land north of * J ewe l le ry  government as actually occurred, of outside interests, at the table and see what we can Terrace centred on the Nass River 
The stated losses are Elton's Ellon says the study assumes agree on." valley. • Cosmet ics  
estimates of the difference be- the Nisga'a would have been Oosnell confirmed the present But any settlement will be 
tween the present economio situa- capable of developing the terri, government compensation offer much smaller. A year ago, the • Hosiery ~x. 
tion of the Nisga'a and what heir tory in the same way it occurred to the Nisga'a totals $130 million. Nisga'a were demanding 43 per 
U ~ under the jurisdiction of the pro- "Is this what Nisga'a t~adi- cent of their traditional territory HAl ri" GALLE rtv'w Lan vince, tional territory is worth?" he and the province was offering 
H e says the study did not look demanded. "We're not going to three per cent. Reports last week 
at the further argument that the accept he 20th century equiva- indicate the province last summer 
Nisga,a likely would not have lent oftrinkets and beads." increased its offer to seven per 4711 D Keith Ave. 635-3729 talks ,o,,.do,,t o,o.ooasrap,d,,,  The Nisga'a claim 25,000 cent. 
stalled /GMi Ter n racl N]SGA'A NEC.~TIATIONS are l!ii stalled aud any further talks now depend on the "political will" of .... ,
Premier Mike Harcourt and his ; . / ~  " ~ ~ /  
cabinet, Nisga'a Tribal Council ' : :  ::.;,I::/::::::/ / 
president Joc Gosnell says. ii !!':i :i 
The negotiations over the ~ '  ~ [ ~ , L ~ /  / / 
Nisga'a claim to 25,000 square ,wrrr~ /ffff~ 
k iom.  ro  o ..s v.rva 
ley have hit the wall, Gosnell ~ 
claims. 
Gosnell says provincial negotia- 
lot Jack Ebbels has reached the @ ~ - S  ~pcI , rarlsmlsslon ~ I.,.UIDA.r,o...IC . 
limits of his negotiating mandate . . . .  ' ~ ~  -Auxiliary Ught ing  $17188 8 -Deep "Tinted Glass !~!i Ebbels has gone back to cabinet ~ i ' , /  -Deluxe Front :,,,;l'ii;,/i,;::!~:;: for further instructions, Gosnell 
added. I! ~ ; /~  / / / "  ~ A p p e a r a n c e  Pkg. Sq  ~A00 ~'/"~:"~ "It's in cabinet's hands," he OR ........... 
mandate to the negotiator to al- i " D ,os t i c  Dr i ,  e ' =  0or, ,,~ low the parties tO come tO an . I k l~  TOTAL PAYMENT ~ 
Reduct ions  . . . . . . .  "*°" '  
agreement." 
He said there are no other ed- ] 
I;/;, sons for delaying further. 
"'All the studies that have been 
requested by the province and the /.% 
reds have been completed," he ~" 
said. "There sno further need for / / / 
any more studies to be done. It's LUMIHA APV ? PASSEHGER VAH political will that's required." m ~ J i l t  A i 
Gosnell said provincial rhetoric Stock #94520 ~ -Driver Side Air Bag .~ i . -verv  1990,  
is that settlements must be 3 1L V6 EFI &MuchMore / . . . . .  J . . . .  
" " " ~ ' / s "affordable". -Automatic . ------- LIQUIDATIOH PRICE / • i a , ••  . 
Hints now of a provincial e lec -compl icate  the issue, he said. -AM/FM Cassette V $  I 6~988 ~ Mooe l  MUSt  
ti°ni think the pressure is on the -5 Spd Transmission 
provincial government," he said. LIQUIDATION PRICE 
Gosnell pointed to provincial ~ ~  Be S01d ./ -AM/FM Cassette 
rhetoric that settlements must be .~. 36 MONTH ILl:AS' / . ".J., ~ " . . . .  ~ '  In~$1 . . .q ,~~ 
"a f fo rdab le" ,  ~ $ q [mJ~l~00 corNS2'+ " / / 
resource"After extractionm°re thanbya companies,century of ~ - - :  7 : . . . . . .  ,~  H H TOTALPf~ENT ....... DIL ii 1 I I  ~ ' : '~">" ' : " : '~ ' : ' z  ........ On 
govermnents, private individuals 36 MONTH LEASE  peclai Lease sq=aoo..,, o,o -- everyone has been marching ~ .;..1 . . ~ '/i~ / ' ~ . ~ : . ~  ~ oowN 
to the bank with a smile on their TOTAL PAYMENT 
:.e¢ R.ates/,  " ' -  
face - -  and now we're told it has 
to be affordable, Gosnell said. / "  / • • 
"If the Nisga'a are asked to ac- ! ........ : : ~ 
cept an offer that will not enable ! ~ / .  /"  ", o~ 
the Nisga people to be self- / 
sufficient it will be a recipe for 
disaster. We would be in a worse ! i i ! i i~  ~ ~ ~ "   I;/. °. 
state than we are now if we're 
o asked to do that." ; / ,  
The target date for reaching an  ::/OwestiPricc . , agreement in principle has been ~1 
shifted from March to lune 31. : GEO TIUCKER 4X4 CONVERTIBLE ~':"' ~' • ** , ,  GEO METRO - 2DR - " 
In the meantime, Terrace mayor , Stock #94491 ~ -Reclining Seats Stock #94177 ~ -Blue With White Top ~I  
northwestJack TalstrapoliticiansSaid he reandasking°ther / -1.0L-EFI / /  & Much More / -1.6L-EFI I /  & Much More ~;~,t,~,~'~ i!" 
the provincial and federal govern- / ,  -5 Spd ~---~ LIQUIDATION PRICE -5 Spd ~"~ LIQUIDATION PRICE ~;~ ~ 
  ,V$12,888 
menta for more information. -Electric Defrost V'7,995 / 
"If we don't hurry up and get ~'  
information to the public, the . . . . . . . . . .  ",~2ti. !ll I ....... .. .... ~ ;~,!(/,~;~ :, 
public will pass us by," said Tal- ~ ~'~ 36 MoNRT / ~ OR ,~/~;~"~ ',i 
i 
stra is response to published ~ H LEASE " ~ - ' - - ~  =: 36 MONTH LEASE ~i!t; I 
reports of various offers made on ~ [] I [] AA $2,oo~ ...... $2,o~o ~t ~ 
the Nisga'a land claim. ~ ; ~  ~ I ~ 1 VV DOWN ~ $ q q ! O0 DOWN 
"It's high time they pass us " - - :" - " " I " I F  • TOTAL PAYMENT .. " .......... ~-  ........ ~ Arm m TOTAL PAYMENT 
more information. Perhaps it's ~,o~o,s2 _ ~- - - - -  $7,92~.9e ii!i~ !! 
- /  ~ C~Z.t'/- ~ '"~ ~ s T Choose From/" .... " * ' "  
too late already," he said. / ~ ~ ,~ 
Talstra said he's learned noth- 1994' 
ing new in the two years and 9t4"a.ff_e it= .~-~zppe~ 
change he's sat in on various land 
IAt Great Savings/j claims advisory meetings. / ..~_t: CT-fr~ ~23r/27"/~t= "We have to read about he no- $I~7ot On 
gotiating positions in the Globe 4th $2,00&00 Down Plus First Month Payment and Refundable Security Deposit. 
and Mail, Vancouver Sun, Ter- i axes Extra. This Limited Time Offer May Not Be combined With Other Offers. Highway 16 e4 
raCeTalstraStandarddid OrsayWherever."federal and ~ Not Be ExactlyAs Illustrated. See McEwan GM For Details. / / We~t= 2rr~ CF~,.t'r'~zc 
" '  ' i -  
provincial negotiators got a 
"little testy" ate recent meeting ~ The Strength ~Oldsmobi~e ~C~ °"  TM ~.o~ 
with area elected leaders. G~(~ 
"They said from their point of .~U.]C.K ' CHE~ TRUCK8 , of Experience. PONTIAC ChcvFo]c t  ......................... ,~ 
view they don't want o really no- : !  
gotiate through the media," he ~..-  ~ ! 
 #les &.' M = said. , "I and others want the see the provincial government position TERRA(  articulated by the premier or min- • ' . . . .  ' t ::~,.KITIM~ 
lster of aboriginal ffairs, the fed- : :*" ~ " " :::; 
oral position articulated the same :eas]ng  outcome,, 
way and the Nlsga'a, if they feel ....... LER~O:~Sea.:: :~ Terrace i .: ~:80O~ii 
so inclined, have their position ii~, E~ ~:  :;::i~'i,!:i"!..:!ii~ii~';'~!~i 
articulated by them," Talstra. :!i~:;[.::,i":::":'i-,~,,i!,/";.,: , .,. f, ,, .. . , f  ¢. ~. - if, ¢, ( ~ . . . .  . ',.~'.,:~',.,/!~<!,.;':.~!,,:,,:~:z,-z,.,,' 
! 
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FAE COLLINS MOONEY 
I'll remember you, 
my dear friend 
S IT POSSIBLE to live 
I each day as if it were our 
last, and end it with no 
regrets, having done all that 
was important? 
I lost a friend recently. She died suddenly, 
unexpectedly. 
She left us so quickly. There was no time 
to say good-bye. 
No opportunity to express thanks... 
I'll miss my friend. I'll miss her contribu- 
tion to my life and all the special things we 
shared. 
It was almost two years ago now that my 
friend was battling cancer, and apparently 
beating it. 
From time to time I would take over to 
her a small friendship token, a small 
reminder that I cared. I did what friends 
have always done. 
I was concerned, and wanted to remind 
her I was here close by. 
Something deep inside us both seemed to 
connect; we seemed to know without hav- 
ing to say anything at all... At least, that's 
how it was for me. 
Maybe it was the common bond we felt 
toward other living things - our dogs and 
wild feathered friends. 
Among the small tokens given to her was 
a little silvertray. . . . . . . . . . .  
Some time ago another friend of mine 
brought me this little tray piled high with 
home-made cookies. She said I may keep 
the tray if I wished, or pass it along to an- 
other. 
For the longest ime I kept the tray, as a 
token of her friendship, and a reminder of 
all that she and I have shared over the 
years. But I resolved that indeed I would 
pass it along when a special opportunity 
presented itself. 
The day my friend called to announce she 
was cancer-free was the day I realized who 
this tray now belonged to. 
I placed a paper lace doily on the little sil- 
ver tray and filled it with fresh baked 
brownies, then gave it to my friend, to help 
her celebrate her triumph over that deadly 
foe. 
! told her the story of how I acquired the 
silver try and why I was passing it along to 
her. 
Through an act of kindness toward me, I 
was able to extend it to yet another. 
If she wished, she too may pass the tray 
along. 
She treasured that little tray. Whether she 
kept it or passed it on to someone lse, I 
don't know. 
Wherever it may be now, that little silver 
tray is still special, and always will be. Like 
my friend who gave it; like my friend who 
received it. 
Although I feel sad at losing a special 
friend (the tears I shed are not for her, but 
for me), although I grieve my loss, I can't 
help rejoicing also. She is safe and secure. 
Nothing can harm her now. 
Can I say good-bye to her, then, without 
feeling regrets? 
No. There are still things I wish I had 
done, and said. The opportunities are gone 
now. 
But I'll live tomorrow more carefully. 
• I'll remember my friend. 
I value what she has added to my life. 
I'll think of her when I walk my little dog 
and pass her quiet house. I'll remember the 
times when her dog s from inside would 
bark in the big front window as we passed, 
my little one stepping a little more lively, 
and look up at me with a happy face as if to 
say, those are my friends saying he... 
Each time a new bird or squirrel visits my 
feeder I'il remember the love, appreciation, 
and respect for Nature we both shared, and 
how we liked to encourage the wildlife to 
sojourn in our back yards. 
I'll think of her whenever I throw out a 
handful of seed for our feathered friends. 
Except now I'll be sureto throw out anex- 
Giving the gift of life 
K AREN' REID gave 
her husband no 
less than the gift of 
life last year. 
Al's kidneys had failed from 
diabetic omplications, he was 
on dialysis and his health was 
deteriorating. 
He had backSpasms, frequent 
vomiting and had no strength 
to work or walk any distance. 
The wait list for a kidney 
transplant was more than two 
years long and uncertainties 
were beginning to build. 
So Karen gave him one of 
hers. 
"It seemed to be the right 
thing to do all the way down 
the line," she says. "We'd 
lived together for 18 years. 
We shared everything else. 
Why not that?" 
Al first told her that she 
could be tested as a poss~le 
match last spring. 
"'I knew then and there, that 
this would be my opportunity 
to help," Karen says. "I  just 
knew it was going to work. 
We didn't even know if we 
were the same blood type 
then." 
They went through batteries 
of tests. Karen underwent 
psychological tests to ensure 
her decision wasn't made un- 
der duress. 
There were dangers to both 
of them, but they both felt up- 
beat and confident the 
transplant would work. 
"We had great optimism and 
faith that we would ride bandage on me or a tube in on the waiting list and the 
-through this," she says. "We " me," he says ..... average wait for a kidney was 
looked at all of the what ifs Since then he's been going ~ .26m0nths<, 
but ihe possibility of good out- 
shines the probability of bad." 
AI and Karen went into 
surgery on Sept. 26 and ihe 
couple sailed through in flying 
colours. 
Almost immediately, AI 
gained strength and weight. 
He was soon walking for 
blocks in Vancouver without 
getting tired. 
" I  feel like a new person," 
he says now. 
He got his dialysis tube 
taken out two weekS ago. 
"It 's the first time since last 
April that I haven't had a 
KAREN AND AL REID share their life, their love andtheir kidneys. And now they're asking you to 
help others with what they've gone through. 
That's a long time if you ' re  
on dialysis. 
Karen says the donor situa- 
tion is actually getting worse 
for patients like AI. 
Safer cars With features like 
air bags mean there are fewer 
head injury deaths, and fewer 
organs available for transplant. 
• That makes live donations 
increasingly important. 
The live donation rate for 
kidney transplants in the U.S. 
is 50 per cent, she notesl In 
Canada it's less than five per 
cent. 
A number of other local 
back periodically for testing to 
ensure there are no signs of re- 
jection. 
The monitoring will con- 
tinue, as there can be a re- 
jection anytime in the first 
year after a transplant. 
There have been no adverse 
effects for Karen of going 
down to just one kidney. It's 
as if she never needed the sec- 
ond one. 
Other patients waiting for 
kidneys face increasingly long 
waits. 
When ALl was in hospital 
there were 280 other patients 
people have had kidney 
transplants, including Terrace' 
Community Band leader Jim 
Ryan. 
And more people will need 
them in the future. 
That's why Karen has un- 
dertaken the first-ever Kidney 
Foundation o f :  Canada fund- 
raising drive here in Terrace in 
the month of March. 
She has 38 volunteers o far 
and canvassing should begin 
within a week. They'll also be 
distributing organ donor stick- 
ers to anyone who wants one. 
Anyone who wants to help 
out can ~all Karen Reid at 
638-1018. / 
Around Town 
Land donated for new theatre 
TERRACE IATILE THEATRE has been given a donation of river- 
front land for construction ofa new theatre. 
Theatre president Gordon Oates said local businessman Glen 
Saunders had donated three-quarters of an acre of land to the theatre 
group adjacent to River IndusUdes on Keith Ave. 
Oates says workers are putting in fill at the site now to stabilize the. 
banks of the site. 
The next step for the theatre groups is a visit by a theatre consultant 
on Mar. 16-18 to prepare studies and plan a design of the building. 
Oates said the consultant is to come back in April to present plans 
and drawings to the TLT board. 
Getting a donation of land is important, Oates said, because it will 
free up the theatre group to dispose of its existing property, where the 
McCoJI Playhouse is now located, on Kalum SL 
Earlier plans involved tearing down the structure and rebuilding on 
the same parcel of land. 
Between the McColl Playhouse building and the group's building 
fund; Oates aid they have about $150,000 for construction. 
"It's hard to guess how far we've got to go without knowing how 
much the building will cost," Oates noted. 
"It will be a while before we have more concrete plans, but it's a step 
in the right direction anyway." 
Bands plan a telethon 
TAKING MUSIC on the road is the aim of a high school band 
telethon planned for Sunday, March 12. 
Skeena Jr. Parents for Mesle are calling it the Tri.Sehool Band 
Telethon, and it's going to be broadcast live on Cable 10 f~om 5 to 8 
p.m. 
Bands from Caledonia Sr. Secondary, Skeena Jr. Secondary and 
Thomhill Jr. Secondary will perform during the three-hour period. 
Donations raised will help the various bands travel to the Natioaal 
Band Festival in Calgary May 14-19. 
Band members will be collecting pledges. 
And they'll be raffling off pdzes to those who make pledges, Prizes 
include a return plane ticket o Vancouver, athree.~y Shames Mtn ski 
pass and a telephone. ~ 
!i It's Carnival time 
I 
BeN HOMME and Kitl K'Shan's eagle mascot an'ive at 
the primary school on Monday to kick off a week of Winter ~ 
Carnival festivities, in the style of the Quebec Winter 
¢ i 
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MUSIC 
TY CENI  
• TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND presents "An Inter- 
national Affair" - -  their major fundraising concert at 8 p.m. 
Saturday, March 4 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets $10 ($5 
for teens/free tounder 12s) at Sight & Sound in raali, Bank 
of Montreal and band members. 
Upcoming 
A MICHAEL AND HELEN KIM bring their violin and 
piano talents to the R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Saturday, March 
11. A Terrace Concert Society presentation. Tickets $15 for 
adults, $10 for students and seniors at Irwin's Jewellers. 
A JOHN HAMMOND brings his blues guitar to the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Wednesday, Mar. 15 at 8 p.m. Tickets 
are $18 and are now on sale at Sidewalkem, Drifters and 
Sight & Sound in the mail. Concert proceeds go towards the 
Terrace Little Theatre building fund. A Northwind produc- 
tion. 
,t STEPHEN BOSWELL performs at Friday, Mar. 17 at 8 
p.m. at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Boswell performs La 
Guitarra Latina ~ classical gnitar with a Latin music trio. 
Tickets are $12 for adults, $10 for students and .seniors at 
Sight & Sound in the mall and Misty River Books. A Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival presentation. 
• MOONSHINE COUNTRY plays a St. Patrick's Dance 
Friday, Mar. 17 at the Elks Lodge. Tickets $10 each, $15 per 
couple at Ev's' Mens Wear, Northern Motor Inn, Lunch Box 
Dell Doors open 8 p.m. Wear something greent 
• CELTIC NIGHT takes place at Cactus Flower Dance 
Studio from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. Saturday, Mar.' 18. Tickets $12 
per person includes light buffet. Proceeds towards new bir- 
thing bed. 
THEATRE 
• NAUGHTY LADIES OF THE NIGHT performs 
Thursday, Mar. 2 at 8:00 p.m. at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Tickets $15 for adults and $10 for seniors at Irwin's Jewel- 
lers. A Terrace District Arts Council presentation. 
Upcoming 
• ESCAPE FROM HAPPINESS, Terrace Little Theatre's 
production of George F. Walker's comedy, plays at 8 p.m. at 
the McColl Playhouse at 3625 Kalum St. from Mar. 9-11 and 
Mar. 17-19. Tickets $12 at Carter's Jewellers in th~ Skeena 
Mail. 
MOVES 
• L I ' I ' r I~ WOMEN starring Winona Ryder and Susan 
Sarandon plays until Thursday night at 7:00 p.m. only at the 
Tillicum Twin Theatres. A double feature of STAR TREK 
GENERATIONS followed by Kurt Russell and James 
Spader in STARGATE starts at 7:30 p.m. Also playing until 
Thursday, Mar. 2 is HIGHER LEARNING, at 9:15 p.m. 
only, with Jennifer Connelly and Ice Cube. 
Starting Friday 
A BOYS ON THE SIDE starring Whoopi Goldberg and 
Mary-Louise Parker plaj, s at 7:00 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. from 
Mar. 3-9. Also starting Friday ~ making its third trip to Ter- 
race - -  is Oscar-nominated Tom Hanks in FORREST 
GUMP at 8:00 p.m. only. 
Make the 'Scene/Call 638-7283 or fax to 638-8432 to 
add your event o the Standard's free entertainment list- 
ings. The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the following 
week's paper. 
ON STAGE 
Demented family makes sense 
NORA SAMUELS is com- 
pletely out.to-lunch. 
Thugs have bloodied her 
son-in-law, but she doesn't 
want to annoy the people at 
911. She's arrested for dealing 
drugs. She doesn't even recog- 
nize her abusive, alcoholic ~ 
husband: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Her three daughters are e~/en 
crazier than she is. as Nora; with Joan Sangster, and is -directed -by Marianne 
But in Terrace Little Jennifer Kenney, and Joelle Weston. Be forewarned, there 
Theatre's upcoming prcduc- Walker playing Nora's is some coarse language in the 
tion Escape from Happiness, daughters. Alan Weston script. 
Nora and her delightfully dys- portrays her husband, and Escape from Happiness 
functional family prove that Patrick Mclntyre, her son-in- runs two weekends: March 9, 
"crazy" can make perfect law. ]0, and11; and17, I8, and19 
sense.: ...::'.~ =- -: . . . . .  This adult, dark comedy at the McColl Playhouse. 
Theatre -fans, will recognize comes from Canadian Tickets are on sale at Carters 
Veteran actress Karla Hennig., playwright George F. Walker, Jewellers. 
J FOUNDATION OF 
I &C, & YUKON 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR VSG 4,A2 Accepted " 
ODDS 
AGAINST Marjorie Park Your donation is
CANADA'S 638-1167 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute, Please send your 
donation to the address above, along with the name and 
address and the name and address of the next-of-kin, for an 
acknowledgement card. 
Scott Welch 
CARPET CLEANING 
With TRUCK-MOUNT POWER and I::IX-20 Rotary Jet 
Extraction we will 
Flush Soil 
I I~  ir-~.,~ !:II sides of your carpet fibresl 
Free Estimates 635-3558 
~A~T~£~ANOE£LU3 
PI~ESENTS 
A 
WESTERN DANCE WORKSHOP 
~CH IOTE, llTH, 12'1~, t995 
.AT ~E CAC~JS FLOWER, D,L~CE STUDIO 
~8~8-D HIGHWAY 16 WEST TERP~ACE 
LINE D~CING,--2-STEP-- FAST C0~ST S~0 ~'D MUCH MOEE!!I!! 
F0R ENT]P~ WI~J~'m#D ~NCLUDINO DANCE 
PA~TNE~ CLA$SES 0N~¥ EXCLUDING DANCE 
LINE DANCING ONLY EXCLUD]N0 DANCE 
DANCE ONLY 
...£ . . 
SPOHSOR~D INPA~T BY: 
$65.00 PER C0~PLE 
$50.00 PEE C0~PLE 
$20.00 PER PEESON 
$15.00 PEE COUPLE 
$ ?,50 PER PERSON 
= "14:,• 
• ".. ?';:; .:: ' . NORT~R~IIORS~SIJ?PLY ~"~ : iT"  : : l  " 
:::: '~ !%7i":c.:".. ":':'''', : ' ! ,  & '?:~I~'~'.~:~'~C.'.?~ • I 
..... ........ ,. ,,- .... FOR ~0~ IH01~A'EON ~ ............. . ..... J 
'!% %,E, ~T J '~  AT TItE C~CTdS F-,_,0W~R, DAN~,S~ODIO-~ -.::,':i 
!(:i:P~T SH~IOHUE AT EEENELYSDE ~SURANOg - 635-S232 
Thursday, March 2 
ABORIGINAL INSTITUTIONS 
- -  NWCC's Doug Baker gives 
a free faculty research semi- 
nar in room 208 from noon to 
1 p.m. Bring your own lunch. 
Friday, March 3 
PROMISE KEEPERS, an in- 
terdenominational Christian 
men's ministry, meets at 8 
p.m. at the Zion Baptist 
Church at 2911 Sparks. 
LADLES AUXILUARY of the 
Royal Canadian Legion hold a 
potluck supper followed by a 
regular meeting at the legion. 
Potluck 6:30 p.m., meeting: 
7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, March 8 
SEED EXCHANGE is being 
hosted by the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre at 
Saturday, March 4 
PROJECT UTERACY Ter- 
race begins a Series of free q 
training classes for volunteer • 
literacy tutors. Classes are 
from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on ' . 
Saturdays, Mar. 4, 11, 25, and • ...... 
Apr. 8. Help out and share the 
joy of reading. Call 635-9119 
for more information . . . .  
I i  : 
SPI RITUAL LAND USE ~ ~, : : ! ,  
ETHIC: Community Manage- 
ment of Resources - -  A talk 
by forestry consultant Kate 
Undsay at 7:30 p.m. at North. ' ,:~ 
west Community College, 
room 2002. 
L i fe  
Sunday, March 5 
ROYAL PURPLE/ELKS in- 
formation afternoon happens ! 
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the 
Elks Hall on Tetrault St. Call 
Lee Burr at 635-2843 or AI; 
Martel at 635-6673 for info 
Tuesday, March 7 
TERRACE TOASTIMASTE 
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the "re 
race Inn. Contact Diana at 
635-5905 or Unda at 638- 
1856. 
'DAVID MANET'S 
OLEANNA: Dystopla In A 
demle' - -  NWCC's Dr. Jo 
terson gives a free faculty re- 
search seminar in college 
room 200 from noon to I p.m. 
Bring your own lunch. Coffee 
and dessert free. 
BREASTFEEDING SUPPORTII 
GROUP meets at 8:00 p.m. at II 
the Mills Memorial Hospital i 
Education Room. Topic: Bene- 
I fits of Long-term breastfeed- ing. Contact: Denise at 635- 4552. I 
4542 Park Ave. from noon to 4 
p.m. as part of International 
Women's Day. 
HEART AND STROKE Foun- 
dation holds a volunteer ap. 
preciation evening at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Terrace Inn. All 
volunteers are urged to attend. 
There will be awards, a video, 
and refreshments. Call Betty 
Campbell at 635-5221 for ir~fo. 
WOMEN'S DAY POTLUCK 
DINNER and evening of enter- 
tainment akes place at the Kin 
Hut. Doom open at 6, dinner at 
6:30. Entertainment at 8 p.m. 
SA'rU R DAYS 
BREAST SELF- 
EXAMINATION clinics take 
place at Emerson Medical every Wednesday and Thurs- 
Clinic the last Saturday of day from 7 p.m, to 10 p.m. and 
each month. Free instruction Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 1 
by qualified nurses. Call Uta p.m. Also Tuesday noon until 
Flynn at 635-6263 or Ememon 2 in the afternoon. 
Clinic at 635-7234 for appoint- 
ment. SUNDAYS 
ALCOHOUCS ANONYMOUS 
FAMILY HISTORY UBRARY CLOSED WOMEN'S MEET- 
at the Church of Jesus Christ ING is held every Sunday at 
of Latter Day Saints is open 7:30 p.m. in the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre 
(4542 Park). For more info, 
call Marilyn at 638-7200. Ups  & Downs  
Just Got A Whole 
: i:~: ¸ 
Lot Easier 
"D i  ' IB 
J "~.~.. ' -~,)]~-"--  You've never been 
~ conservatlve, so why settle 
~ .  for conservative wheels. Yamaha 
offers a full line of 1995 motorcycles. 
Discover what thousands of Canadians 
already know.., the incomparable value and 
satisfaction that Yamaha builds into every motorcycle. 
I YAMAHA 
The Po ToS s  See our full line of Yamaha motorcycles. 
KEN'S  MARIN E 
Ken Gibson I I Trover Gibson 
4946 Greig Avenue J 635-2909 I Terrace, B.C. 
MONDAYS 
SKEENA SQUAREDANCERS 
meet Monday nights at the 
Carpenters Hall (3312 
Sparks). 7 to 8 p.m. for begin- 
ner dancers, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
for malnsb'eam dancing. For 
more information, call June at 
635-1570 or Carol at 635- 
2122. 
SKEENA VALLEY SNOW. 
MOBILE ASSOCIATION 
meets the first Monday of 
every month at the Sandman 
Inn at 7:30 p.m. 
VOICES IN THE VALLEY 
community choir holds re- 
hearsals each Monday from 7 
to 9 p.m. at Christ Lutheran 
Church. Contact 638-1230. 
SKEENA VALLEY' FALL 
FAIR ASSOCIATION meets 
the second Monday of every 
month at 8:00 p.m. in the 
Thornhill Jr. Secondary school 
library. 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet 
the 1st Monday of each month 
at 8 p.m. in their second floor 
office at the "lilllcum Twin 
Theatre. Call Llnda at 635- 
6849 or Betty at 635-5394 for 
info. 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters 
hold a board meeling the third 
Monday of every month at 
3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 p.m. 
They're looking for volunteers 
and board members. Contact 
Lois at 635-4232 for more info. 
3 
!t 
I - __J, 
Innovative string quartet 
An und disturbs and en,!ertains 
Town . . . 
board elected presentation of a program of The expressed opinion of some themusic. 
music written strictly for string audience members was that the The quartet itself consists of 
VEFERAN LIBRARY board 
members George Clark and 
Maureen Ogawa were named 
chairman and vice chairman 
respectively atthe Terrace Public 
Library's recent annual general 
meeting. 
Clark replaces Dan Gilgan, a 
B.C. Hydro official, who was 
transferred tonortheastern B.C. 
The treasurer is Heather ]Piffer 
and the corresponding secretary is
Peter Hepburn. Named as trustees 
arc Mary Greenwood and new- 
comers Aileen Thomas, Dave 
Warner, Maw-Ann Lawrence and 
Dionys de Leeuiw. City council- 
lor Val George is the city's repre- 
sentative on the board. 
The I~rary reported income of 
$420,123 for 1994 and expendi- 
tures of $437,416. That excess of 
spending over income was cov- 
ered by a surplus which, at the 
end of 1994, stood at $19,065. 
Statistics in the library board's 
annual report indicate it serves a 
population of 18,105 people, 
10,043 of whom hold I~rary  
cards. 
quartets dating through the 18th, 
19th and 20th centuries. 
The program was short but 
flawlessly executed by the 
quartet. It consisted of Franz 
Joseph Haydn's Quartet in D 
Major, Opus 71 No. 2 and 
Johannes Brahms' Quartet in A 
Minor, Opus 51 No. 2 as well as 
selections form two modem com. 
posers, Benjamin Britten and 
Randolph Peters. 
The Itaydn opened the program 
and was rich and lush and per- 
formed by the Penderecki quartet 
as a perfect example of what a 
string quartet can do. The evening 
was concluded with the Brahms', 
which was the smoothest and 
strongest of the four composi- 
tions. 
In between, however, were se- 
lections by two modem com- 
posers. Cello player Paul Pulford 
was also speaker for the quartet 
and offered a brief explanation of 
the two modem pieces yet offered 
program would have been better 
had the modem composers been 
left out. However other listeners 
found the newer music innovative 
and expressive. 
Two selections from Quartet 
No. 3 by Benjamin Britten were 
very modern. The music was dis- 
cordant and jarring yet oddly 
compelling. 
Randolph Peters' Tango for 
String Quartet was the more emo- 
tional of the four selections per- 
formed. A very unusual piece, it 
was an excerpt of music written 
for the Soundtrack of a National 
Film Board production, Smoked 
Lizard Lips. 
four master musicians, violinists 
Piotr Buczek and Jerzy Kaplanek 
arc both ]Polish born while Dov 
• Scheindlin and Paul Pulford are 
Canadian. All 'four are currently 
situated at Wilfred Laurier Uni- 
versity in Waterloo Ontario. 
The next presentation i  Tcr- 
race's concert series is the March 
2 performance ofNaughty Ladies 
of the Night, presented by Ter- 
race and District Arts Council 
and the March 11 Concert 
Society performance by Michael 
and Helen IGm. Tickets are avail- 
able at Envin's House of Fine 
Jewellery in the Skeena Mall. 
Boswell holds free workshop 
A.N'YONF_, WHO wants to get in on a free workshop with guitarist 
Stephen Boswell should act now. 
Boswell will be here with his Latin music trio, performing La 
Guitarra Latina Friday, Mar. 17 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
But he's also going to be working closely with the Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival this year, and he's agreed to put on a workshop on the 
Saturday morning after the concert. 
Anyone interested should call Nora Phillips at 635-5688. 
Workshop 
planned 
CHORAL CONDUCTOR and 
performer Fabiana Katz-Eser is 
here next week to conduct choral 
workshop for local vocalists. 
The workshop takes place 
Thursday, Mar. 9 to Sunday, Mar. 
12. 
To register or for information, 
call Geoff Parr at 635-6531 or 
635-5603.. 
Legion names 
new executive 
BRANCH 13 of the Royal Ca- 
nadian Legion held the official 
installation of its new executive 
on Feb. 11. 
The new president of the branch 
is Charlie Meek. 
;First vice-president is John 
Groot and second vice-president 
is Brian McIntyre. Secretary is 
Ran Gowe. Treasurer is Keith 
Nonl lan .  
The directors are Richard 
Green, Pat Smith, Frank Bow- 
shut, Eleanor Halley, and Joyce 
Bradley. 
Past president is Peter Cromp- 
ton. Legion padre is Roy. Lance 
Stephens of St. Matthews 
Anglican Church. And service of- 
ricer is Keith Norman. 
The installation was carried out 
by zone commander Art Pugh, of 
Kitimat, at the same time as the 
installation of the new executive 
for the Legion Ladies Auxilliary. 
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What Is Meant By 
"Hard Water" 
Hardness of water generally relates to the presence of calcium 
and magnesium in the water. Water 'hardness' can reier to the 
water's ability to produce a lather when using soap. Minerals in 
the water will react with the soap and produce 'curds' which are 
difficult to dissolve. The harder the water, the more difficult it is to 
produce a soap lather. 
Hard water may also result in scale deposits in your pipes, 
where as soft water may have a corrosive effect on metal 
plumbing. Hard water also leaves spots on dishes and :rings 
around the bath tub. .. 
Well water Is more commonly affected by hardness. More of a 
concern with water hardness are the offensive tastes and odours, 
discoloration of clothing and household fixtures caused by iron or 
manganese in the water supply, Proper water softening & 
conditioning can help control household water problems, although 
removal of certain minerals such as iron can be difficult. 
Value, quality and 
great selection. 
fJATURE'$ 
BLEflD BREAD 
.98 
Regular or Thin Sliced: 
Exciud ng..Very Raisin. 
r~ii!iiiii!:ili:i::!i~!il : !~'  :":'~::ii:i!~i: :.i:i~.: " "  
!~!~i~::i~ii'ii!!:i'ilili" 
':!ili!!i~iiii!;iL 
ili!i:~ii!hlii:~: 
'i 
i 
Illone of us a call at: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Joan 
Francine 
Gilllan 
638-7797 
635-2928 
635-2638 
635-3044 
Your Welcome 
I Wagon Hostesses Lfor Terrace, B.C. 
LUCERNE • i EDWARDS m/dP~ CHEF BOYARDEE~~ PEANUT dlLdl~dl~ 
BUTTER - -uWqfV  ICE CREAMA F~ql ~ COFFEE ~ V V  PASTA U U  Smooth or Crunchy. Ill~k AF' AI r 
Regular, Fine, or i N ~ Assorted varieties. 'q~ '~r  Empress. Assorted flavours. I l l  o l l~  ~ 1  
Extra Fine Grind. 
2 U h ' e ~  R ~ 737g Tin AW 42__ . _  5g0  , ~ r ~  1.5 k g ~ 
n-i- H  
199 499 sisl   'LV'S 178 °,,,. C H I C K E H *°" - -  - -  Pioducl of
$4.39/kg l LB ! EA 100 G ~I V V $3.92/kg l LB 
Prices effective at your local Sahway stores until closing Saturday, March 4, 1995. We reserve the right to limit sales to retail quantilies. All items "While stocks last" 
Some illustrations are serving suggestions only. Actual floral items may vary slightly from illustration. Some items may not be available at all stores. Advertised prices do no 
include G.S.T. Some items maybe subject o GS.T. Air Miles International Holdings N.V., Loyalty Management Group Canada Inc. Authorized User. 'On items we carry. 
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YELLOW ROSES were 
the in abundance at Bill 
and Diane Ingles' 45th 
wedding anniversary last 
fall, They're pictured 
above with daughters 
Donna and Laurie. 
45 yellow roses 
mark anniversary 
A VERY SPECIAL belated 
45th wedding anniversary 
greeting oes out to Bill and 
Diane Ingles. 
The couple was married on 
SepL 9, 1949 in Mt. Pleasant, 
Vancouver, B.C. and the rest 
is all history. 
Bill Ingles arrived in Terrace 
in the spring of 1965 by car 
an expensive trip in those days 
and quite an experience. 
Diane and their two 
daughters Donna and Laurie 
arrived by train later that sum- 
mer. 
The Ingles bought a home on 
Feeney St. across from the 
tracks from the Moens and the 
real estate salesman who sold 
them the house was Mr. Clay. 
Daughter Donna started 
Grade 4 and Laurie Grade 2 at 
Cassie Hall Elementary 
School. 
In 1967, Diane resumed her 
career at the Royal Bank. She 
had started working for the 
bank after graduating from 
high school in Vancouver in 
194'7 . . . . .  
At,: the :.bank in: Terrace, 
Diane made great strides. 
She became a deposit officer 
and a supervisor f tellers. 
After deducting the years 
that she stayed home with the 
family, she was a 30-year 
veteran when she retired in 
1985 due to health reasons. 
She was admired and loved 
by all whom she dealt with in 
her career. 
Diane was also a Brownie 
leader and was invlved with 
the Rotary aims for over 20 
years. 
Bill's career started with 
Delnor Frozen Foods, and he 
later moved over to Dairyland 
in Vancouver. 
With this work experience, 
Dairyland asked Bill to move 
up to Terrace to expand the 
business. 
YVONNE MOEN 
their good friends and family 
in Terrace. 
Daughters Donna and Laurie 
were active high school band 
members and piano students. 
They participated in the Ter- 
race music festival from 1967- 
1976 and won many awards 
for piano and trumpet. 
Both girls travelled with the 
band to Spokane, Toronto, 
Vancouver and Victoria. 
Daughter Laurie Batke and 
Cassandra still live in Terrace. 
And daughter Donna and her 
children live in Abbotsford 
with her husband David and 
three stepchildren. 
At their 45th wedding an- 
niversary, Diane was present- 
ed with 45 yellow roses by her 
grandchildren. 
She had carried yellow roses 
at her wedding, and Bill has 
over the years presented her 
with yellow roses. 
Many more years of happi- 
ness and good health, to both 
Bill and Diane. 
The Dairyland Terrace opera- 
tion still operates out of the same 
location and has not really had 
many changes. 
The manager is now Roy 
Oliarny, and there are two office 
staff, 10 employees and four 
trucks. 
Since Bill IeR Dairyland, the 
company has begun to service 
Kith-nat, making it a truly tri-city 
service. 
Mui  Luc 
Rhonda 's  Creat ive  Ha i r :  : 
Des igns  
is p leased to announce  
Mui Luc  
has joined our staff of profession- 
al stylists. Mui brings several 
years experience with her and 
will be working full time to 
accommodate h r friends and 
clientele. 
,;! ~:>~ ~.  ,~,~ .,~, ~k~.~ 4624 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
• 638-8787 
y Monday-  Fr iday 9 am-  6 pm 
Saturday 9 am - 5 pm 
Closed Sunday  
N 0 RT  E 
Lab  Serv ices  For  Your  Env i ronment  
Homeowners need to know 
if their water is safe to drink. 
We specialize in bacterial 
testir~g, and you get the 
results as soon as 24 hours 
after sampling. 
You may want to know 
whether your water is 
contaminated with heavy 
metals, hydrocarbons,  
nitrates, phosphates or other 
substances. Is it hard or soft, 
acidic or alkaline? Does it 
Our primary expertise is 
water quality. Drinking water, 
hot tubs, swimming pools, 
and waste water effluents are 
all handled analytical!y in our 
lab. 
meet federal guidelines? Ask 
us. Tests offered for 
........... matrices include: 
Total coliform counts 
,~,~ . ,4 .  
these 
* Faecal coliform counts . . . .  
t Total suspended solids 
Total dissolved solids 
Biochemical oxygen demand 
Dissolvect Oxygen 
Conductivity 
Oil and grease (gravimetric) 
NORTHERN LABORATORIES  LTD.  
545 Hays Cove Circle 
Prince Rupert 
627-1906 
L I 
He was the right man for the 
jobl He started Dairyland's 
Terrace . operation, starting 
with a single refrigerated truck 
plugged in at a motel. 
That's how he ran the busi- 
ness until the depot in Them- 
hill was completed. And that's 
where Dairyland's operations 
are still based today. 
Bill was a member of the 
Chamber of Commerce and 
was a Legion member for 
more than 20 years. 
He was very active in the 
Rotary Club, holding positions 
of vice-president and presi- 
dent. 
As president, he was 
responsible for the first ex- 
change student program, 
which brought Aria Bertalazze 
to town from SaG Paolo, Bra- 
zil. 
Bill also entered politics, 
running for alderman in 1974, 
but fell short by 15 votes. 
By 1984, Bill had been 
promoted to northwest 
regional zone manager of 
Dairyland. 
In 1986, Bill and Diane 
moved to Vernon where Bill 
had been transferred by 
Dairyland. In 1988 he retired 
after 25 years of service. 
They mvoed to Abbotsford 
shortly after and are now en- 
joying their retirement in the 
Fraser Valley but still miss all 
Sp 'ing to life on the West Coast .  
V ~ /'/ C O fA V e r 
To put  it mi ld ly ,  spr ing  has sprung out  he,e .  Comeplay  
a round of golf.  Strol l  a round the  Stan ley  Park seawal l ,  
And sip cappucc ino  at a S idewalk  cafe  on Robson Street. 
V i c t o r i a  
Imag ine  spr ing  in Victor ia.  You can  gol f  for  days,  You 
can  wa lk  th rough a f ie ld  of  f lowers .  You can  r ide in  
a horse -drawn car r iage .  You can  exp lOre  Old Town 
A. , , , , , , , , . ,  before  a f te rnoon tea.  You can  watch  The  c i ty ' s  a l i ve  w i th  theat res ,  a r t  ~ ~  s299 
gal ler ies ,  p ro fess iona l  sports  and  the  for whales.  And the  weather  forecast i s  i 
: Rehtrtt alr.fitre t;- Relterlt atrfio'e ~" 
in b loom. Tennis,  anyone?  ,,,.,.,,,,,,,,,,;,,,0,, [br2,t ight.¢ ¢,,.,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,/,,,.2,,,.,~,,., for f lur r ies  of cher ry  b lossomsi  crocuses are  
• Ca l lyour  t rave l  agent  o r  A i rBC Vacat ions  a t  
• o, 1-800-561-4199 1 Cloee0rSdi~oes wba,~.d0idotbeoccu no]  r rso taxesextra Mlnntumoftwottlghtsstay l~urdaysa~vanct'ptrchasert~t ed ~lesst ~,ct oava ab ty"rave ntst ~ec , eed yNay31 99a ackagt~arenl ,-raisreraie,lu a ~t~.aref a • . . pa ,pope . . . . . . . . . . .  . : . . . .  , . . 
Lent is the time we 
 face the shadows 
By FATHER JOHN SMITH 
MOST OF us diet to lose weight 
and cut a pretty figure. The 
Church commands dieting for 
more serious reasons. We call it 
• fasting. 
The Church is simply being 
faithful to ChrisL He not only 
calls us to fast He did iL He bo- 
. . . .  gan his ministry in the desert with 
forty days of fasting and prayer. 
On  Wednesday, March 1, some 
Christian Churches begin what is 
: known as the season of Lent This 
i sa  period of forty days of fast- 
ing, prayer and good works. 
It leads up to and culminates in 
the great feast of the Resurrection 
which we celebrate at Easter. So 
Lent is not primarily about losing 
weight! That could be a bonus! It 
goes deeper than thaL 
The long tradition of forty days 
• has its roots going back to the 
days of Moses, He remained on 
• Mount Sinai for forty days pre- 
paring to receive the ten com- 
mandments. Much later on, Jesus 
felt the need of prolonged quiet, 
prayer and fasting to begin his 
public life. 
The day on which we begin our 
40.day fast is called "Ash Wed- 
nesday." It is the custom in my 
Church (Roman Catholic) to have 
the sign of the cross made on our 
foreheads with ashes. The ashes 
used are obtained by burning the 
left-over palm branches which we 
used the previous year on Palm 
Sunday. 
While making the sign of the 
cross, the priest or minister says 
to the person: "Turn away from 
View Point 
pal." 
The custom of placing ashes on 
the foreheads of the people on 
Ash Wednesday goes back to the 
fourth century. At that time pub- 
lic sinners would come to the 
Church to have ashes placed on 
their heads by the Bishop. Those 
were the days when one had to 
repent in public for sins corn- 
mired. 
This was a public sign that they 
wished to change. By the Middle 
Ages it had become the practice 
of all the members of the Church 
to receive ashes in Lent as a sign 
that they wished to repent, do 
penance and deepen their com- 
mitment to Christ 
Contrary to what people might 
think, the season of Lent is a pos- 
itive and lifngiving experience. 
It's not all about doom and gloom 
or giving up. The Lenten ex- 
ercises call us to get in touch with 
our inner-self. 
We arc challenged to look at 
our dark side or our shadow. In 
this way we come face to face 
with the truth and Jesus promised 
that only the troth sets us free. 
Like dieting, it is difficult at the 
beginning. But as we begin to ex- 
perience an inner peace we are 
strengthened to continue the 
forty-day journey to Easter. 
Conversion is the main theme 
Our religious commitment is 
like a xnarriage. It is all about re- 
lationship, not just a lot of dec- 
Urines or knowing the Bible. 
To believe in Jesus is to be in 
relationship with him and other 
believers. When we are in rela- 
tionship we are always convert- 
ing. Conversion in scripture 
means a change of heart, turning 
round and facing the Lord. No 
couple, no believer, if they are 
honest, can say they are fully in 
relationship. There is always 
more. Lent challenges us to go 
after the more and not settle for 
the status quo. 
There's a saying that "the good 
often becomes the enemy of the 
best". So we settle for 'good' 
marriages. We are comfortable 
being 'good' Christians. Jesus 
didn't call us to be good but to be 
perfect. 
Lent is a time when we make a 
special effort to work at this 
ideal. Keeping in mind the joyful 
and glorious celebration of the 
risen Jesus at Easter, we embark 
on the Lenten penitential journey 
believing that we too will triumph 
with him. 
Father John Smith is the priest 
at Sacred Heart Parish. View- 
point is a column written on be. 
half of the Terrace Ministerial 
Association. The opinions are 
• : sin and be faithful to the Gas- of the whole Lenten experience, those of the authors. 
Marasportathon gathers steam 
ATHLI-,'rES TAKING part in a men and six women, is a worthy recipient because its 
challenge with Prince Rupert are 
out thls week collecting pledges 
and donations for a different kind 
of competition. 
The marasportathon challenge 
will benefit B.C.'s Children's 
i Hospital and involves taking part 
in eight athletic endeavours over 
a 24-hour continuous period. 
Each team for the March 18-:19 
~competition to take place in 
Prince Rupert is made up of six 
The events arc are curling, dan- 
cercize, aquabasketball, hockey, 
bowling, indoor soccer, vol- 
leyball and basketball. 
The marasportathon in support 
of the children's hospital has 
been staged several times over 
the years in Prince Rupert and 
this is the first time it'll involve a 
challenge between two cities. 
Prince Rupert organizer Doug 
Kydd said the children's hospital 
programs and services benefit 
children from all over the pro- 
vines. 
Those who wish to make direct 
donations can do so at the service 
desk of the Overwaitea store in 
the Skecna Mall. It'll also be the 
collection point for those who 
received pledge or donation en- 
velopes from team members. 
More information is available 
by calling city recreation director 
Steve Scott at 638-4750., 
TERRACE CO-OP 
"The Original Membership Savings Store/" 
All Terrace Co-op Members will receive 10% off 
all regular price fabric, notions and patterns. 
This is ev not just this week/ 
- BROADCLOTH 
I 
t 
\ 
/ " 95  
/m 
Everyday low price 
/POLY STUFFING 
f 
$ 99  
1 lb. bag 
f~] ] ;  __~ RegularS4.95 
Check Out 
" \  Our New 
Spring Arrivals 
Arriving Daily 
TERRACE CO-OP HOME CENTRE 
2912 Molitor St. 
STORE HOURS: 
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 
8a .m. -  6 p.m. 
OPEN SUNDAYS 11:00AM - 4 PM 
635-9595 
TERRACE CO-OP DEPARTMENT STORE 
4617 Girei~i Ave. 
, Groceries [ STORE HOURS: I , Lottery Centre 
, Cafeteria I Man..- Wed ...................... 9 a.m. - S p.m. i • Hardware & 
, Family Thurs.• Frl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 a.m. - 9 p.~. Housewsre 
Fashions Saturday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 e.m. - 6 p.rn. ' Sporting Goods 
, Post Office Sunda~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11 a.m., 5 p.m. .Appliance= &
635-6347 Electronics 
BULK PLANT 
4821 Hwy. 16 
BULK PLANT HOURS 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 
8:00 e,rn. - 6 p,m. 
SATURDAY 
635-7419 
CO-OP FARM & GARDEN CENTRE 
4617 Grelg Ave. 
STORE HOURS:  
Man. - Thurs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 a.m. - s p.m. 
Friday. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Saturday. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 a.m, - fl p,m. 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
635-6347 
GAS BAR 
4821 Hwy. 16 
I GAS BAR HOURS 
Man., Tues., & VVed....8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Thursday & Friday ........ 8:30 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Saturday. . .................... 8:30 a.m, • 6 p.m. 
Sunday...., ............... 11 :O0 s.m. - 5 p.m. 
635-7419 
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Terrace~.~Little~.Theatre_ presents.. ,  
directed by Mananne Brorup Weston ~~ 
produced by Karin Mcllmoyle ~~ 
starring Joelle Walker, Patrick Mclntyre, Karla Hennig, Cheryl 
LeMasurier, Troy McCallurn, Alan Weston, Joan Sangster, Jennifer 
Kenney, Bruce Lindsay and Mark Tessaro. 
,v3 , 
March 9, 10, 11 and 16, 17 & 18 
McCall Playhouse 3625 Kalum Street •- 8 p.m. 
Tickets $12 at Carter's Jewellers, Skeena Mall 
2 WAY RADIOS by MOTOROLA 
The crisp clean sound of Motorola quality will help 
your people work smarter, faster, safer and more 
~'- productively. Call us for sales and service. 
Mobiles & Portables Conventional 
• VHF, UHF, 800 MHz, 900 MHz, Low Band 
,o.s c 
Telecommunications 
3974 Old Lakelse Lake Rd. 
::,i i/. :i : I [  2 -WAYRADIO n 
638 0577 TM 
and Motorola are reOisterod tradomarks Ol Motorola, Inc, 
GelYour 
With C0-0p Garden centre 
• Spray trees with 
dormant oil & l ime 
sulfurs. Kits are 
available. 
• Lime lawnsand 
gardens. 
6 
9 
, .~  
Make a plan of what 
q 
~,: and where you want 
"'0 to plant 
~ 
• Start Geranium, . . 
: ,  Impatiens and Dahha 
- seeds now. 
~:  • Choose  f rom our  la rge  ~ ...... '~ 
,~  se lec t ion  o f  seeds  and  ...... , ,  :~ ~ 
~g'"~ arden  s tar te r  ,) "' 
~supphes .  
e l  TERRACE CO-OP HOME CENTRE TERRACE CO-OP DEPARTMENT sTORE J | 
I 2912  Mol i tor  St,. 4617 Grelg Ave ,  : J II 
I I' .Groceries I STORE H(~URS' l .Lott,ryCentre I I 
| I STORE HOURS:  • Cafeteria [ *Jo- w,=4 =,  , "  ~ , , ,  I ' Hardware & | i 
I I  MONDAYTHRUSATuRDAY .Family I $;;;;':~;~. .... ................. ;;m':;;';;;' I Housewsre I I 
I I e a.m.- 6 p.m. Fsehl0ne I Saturday...;:::::;:::::::::;:::;;;a,;=;- a p:,,; I '  S podlng Oooda I I 
I I OPEN SUNDAYS 11 :0DAM-4  PM • Post ~ffl~A I Sunday . . . . .  11 am -Sp in .  I ,/~ppllall¢os& l i 
. . . . . . . .  Electronlca 
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HAPPY GANG NEWS 
Parking card.,; t3::he p seniors 
Contributed to be displayed on the car's pension and medicare cuts. Program, it is hoped the centre EFFECTIV E F ITNESS 
LACK:OF parking around the visor to allow one extra hour Members were urged to send will remain open Monday to Bernadine's Health & Fitness 
Happy Gang Centre topped of parking for seniors, protest letters to the Skeena Friday from 10 a;m. to 4 p.m. , 
the agenda of the meeting of SeniOrs wishing to acquire constituency representative in each day, Oen~..r.,a. I . 
the B.C. Old Age Pensioners the card can apply to city hall. Ottawa. We welcome visitors, mem- 
Branch #73 on Feb. 9. The 52 members at the meet- Upcoming events include a bers and friends to drop in and ¢ondltlonln9 a ,~ 
City council has prepared a ing also expressed concern • catered St. Patrick Supper at find out about activities such ' C 
special Seniors' parking card over rumours from Ottawa of the Happy Gang Centre on as carpet bowling, floor curl- Program '~ 
March 18 at 6:00 p.m. A deli- ing, crib Tuesday night, and Introduction to Weight Training L h / ~  
cious Irish stew is to be Thursdays Otto Lindstrom is 45minutes, 3timesaweek r[ / )_ 
served, willing to teach anyone to play Saturday, March 11/95 ~ 
Retiring president Hazel a friendly game of snooker, I I~t  EFFECTIVE FITNESS ~ / /  
DeFrane and secretary Arleen Tuesday mornings our ladies l~  4',00 p.m. ) ' ~  ~ I 
Cost" $45 00 -- meeting for their years of ser- see our display of hand made ~ • • 
vice to the organization, by a articles which make nice gifts. 
presentation of bouquets of The next monthly meeting is Call Effective Fitness , /  .~  ~ ~ I ~' 
flowers. ' to be held March 9 at 2:00 635-4130 for more information ~ 
Through the Host & Hostess p.m. Everyone is welcome. 
Mountaineers recruiting 
A SMALL group of local mountaineers are looking for new 
recruits willing to tackle the wilds in winter. 
You don't have to be completely crazy to go winter 
~n:nUntaineering, but you should be a hardy, keen outdoors per- 
I I  Clowning around "It's much more difficult than summer trips becaus~ you're up .i'~!~.~ . . . .  ~ '-2~: ............ 
against all the elements," says Shawn Dimitrov. . .:4~: 
I COOKIE THE CLOWN poses with Kiln Dixon and Laura Anyone interested needs good winter clothing, footwear and I;~%ii:::i~:~!"-~! ~ ' : ;~~~ ~ - 
I Adami after dropping in by surprise on Regina Prusko, a camping equipment" , iiii!!i',. ~ ~ 
I Iongtime Terrace resident who celebrated a happy 50th Dimitrov says theyPre willing to show newcomers rope- -.,'~...~t. " -~. ~) 
I birthday, PHOTO ~ GIZELLA BOTZ techniques, so extensive experience is not necessary. ~: ' % ! ~ ,.,d ~. ~!~,,' 
Anyone interested can call Shawn Dimitrov at 635-2551. . .  ~ ~ "  
Every, 
= I For the best deals of the season 
THE xnnlAimflnllO on all your favorite Cats, take 
Terrace Community Band ~" HOW Do You ¢l lU¥1111Uf l lU advantage ofour "Arctic 
! i !  f l  I1 I~  ~ Icebreaker"promotiontoday. It's
, • : Me  . . o  xol l  ~oTnro yourchancetoseethenewZRT" ~.0 , \  ~fall'" asure A l ib  gul l  IgUIUIU 600triple, theThundercaCthe "¢°lnter argo'" Newspap , I1 | ,  . CougaP 2"Up, the Jag® Uquid n er Ad? ant,,  i_flmfl  andEXI®Deluxe'Andwlleny°u 
f31p I I i  I gu i i IUU put $200 down taward a new Cat" 
. With A Li[tle ,ou oao,t ~ our  ma jor  fundra is ing  concert  ~ ~Ch~? -~*~¢~ ~ #~,~%~. .  up to $600 in Cat Cash" for ~w,~ ArcticweaP clothing or genuine m .•• 
J - ~,,::;:hi.RC~a~,In "~RA"C'se° - Oo,=o,:,saS*,',t. een,,eUn. 
,..~o.,o.rs.c~o~Moo.,,o" o,.";s',' .... ~~ 
Don~todby: ~ rllX~; Oonatot:Kermodl Trading Co, ~ : 
- A'MARLA WILSON" FRAMED PRINT - SILKTIE - 
Dona ed by Ho~tharn Light Studio :; ~ ~. bona 0t Ev's Men's Wear L d 
- 20 ~ NUTE HELICOPTER RIOE FOR4 :: : : A "VANC0'uvERcANUcKs ° FRAMED PRINT 
0onated by:Northern Moun{itn ~ ' '? " ~ [~nator:.'Overwettes Foods - 
Helicopters In¢~ : ~b: ;  !. 
- 3N4ONTHF^MILYSWIMPASS , ' TheBavsd,nlnn: ~ e ~ , ~ ( ~ ) ~  
Donator: Terrace Park| and Racfunon : ' :  i : 
- 3Om^OULTFLEXP^ SS: : : ~ .A,S.sons ~ l ~  ~ 
Donao:aharnesM6unansk Cop ." : ,  SourceF0rSpOtls_ ~"~k~l ' - - ' l l  ~i  ]~-..:~'~K,,~ 
" -  ONE NIGHT HOTEE AC¢o~iMoD~TioN ' : : .... ~ k ~ ( ' ~ * l ~  xO 
Donalot: Coast In n of the Was} ? i '  ; ? FRAMED PHOTO 
PIusDHNERFORl!NO, . . . . . .  : PhOtoworkStudlo " [~ f~ '~. .~ ] 
• D~natot: White Spot Reslouran't : : ~ I  
?; 
TERRACE 
SATURDAY, lVIARCH 4- 8:00 PM 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Tickets available from Sight and Sound in the 
Skeena Mall and from Band Members 
'A, du i t s  (must be 19 years of age or over to win): $10 each 
Youths (13 to 18 years of age): $5  each 
Children (12 years of age and under): FREE 
DUNDLE )
OF JOY 
. /  Baby's Name: 
L.cslee Jordun Derrick 
Date & Time of Birth: 
December 30/94 0t 2:38 p.m. 
Weight: 8 lbs 2 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Alma Jane Derrick, Proud 
Grandparents, Norman & Enga 
Derrick 
Baby's Name: 
Kody Adrianus Brock 
Date & Time of nirth: 
January 29195 ut 8:56 p,m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs 7 oz Sex: Male 
Parent: Jennifer Broek & Doug 
Mayer 
Baby's Nanie: Charles Wilfred Tait 
Date & Time of nlrth: 
January 30/95 at 12',13 a,m. '
Weight: 8 Ibs I3 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Renny & Doris Tait 
Baby,s Name: 
Adeena Victoria 
Date & Time Of Birth: 
Janauary 30195 at 7:26 a,m, 
Weight: 7 Ibs I oz Sex: Female 
ParenLs: Danyu Haselmeyer, 
: Prince Rupert Hospital 
Baby's Name: 
Sharah Kendall Rose Duncan 
. . . . . .  Date & Time or Birth: 
January 31/95 at 9:53 p,m. 
Weight: IOlbs5 uz Sex: Fem01e 
Parents: Geraldine & Kenneth 
Duncan 
Baby's Name: 
Ethan James Bruce Anderson 
Date & "rime of Birth: 
January 31195 nt 8:18 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 7 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Louise & Jim, 
KITES! KITES! KITES! 
14 ~O~_ Off Kites& 
. J L .~  ~fO Flying Toys 
March 1-7 
1-800-661-2990 Skeena Mall 635-5236 
You can measure size. 
You can compare costs. 
WE MEASURE RESULTS! 
You get the best results with 
STA ' ] )ARD 
4647 Lazelle Avenue 638-7283 
Extra Grease. 
Arctic Cat parts and acces- 
sories. Come in today and guar- 
antee the sled you want. At a 
price you'll ~.~a' lC  c~r  
really like. V, b rk lCL~s~ 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
Recreational Sales and Service 
4921 Keith Ave., Terrace. B.C. 
Phone 635-3478 Fax 635-5050 
"Offer good only at participating authorized Canadian Arct,c Cat dealers o. available 1996 A~ctic Cat snowmob,les, except )Gary Clio. 
A~ays wear a helmet and don't drink and tl~e ¢ 1995 Pmco Sa~es. In¢. ~"  If adema&s of Ar ctco.lnc. Th,el River [ all,. MN 5610, 
Contact: Mart's Leisule P,oducts. Inc (2041633,6740 
lt tlU HiJlJSi  SHi)I)I)IN(; 
Save Up To No C~,----!.Wa. rehouse Operation -" ~_/ "'miSSion Sales 
~.. N° Membershin ~.._ St,'aft 
.o .,,,., .o g=;.,L l 
Manufacturers. Vol, . • 
/ ~..~ Passed on to Yo ume Discounts 
LatestStMes.-H:geSelection -" ~ 
FURNITURE & MATTRESSES 
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC: 
Monday to Thursday 
and Saturday 
lOam- 6pm 
Friday: UNIT E D RNANClNG & DELIVERY AVAILABI l= 
Furniture Warehouse Sunday: Closed I 
F ne Furniture"  ' 
4730 Ke i th  Avenue • 635-4111 
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Outstanding 
Ach ievement  
Century 21" Canada 
• congr:atulates .~  
DENNIS LISSIMORE ..... . 
• of Century 21 Wightman &Smith Realty Ltd. ~ : • ~ , 1 ~  , 
. ~  for outstanding achievement in the : 
.aa=l~ 4th quarter of 1994. 
, .  
I 1 |  | | I  
i l l  ~ ' I i  111 : , , , ,  ~ 
3227 Kalurn St, 635-6361 
t i , 
I I ' "~' l • 
:fl=-~C 
il 
FEATURE 
HOME 
MOVE IN AND ENJOY 
This weeks feature home is a completely finished 2 
1/2 year old, 1,300 sq. ft., full basement home, that 
you can just move into and enjoy. 
The home is in excellent condition and offers 6 
bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, living room, dining room, oak 
kitchen cupboards, built-in dishwastier, family room, 
n/g heat, patio deck, single garage, low maintenance 
vinyl siding and windows. 
The 70x196 lot is landscaped, has a large garden 
area and the backyard is fenced. Located in the Keith 
Estates on a quiet street. Asking $169,000. MLS. 
For more information on your personal appointment o 
view call HANS STACH at CENTURY 21 
WIGHTMAN & SMITH REALTY LTD., at 635.6361 
days or 635-5739 evenings. 
:This Week's  \ 
FEATURE Home 
is  courtesy o 
',',/~bi 
" - ' ~ ,  . ~ ,1  , 
to .  , -~ ~ ', : : :  
 .oo. gs..,  t .,,_ 
. .  . . _ \  
; "4," 
g 
I nvestment  Oppor tun i ty  in  a 
U .S•  Resor t  Home.  
(Fun  and  Sun ,  i s  an  ext ra  bonus! )  
• ,Ownership for Holiday or Profit! . . . .  
• 1st time:offered:in B.C .  -By  Prospectus  
• ,:The Pointe Resort Condominiums at  ' ' i::: 
Tapatio C l i f f s  - ' " :  : ::: : :  :ii:: 
• A 'ISunbelt', Location, Phoenix ~izona , :  : :::;:':L~:~ 
' surprisingly, affordable! Ask about t;he: :!f::/! :~: 
"GroupB~y' p lan " , ~ : :~: :::: ::: ~: 
• You Own! We Manage! Cash FlOws! , 
• Full res0r~ environment - p001~; . . . .  ~g'oif, ' ' *:~ : ' ~  tenms;: 
and spa! ~ :!:i: 
' ' : iL' i! 
, For  a l l  the  deta i l s  ca l l  Newt"-.::'~ ! !.i! 
:: : : ! Jeremy Leevers 
:: : :Call colleCt (604) 984-971 
2996 Lonsdale Ave . .  
North Vancouver,-B.C. 
/ 
• ~ .  • " .  ~ . .  ;. . . . .  . .  , . -~  
:,, . . . . .  ~ , . ,  ,. ~ . . . . .  ~,~ . . . . . . . . . . .  .~ ..... 
, : : J  "A:~ 
~?F~ ~:'~ . ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  " " '~ ' ,d~ "~* ~ : ~ '" ~: :~ '  ' : '  
i 
:~ . ! ;  ' . . . .  ~ # '; i . . . . .  
• ~ ~ i : 
! i!~, ,~:~:~!4i:il ,! 
C-Jmtuv21 ° 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
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EAL STATE 
Stately 
two 
storey 
Sure ~ '~"  ome , 
addition to the streetscape, 
this family home boasts a ~.  • 
fashionable stucco exterior ~.' ~ 
with feature windows and an 
I 
I -VVV-V2  Real Estate 
r~,~ii~'~:~.. ~ ~  SPEAKERS BUREAU 
~.'t. 
~ ~ % "  ,.;#.~  -~:~ "~" Are you in charge of arranging speakers for your association's ~ '~ . . . . .  -, , , - , , , - -~,~,-~ '"~.. " ,W,'d~.,?~. 
~ ~ f  I~ I~]~ ~ ,~;~, ,~ meetings. If you are, and real estate is your tr'pic, the Northwest 
~ I i ~ B t ~ I I I  ~..'~'~,~..~ ~..~.~'.'~.'~'.. Real Estate Board has just the speaker for you, Topics.range from , . ,~  -o ,.~,. ,~ ~ ~ "  ~" ~ ~ ~  buying and selling houses, investing in Real Estate, learning about 
the forms that are used in real estate transactions, arranging mort- 
,aoo  to how ro , oroao,zod,n 0 
~ ~ , ~ ,  !'I ,'~t TO arrange for a speaker, call the Northwest Real 
i :"~': ! I Estate Board at 638-8491. 
' t Clean up on the Sawngs. 
.... SAVE UP  TO elegant high arched 
entranceway - - - "  I ~ "  =~'"= 
Enter through double I : ,~-@~. .  ~,..~ ~-- -=-=-  , _  
doors into the foyer, open to _ I:! ; ,~ '  ...... / -~ '~ 
the second storey and " I~ ~ . ' , ~ ,  
room. A gourmet k tchen. :~., . *  #' i~ 'Rc~ ,:'.'.'if,=. " " \ . / ,  
provides plenty of cupboard ' ~- ,  . L  .:-.c,:,.c , ~ ~ / '  " " / :  
and counter space, a work. - . : - ,  . . . .  I I 
island, and a walk-in pantry. A : " ~- I ~ ~  ' I ~ e.'~'~ I 
carousel breakfast a rea  : : : I , . .~  • ~. ' l  :e=,,:z.: I 
receives natural light from " '~"" : : i  " ..... ; i I 
surrounding windows. The } " . i -  ; I 
family room also has windows : "~'~" L .---_J 
all along the rear, and 
features a cosy gas fireplace. 
The den, set apart from the 
main traffic areas, would make 
an ideal home office or study 
room.  
Upstairs, all bedrooms are 
a good size. The master 
features a walk-in closet and a 
four piece ensuite with a 
raised soaker tub. The games 
room boasts a stylish vaulted 
ceiling and a boxed out 
window seat. Complete with a 
closet, this room could easily 
be converted into a fourth 
bedroom if necessary. 
U-889 may be obtained for 
$495.00 for a package of five 
comptete sets of Working 
print s 'and $45.00 for each 
additional set of the same 
plan, Allow $15.00 extra to 
cover the cost of postage and 
handling (B.C, residents add 
applicable sales tax to plan 
total)(AII Canadian residents 
add 7% GST to plan total plus 
postage and handling). 
This is one of our new 
designs. Many innovative 
plans are now available in our 
home plan catalogue for 
$13.85 including postage 
and handling and 7% GST. 
Please make all cheques, 
money orders, and Visa or 
MasterCard authorizations 
payable to: The Terrac, e 
Standard Plan of the Week, 
13659 108th Avenue, 
Surrey, B.C,, V3T 2K4. 
MAZN FLCK~F~ PLAN 144~ 5Q. FT. 
r ~  l • ~ . . . .  
' " ~ ::.~,",:c-q 
:--c ~ , ~ . c ~  __ -. l  
• , ..l_~Xl~ {_ . 17. 
"P, '- '..P,. x "-C - i  
. . . . . .  . " = : -  
~ L  " " 
<,; ,. ~ ~'~.. 
, ~.;" ,~ ~ ~ • 
3738 River Dr. $47,500 MLS 
• " .f  
, :::'." :. 
" I 
2512 Kalum St, $92,000MLS 
Rusty kjungh 
635-5754 
3617 Cottonwood Cres. 
$194,951 EXC 
UPPER FLCX~F~ PLAN 
2147 Queensway 
MLS __  , 
Lisa Godlinski Ralph Godlinski 
635-4950 635-4950 
4610 Hamer $236,500 MLS 
-~  .'- =._%~ ee..~ 
lC~4 f:~. FT. 
i:~:; -'~ ..... " < . - ~  Z:~:i~ 
4935 Hundal $t79,500 ML8 
P 
65% ' 
8 
The Colour Connect ion Designs 
phone 635-7466 fax 635-1999 
Call for an appoinbnent 
I l l l l I l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l ASSOCIATE 
ROYAL LEPAGE BROKER 
I ,~ l l t l l , f l l l , , l l~  NETWORK 
5117A+ B Medeek 
$246,000 MLS 2407 Pear St. $91,900 MLS 
OPEN HOUSE 
~";'~" -, 
4821 Tuck Ave, $136,951 NLS 
4020 Munroe $165,000 EXC 
...... ~.~-i;&~ , !~ 
$124,900 MLS March 4 2pm-4 m 4626 Scott $112,000 EXC 
Christel GodIinski Joe Barbosa Ric White David D. Hull Bed Ljungh 
L 
:::~::!:::~ ~': I I ................ !i ~!:!;'i;i:i~i!i ,' 
i;:ij;i::;ili:j:!il i~i:/;~ ii !!:i 
i i;i~i:ii~ : i :~:~:~:;:~:~'~ . . . . .  " "  " " .... I~ f~. :~ . .~'11 ._. , : : : ~  ~ '11  
IMMACULATE GREAT FAMILY HOME 
$64,900 MLS $134,900 EXC 
CALL LAURIE CALL GORD 
HOME/REVENUE SUITE 
This newly renovated home has 3 
bedrooms on main floor and one 
down and also a 2 bedroom suite. 
Close to city shopping on a fairly 
quiet street, Listed MLS at 
$154,500, Call Ted today at 635- 
5619 evenings or 635.8361 days. 
OFFICIAL AIR MILES Tu SPONSOR 
:::::::::::::::::::::::: 
;!ilili;ii;!:iiii!~ 
i!:!:i~!~!i!i:ii:i!~!!ili 
!!i~ Fill::.::; : ~ r 
i/'~ :ii ii'! ~ J~ .  :~::i::!~ ~ 
HORSES,DE GRiT UrrLE STARTER ,OME 6 SEOROOMS 
NEED A SHOP OR BARN 
40'x130' ft quonset building 
(6160 sq. ft.) with 22] ceilings 
(heated and insulated), Located 
on 9.1 cleared and level acres, 
city services available. Asking 
$175,000 MLS, Call Dennis 638. 
8093 
$157,900 EXCLUSIVE $19,900 EXCLUSIVE $169,000 MLS $124,900 MLS 
CALL GORD CALL GORD CALL HANS CALL DENNIS 
COMMERCIAL LAND 
Need commercial land which 
requires good exposure and 
excellent access? Then check out 
this ,98 acre parcel In Thornhlll, 
close to town with an Ideal 
location for your business, Call 
Shaunce for more Information, 
MLS. 
IN TOWN LOTS 
These 2 lots are within city limits 
on the Bench, City water and city 
sewer at property line, Each lot is 
80'x100' and are priced at $32,000 
each. Call Shaunce for more 
Information. EXCLUSIVE. 
DO NOT OVERLOOKI 
A 14x70' Meadowbrook Mobile 
home on a large lot, Two 
bedrooms, 2 baths with 
spacious living room and sifting 
room, This Mobile Is well 
maintained and has been 
recently updated. For more 
information call Ted @ 635.8361 
days or 635.5619 evenings. 
Listed $70,600, MLS, 
IN CITY ACREAGEI 
1,2 acres In a developing area af 
Kelth Estates, Listed $40,000. 
MLS. Call Tad today at 638.6361 
days or 635.5619 evenings, 
ACREAGE 2 BEDROOM HORSESHOE LOT 
18 acres borders on the Skeene Mobile on an 60x120 ft, lot. Good level building lot In 
River, level and cleared, City Fridge end stove included. Horseshoe, close to schools 
sewer and water available, Presently rental unit. Set up for and parks. Asking $29,500 MLS. 
Asking $1t2,000 MLS, Call privacy. Minutes from town, Call Dennls 638.8093. 
Dennis 638-8093, Asking $52,500 MLS, Call Hans, 
SPRING BONUS 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Here's your chance to take over 
centrally located Fast Food Take 
Out and Delivery Pizza Business. 
Price Includes all equipment & 
Improvements. Some financing 
available. Call Gordle Olson for 
more information 635.6361 days 
or 638.1945 evenings. Usted 
exclusive at $89,800, 
GREAT FAMILY HOME POTENTIAL 
This 3 to 5 bedroom home has DEVELOPMENT 
been updated over the lest 3 Thinking of developing some 
years, Large roc. roomt sundeck, land? This 4.34 acres In town on 
fenced and landscaped yard on the Bench could be what you are 
quiet Bench Street, Asking looking for, Call Shaunee for 
$154,500. MLS. Call Dennis 638. mere details. $116,900 
8093, EXCLUSIVE, : 
RURAL PARADISE 
This 11 acre parcel, a short 
distance from town, has lots of 
privacy and e beautiful view 
Ready to be built onl A must to 
seal Call Sheunce for-more 
details @ 835.6361 days or 635. i 
5382 evenings, Listed at $62,500 
Exclusive. 
Earn up to 
1000 BONUS 
AIRMILES TM TRAVEL MILES 
When you list your home with 
Century 21®, Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
Call today for further details, 
I 
ONLY 3 LOTS LEFT 
74'x130' fully serviced, on paved 
street R2 zoning, $27,600 ee. 
Call Dennis 635-8093, MLS 
....... ~ ,~.... ~ 
SOUTHSIOE RANCHER 
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EAL E STATE 
SPECIAL FEATURES: 
,." appealing grade-level entry home is designed 
to capture view to the front of the lot. 
,." spaciousness s apparent In the combined 
formal living areas, with open railed 
staircase. 
,~ N ,~,  
- ., u,n,,s,~o :i o.~i 
BASEMENT ~ "'[']~' '=:F -~ 
0:==~. =======,==~ ,=@=~, ; • 
. ~..jj : 
i~il TWO-CAR d~b¼ / /  Im~ch GARAGr !-".:L , , , , , ,  
FUTUR£, 
". FAMILY n ..,-'1 
~oou I] [ I ........... ] r ............ 
":: 12' I 17'10 r ~  
i ~~ LOWER FLOOR PLAN i ~ I 
TOTAL: 1388 Sq. Ft. (128.8 M =) 
WEINMASTER 
,.." dream kitchen features abundant cabinets 
and comer wlndows. 
,,,- master sulte boasts walk.In closet, 3 piece 
ensuite and french door to covered deck. 
,.,.. large covered deck enhances outdoorlivlng, 
I1'> 
, I  ~ %~,?o. , :~  ,,.,,, ~ 
. . . .  ; ;  ; l l l l t l  
V,',;',',L ~ NOOK-~ 
'7:'?)7:: E 
L '~ I ROOM \ ~rr..c~ 
12', ITIO ~|~ ~ door COVI~RED 
, ~  DECK 
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
1388 Sq. Ft. (128.9 M =) 
. 
~ ~'~"~~ ~ " 
HOME DESIGN I'PLAN"O. 9120 
| 
B r • 
House Plans Available Through 
:Do  teeter: 
~IEMBER OF "nM-BR.MAR'B LTD. 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
An Independent  Member  Broker 
NRS VENTURA REALTY (1994) LTD. 
QUIET AREA HOME 
Great family home that is 14 years 
old. 4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, and 
fully finished basement. Natural 
gas fireplace, oak kitchen cabinets, 
rec, room, quiet location. Nicely 
landscaped with garden, also this 
home has quick possession. Great 
home great price, listed Exclusive 
at $129,900 call Dave now. 
4650 LAKELSEAVE. 635"6142 ~:  635-4628 
R,~NCH STYLE HOME 
Ranch style home nestled in a 
rustic natural setting with a river 
view, The home has 3 bedrooms- 
804 sq, ft, with one up and two 
down. Electric heat with wood 
backup, Very comfortable and 
cozy, also has detached shed. 
MLS Call Derick. $59,900. 
HOBBY FARMERS DELIGHT 
5 bedroom split - level home 
situated on 221 Acres. Property is 
cleared and fenced and has 
several out buildings, large garden 
area, greenhouse, fruit trees, small 
barn and chicken coup. Situated 10 
minutes from town. Asking 
$139,900 ML$ call Dave, 
ACREAGE HOME 
Spacious family home designed 
for =East Uving" featuring 5 
bedrooms, 3 baths, formal dining 
area plus country kitchen, Private 
balcony off master bedroom i 
provides beautiful view of 
mountains and meadows, Listed 
MLS call Derick today. 
I~ ;~ i  ;:: i;:i;!~ GOOD STARTER REVENUE SUITE LARGE FAMILY HOME 
SOUTHSIDE COMFORT Older home located on large lot, 15 year old full basement family !Perfect home for the large family.7 
Private lot, nicely landscaped, two Spacious kitchen with plenty of cupboards & new lino, New twin home 3 bedroom up 1 down, 3 bedroom, 2 full baths on the south 
decks, home has 3 bedrooms two sealed windows, new roof, new bathrooms, family room, also a 1 side of town. Close to the hospital 
up and I down. Perfect for the steel door, recent electrical bedroom basement suite with and schools. Numerous 
family with teenagers, Large family updating. House needs cosmetic private entrance, nicely renovations done to the property. 
room close to schools and hospital interior decorating, Work shop in landscaped large lot, This home is Nicely landscaped lot, with 2 cherry 
large greenhouse, fruit trees and the yard, EXCLUSIVE call Wanda. in excellent condition. Quick and 2 apple trees. Priced to sell. 
garden area. Call Wanda possession. EXC Call Dave. MLS CalIWanda. 
EXCLUSIVE. 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Be your own boss with corner 
grocery store with gas pumps, 
bottle depot and grape business, 
equipment and coolers included, 
complete with attached 3 
bedroom full basement home. 
Listed MLS at $180,000 call 
Derick for more detallsl 
NRS 
DUPLEX LOT I CLOSE TO TOWN 
66X100 lot in Horseshoe zoned J 1/2 Acre in good location just 
for duplex sewer and water outside city limits. Some small 
connections to property. Fill on trees on property good set up for 
property ready to level. Asking moblle. Priced at $27,500 call 
$28,000 EXCLUSIVE call Wanda, Wanda EXCLUSIVE. 
SOUTHSIDE LOT 
Large lightly treed lot with gravel 
base ready for spring building, 
Priced right at $24,500 MLS for 
more details please phone Lynda, 
• 10,09 ACRES 
Approximately 18 minutes from 
town, Property is partly cleared 
and level, Hydro is available, 
Reasonably priced at $28,000 
MLS call Dave for more 
information, 
REVENUE HOME 
Great little starter/rental home, 
Approved fireplace, bathroom and 
has old fashioned bathtub with 
cedar & mirror accents. Includes 
very spacious kitchen. Priced to 
sell $57,500 call Derick 
EXCLUSIVE. 
PROMISE  OF  SERVICE  
Jose Venture (Owner) 
635-3908 
Dave Reynolds Derlck Kennedy 
635-3126 635-3042 
Wanda Walberg 
798-9534 
Lynda Boyce 
638-1073 
Horseshoe EXC $119,000 
Horseshoe MLS $145,900 
Bench MLS $176,900 
Bench EXC $249,000 
Thornhill MLS $89,900 
Bench MLS $314,000 
/ ,} 
Downtown EXC $270,000 
Bench MLS $179,500 
Bench MLS $298,000 
Horseshoe MLS $94,000 
OF TERRACE 638-1 
Bench MLS $143,500 
" " -  15 years l i l l  
experience in 
i! real estate, 635-7068 
richard evans 
I .  
~ r, em,. 
Bench MLS $159,900 
.8 yea!s 
[ ]  I expenence m 
I I  real estate, 
.,1 1 638-8682 
"] I john evans 
: . . . .  it4 
Copperside EXC $97,500 
""-  8 years I 
experience in 
I real estate, 635-4773 
erika langer 
Horseshoe MLS $89,900 
6 years | 
experience in [ real estate, 
635-2697 :*/ 
joyce findlay 
Th0mhill ML$ $149,900 
3 years 
experience in 
real estate. 
635-3004 
sheila love 
j. 
Keith Estates EXC $89,500 
10 years I. IR~ 
experience In | real estate, 
635-3389 
verne ferguson 
Chimdemash MLS $495,000 
f . 3 years 
experience In 
real estate, 
635-3833 
olga power 
Thornhill EXC $105,000 
2 years 
experience in 
real estate, 
635'6236 
diana wood 
Downtown Retail 1,606 sq, ft, 
" "  5 years 
experience In 
real estate, 
638-0047 
steve cook 
,J ~ t • 
! J  : 
Kleanza MLS $112,500 
" " -  5 years I ~  
experience in 
real estate. 
638-8198 
suzanne gleason 
r 
I ~ , L ¸  i • ' ,  
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[] Ultra 
modern 
machine 
~ESW ~U,C.AS~ or 
the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
;ii~ i 
I, ,~ '~: : '~:1  ~ ~:=~ ~. ,:t a: '::~. 
" " '  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' * '  .ill ~ ~' "" ~ ~,~, i,,~ 
iiil', CANWOOD ' ::: " :at t ract t~;  :{ '~1 
,,~ - - - - - - - - - -  :7:"Designe~ t~ :~,~S~.: 
i:ii" Solid Pine Furniture 
il iCome and seeor  ebtire ii'e: i
of Canwood He ,e F.urq=tu 
:. : " ,  ~,$e'Assombi.~ teq~¢ i :}  (! 
Foundation, a $174,000 
ultra sound machine, has 
arrived at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. That's sonog- 
rapher Nadine Terziani put, 
ring the machine through 
its paces with x-ray tech- 
nologist Chris Andrews. It 
i tg : l l ;  ~ ' '  , ~ • ' ! : ,~ 
. I" " re-- I device, has colour capabil- I . Night Table 
ity for better definition and ~. 
transmits sounds. The ms- ! $99* 
chine can also be ex- 
panded and improved upon , 1 ~ '] 'iY' 
as technological updates if Five Drawer | 
- - .a ,oo0   o.oo,ou° . ! 
dation has raised $135,000 Chest  
purchase, already to help pay for the , :~ ~'289"JI i: 
!~,~.i .i .'~! 
: i * ~ ~  Video I ~ :~ Audio 
' III I.Ll II Organizer i i ~1 Organizer '. 
I!L_rl~l -= pie©as- m ~ ~1 -2pieces- m,,, 
CORRECTION - ?: ;i ~Y°ur  Shirt 5 9 < 
*478* Glass Slipper Bridal Boutique ;~ ,i~:",!~ 
.Ladies Fashions & Accessories ~" When It s Tucked In] ~ !:;'i 
Will be closed March 1st-5th/95. Washed & Pressed I A~ =--~-~* ', ' °~ ' , *~\ ' *  " " S -~o ¢_~$~,,_ tIli 
~ G  c i ~" ~'" ' ' " "il " 
h 6th to see al l  spril~gfashion8. $1.55 special I :t:i '=-~""='  4501Lakelse ~I ,~.~M. , ' \ l f i '  
4605 Lazelle Ave. Poly cotton blend shirls I '.~ !i - - - - ' - J~""  " " ~ ~  " °Te~r~race'~ B C=o ~P~I ,~ I  !!'. 
635:6966 Min. 24 hr. Service, Min. S5order I !)iii ~ U  1~11_ss.E;~ff ~q l i  ! 
.... 638-1158 t z,; 
~ ( ~ £  ~ g  (~) (~(~ 4736 Lakelse Ave. 635-2820], ' " ' I,': 
Fantasy Finishes Seminar 
featuring " Jane Loekart"  
an award winning graduate of the four year course of the 
School of Interior Design, Ryerson Polytechnical Institute 
q'oronto and head of Beniamin Moore's Design.Department, 
Tuesday, Mar. 14th, 1995 at 7:00 p.m. 
Call store for details. Tickets purchased in advance. 
(Limited seating capacity.) 
COLOUR WORKS 
#4-4717 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8844 
13 9s 
J ,~L  ~ Of_  February 13 -April 24 / 
~ r ~  70  on all Sunworthy, 
m~,  i I Westmount and J ~ OFF Walltex Books ~ (Fabrics and co.ordinates not included) 
~d-~d M-~R~ -0 ~ 
COL0UR WORKS 
#4-4717 Lakelse Avenue 
Down from Fabricland -Across from the Old Liquor Store 
AN 4IVERSARY SPE(',IALS 
ONE WEEK ONLY- FEBRUARY 26 TO MARCH 5, 1.995 
v F ~ C -7~'1 Y ~  YOUR ONLY 
' 4545B Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 635"4130 
• " , " . 
~r~ ~ ~.,~foo I 
*Conditions V 
• Membership must be paid In full at time of purchase • Prize not redeemable for cash 
• Membership and prize are non-refundable, nontransferable • Open to all current and new members. Prize will be 
added onto current running membership. One entry per member •Draw March 6, 1995 
* Full club • Aeroblcs/Cardlo/Welghts 
BODY I/VRAPS 
A Relaxing Wayto 
Spoil Yourself 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
638-8844 
Buy 2 Body Wraps 
AND RECEIVE 
1 Body Wrap PLus 
1 Aloe Vera Body 
Wash 
FREE 
FITNESS 
CENTER 
OFFERS: 
" '  Convenient Hours: 
Monday.: Friday 6 am - 9 pm 
Saturday &Sunda){ 9 am - 6 pm 
Closed some stats. 
• Professional Friendly 
Environment 
. Hammer strength 
Equipment 
, Apex type 
Equipment 
• Lifestride 9100 
Treadmill 
. Lifecycles 
• Original Stairmaster 
.16 Aerobics Classes 
Weekly 
• Free Day Lockers 
• Talming Bed & 
Products 
, Showers 
• Refreshments 
, Supplements 
• Aerobic Workout & 
Casual Clothing 
, Towel Service 
• IPFA Member 
(Memberships Internationally 
Transferable) 
O Body Wraps 
All Anniversary Special Offers Expire March 5, 1995 at 6:00 p.m. 
;r i . ° .  
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INSIDE 
SPORTS MENU C2 PORTS SECTION C MALCOLM BAXTER 638-7283 
. 
SKEENA ANGLER 
ROB BggV~q 
False farming 
MAGES OF hardworking, gum 
booted men working to raise fat 
salmonids in luxuriant natural sur- 
ronndings rolled off the large metal 
reels of the old Bell and Howell projector and 
on to the screen. What a good idea, I thought. 
Was this the wave of the future? 
Dennis Briscoe had acquired the documentary 
film for the Northwest Chapter of the Stcelhead 
Society from the library. After the screening we 
kicked the idea around. Perhaps we ought to 
throw our support behind this environmentally. 
friendly industry. Maybe we should push the 
notion that it eventually supplant the traditional 
market fishery causing so us much grief. 
We were naive. We were wrong. As we soon 
found out, antibiotics, algaecides, hormones, 
fungicides, parasites, genetic pollution, are just 
some of the bricks that make up the foundation 
of the aqua cultural edifice - -  a structure as foul 
and ecologically reprehens~le asany you can 
ilnagine. 
Consider the following consequences of fish 
farming. A fish farm is, in effect, an appetite- 
whetting buffet for marine creatures: magnets 
for heron, seals, otters and sea lions. When 
these animals follow the trail of their instincts to 
a farm they are either shot dead or blasted with 
an acoustic harassment device (AHD). 
Designed to scare away predators through the 
emission of a loud sound underwater an AHD 
may sound humane, but, at 210 decibels 
enough volume to make thrash metal sound like 
Brahm's lullaby:.--it ain't. Cetologlstsworry 
these devices not only bar whales from 
preferred haunts, but may also disrupt their 
migratory paths. 
Whales are not the only sentient creatures 
evicted from beautiful estuaries and bays by fish 
farms; we are too. Tourists tend to avoid places 
whose water has been covered in surface slime 
and fouled with fecal matter and toxic gases. 
To the larvae of prawns and crabs the fLsh 
farm is a great gaping mouth. When these tiny 
crustacea find their way into the confines of the 
holding pens umlatural writhing masses of fish 
work them over in a most unnatural way. 
The crap excreted by an average fish farm, ac- 
cording to Norwegian experts - -  who have had 
a long and tortured experience with fish farming 
- -  is roughly the waste quivalent offorty thou- 
sand people. That's a heap of poe. And what 
does it do? It filters to the bottom and smothers 
the creatures living there. 
And that is not the only excrement excreted 
from the fish farming industry. From the lips of 
industry spokesmen ooze claims that idal flush- 
ing takes care of waste. Once again we hear an 
industry make the preposterous claim that the 
solution to pollution is dilution. It just isn't so. 
Speak to divers or sport fishers who have expe- 
rienced the effects of fish farming first hand. 
They call the farms dead zones. 
And we mustn't overlook genetic pollution. 
Notwithstanding mounds of letters from en- 
vironmental groups warning them of the perils, 
the Socreds permitted fishy entrepreneurs to im- 
port Atlantic Sahnon. Apparently salmo salar 
grows more quickly and, like most Europeans, 
is accustomed tocrowded conditions. Thanks to 
the stormy disposition of the sea, about en to 
twenty-four thousand juvenile Atianties have 
escaped each year since fish farms began to 
despoil our beautiful marine environs. As a 
result 15 rivers in this province contain Atlantic 
salmon; some have spawning populations. 
Think about the European Starling, consider 
the jeopardy of wild Norwegian salmon stocks 
as a result of disease introduced by escaped 
farm fish, and you have a sense of the problem. 
Fugitive salmon range widely. In Alaska 
legislators wisely slapped aban on fish farming. 
They are not pleased that Atlantic salmon from 
here are showing up in their commercial nets. 
Antibiotics are fed to farm fish living in 
cramped quarters where the disease potential is 
magnified. Those drugs are then passed on to 
you, the unsuspecting consumer. Your immune 
system doesn't need any more, believe me. 
Then there's the economic idiocy of feeding 
four pounds of wild herring and anchovles to 
produce one pound of drug soaked salmon. I've 
just scratched the surface here, but before I sign 
off, I simply must mention the Ministry of Agri- 
culture, Food and Fish a.k.a. MAFF. Only the 
misguided Socreds under VanderZalm (whose 
name ironically means "of the salmon ) could 
have created this monstrosity, and with it the 
ideal context for a turf war with the Ministry of 
Environment's Fi h and Wildlife Branch. 
What the MAFFioso must do is bring in a law 
that ensures all farmed fish are labeled as such. 
Then it must preside over the dismantling of a 
destructive Industry that has no business being 
in business, Then it must dismantle part of itself 
and go back to dealing with agriculture. 
SKEENA dR. GIRLS had not only their skills but also Elizabeth Clark, Kim Haugland, Terresa LeFebvre, 
their stamina tested at the zone championships. And Kathleen Gook, Stacey Marceau, Ruby Prihar, 
proved they had enough of both as they made it two Roxanne Chow, Reyann Morrison, Lee-Anne 
years in a row. Above team members Felecia Arbuah, Critchley and Shavma Davis show off their, banner. 
Zones leave 'Cats purring 
SKEENAJR. GIRLS are zone 
ch"%~pions again, but they 
gave themselves a bit of a 
scare on the way.. 
"We went about it the !ong 
way," admitted teach,Bi l l  
Gook . . . . . .  
The tournament opened:as 
expected, the Wildcats .easily 
handling Prince Rupert 
secondary 74-47. 
That put them through to the 
'A' semi-final and a meeting 
with Charles Hayes, the other 
coast city team. 
There Hayes took advantage 
of a slow Skeena start and ear- 
ly foul trouble to hang on for a 
45-41 victory to send the 
Wildcats to the 'B'  side and a 
return against Prince Rupert. 
This turned out to be a much 
closer affair, Skeena having 
had only a 15 minute break 
between games and "still in 
shock", said Gook. However, 
the 'Cats prevailed 45-35. 
Which again meant hey had 
time only to catch their breath 
before hitting the court again, 
against Hayes. 
Because of the double 
knockout format, they a l so  
faced the task of defeating the 
Hays twice to take the title. 
Hayes sank the first basket in Chow were the Wildcat 
the showdown; but that was sharpshooters, Lee-Anne 
the only time the Rnperteers Critchley again proved a 
were to enjoy a lead daring a leader while Kathleen Gook 
54-24 rout by the Wildcats. controlled the boards. . 
"They -played really good ..... NOW: the te~ wait '  for the 
defence," Gook said of his trip to the provincials, to be 
team. "They never allowed held at Maple RidgeMarch 9- 
"They played really good defence, they never al- 
lowed Hayes to get any momentum." ..... GOOK. 
Hayes to get any momentum." 
As for what it took to slog 
through the back door, he sug, 
gusted the experience of the 
Now in their third consecu- 
tive game, it was no surprise 
Skeena deliberately kept the 
pace slow in the early going. 
But when the time came to put squad had been a major factor. 
the pressure on, they did what "They've played a lot of big 
had to be done pulling away to games this season," he ex- 
a 46-30 win. plained. 
Although Smaller than their 
rivals, Gook said Skeena had 
more speed and had played 
well as a unit. 
Felecia Arbuah and Roxanne 
That victory, said Gook, 
gave the  team a big 
psychologica ! lift, and an hour 
break before the finale game 
didn't hurt either. 
11. And also wait for news of 
where they have been ranked 
for the tournament. 
That's a factor because a 
seeding near the bottom will 
pit them against one ofthe top  
teams in their opener. 
"That first game is impor: 
rant," Gook said. " I f  you can 
get that under your belt, then 
you can go from there." 
Given the way Skeena has  
handily defeated Duchess Park 
of Prince George , -  a highly 
regarded team provincially 
this. season, he anticipated 
Skeena should get the seeding 
they want. 
/ Number one 
YOU'VE GOTTA have heart, and Caledonia Senior ssries. But they dug deel) tO take the next two and up. i 
G,ris basketballers showed they had a lot of that at set the pre-playoff favourites. Next week Linnae Bee, 
the zone championships. Facing a tough Charles Keri Brown, Lisa Clark, Jeanne Cooley, Julie GiI; '~ i 
Hayes team they hadn't been able to beat during the lenders, Becky Heenan, LoulsaHenddks, Nicole RIp ! I 
regular season, Cal found themselves with theirbacks loon, Karen Shepherd, Karla Steadhami Tanni$1Trot; il ~ ~:~!1 
to the wall after losing the opener in the best,of.three tier and Christine Zapo~n head for the provinc!a!Si'ij 
! 
t ; 
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Kermodes  can take 
Sports 
Menu 
BASKETBALL 
Friday, March 3 
SENIOR 'AAA' BOYS zones 
at Caledonia, first in best of 
three series, starts 7:30 p.m. 
Game two goes Saturday at 
7:30 p.m. If required, game 
three will be played Sunday 
beginning at 2 p.m. 
REC HOCKEY 
Tonight 
9 p.m.- Okies v Timbermen 
10:30 p.m.- Convoy v 
Wranglers 
Thursday, March 2 
10:30 p.m. - Norm's Auto v 
Back Eddy Pub 
Saturday, March 4 
8 p.m. - Skeena Hotelv Preci- 
sion Builders 
9:30 p.m.-Okies v Wranglers 
Sunday, March 
9:30 p.m.- All Seasons v 
Nonn's Auto 
11 p.m. - Back Eddy v Coast 
Inn of the West 
Tuesday, March 7 
9 p.m.- Nerm's Auto v Coast 
Inn of the West 
10:30 p.m.- Skkena v Back 
Eddy 
RUGBY 
Saturday, March 4 
NORTHCOAST RUGBY 
Union annual general meeting 
at Coast Im of the West, 7:30 
p.m. For more information 
contact David Hull at 638- 
1327 or fax 638-8662. 
SNOWMOBILING 
Sunday, March 5 
SUPER SERIES Snow- 
cross meet at Bums lake 
golf course, 16kin west 
of Burns Lake. Sign up 
9-10 a.m., racing begins 
at noon. For information 
contact Dana Galloway 
at 692-3726 (day) or 
692-7327 (evenings). 
~7"'::SOFTBALL 
Friday,.Marehl0: ............ :  
TERRACE MINOR Softball 
registration 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. in 
Skeena Mail. Continues Sat- 
urday and Sunday, 10 a.m.-5 
p.m. both days. 
X-COUNTRY SKIING 
Saturday, March 4 
KITIMAT OPEN. For in- 
formation phone Sue Theme 
(632-7632)" or Terry Brown 
(798-2227). 
NOON ]HOUR HOCKEY 
sessions go every Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday 11:45 
a.m.-1 p.m. Players must be 
19 years and the limit is 20 
players on first-c0me, first- 
serve basis. Fee is $3 but 
goalies with equipment get in 
free. 
SNOWMOBILE Association 
meets the first Tuesday of 
each month 7:30 p.m. at the 
Sandman Inn. All snow- 
mobilers welcome. 
CONTRACT BRIDGE club 
plays the second and fourth 
Thursdays of each month at 
the Legion at 7:30 p.m. For 
more information, phone Pat 
Zaporzan at 635-2537. 
BADMINTON CLUB prac- 
tices every Tuesday and 
Thursday 8 p.m., Sundays at 
7:30 p.m. at Thornhill Jr. 
Secondary school. For more 
information phone Diane at 
635-3564. 
I1 
TERRACE ROD & GUN 
Club meets the first Wednes- 
day of every month, 7 p.m. at 
the clubhouse on Rifle Range 
Road in Thornhil I.
New members are welcome. 
For information, contact Fred 
Shaw at 635-2874. 
To get an event on 
Sports Menu, bring the 
details into the office at 
4647 Lazelle Ave., 
phone Malcolm at 638- 
7283 or fax them to 638- 
8432. 
nothing for granted 
says split a two game series against week's 'AAA' Boys rankings 
Caledonia Kermodes should 
book themselves a b0rth in the 
provincial basketball 
championships. 
However, emphasizes coach 
Cam MacKay they can't take 
that Lower Mainland squad. 
Earlier this month Cal 
proved they could play with 
the best when they visited Ab- 
bets ford. 
There they rolled over Mis- 
anything for granted, sion 95-67, took Abbotsford to 
The Kermodes take to the 
Cal court this Friday at 7:30 
p.m. for the first game o f  a 
best-of-three series against 
Prince Rupert. 
Cal has played the Rain- 
makers twice this year. In 
Rupert they edged their rivals 
67-61 while on home ground 
broke open a tight game with a 
20 point string to cruise to an 
88-64 victory. 
"They've got talent and they 
work hard," MacKay said of 
the Rainmakers, noting they 
had beaten Vancouver College 
by 22 points this season. 
In December th0 Kermodes 
double Overtime and had only 
one bad game, a 125-102 loss 
to McNair. 
MacKay pointed out cal 
were down by only five when 
their top offensive threats, 
Cross and Joseph Dominguez, 
fouled out early in the fourth 
quarter. 
Left with the "shortest of 
short benches" and no player 
over 6fi., he said the remain- 
inS Kermodes played well but 
simply couldn't stem the tide. 
"It  showed we could play 
with top notch teams," he 
added. 
McNair were 
Girls just miss 
DESPITE a fourth quarter Blues defenee limiting Prince 
charge that saw Skeena sink 
10 unanswered points, Prince 
Rupert Secondary hung on to 
take the Grade 8 Girls Basket- 
ball zones. 
The game began as a duel, 
Skeena coming ont of the first 
quarter a point up and Prince 
Rupert going into the half up 
by the same margin. 
However, the coastal team 
pulled away in the late third 
and early fourth to build a 14 
point cushion. 
With Nancy Arbuah and 
Rachel Robinson spearheading 
the scoring assault and the 
Rupert to just two baskets over 
the final minutes, Skeena put 
together an exciting come- 
back. 
But it wasn't quite enough, 
Rupert hanging on 50-47 for 
the title. 
Skeena had opened its 
campaign in convincing style, 
holding eross-river rivals 
Thornhill scoreless for the first 
half on the way to a 64-7 vie- 
tory. Wendy Hadley led the 
charge with 16 points. 
It was more of the same in 
game two, the Blues over- 
powering Nisga'a 42-12 with 
Duo still on a roll 
WINNING IS a habit Kosta 
• Kolli.as i s  obviously in no 
hurry to break. 
....... Coming /off  a ~:trip!e go!d 
'Norti~rnl Winter Games per- 
formanee, the Skeena student 
came away from a recent bad- 
minton tourney at Thornhill Jr. 
Secondary with "A' flight 
titles in both his events. 
Having taken the Junior 
Boys singles, Kollias went 
back out with Phoenix Diep to 
add victory in the doubles. 
And it was the same story in 
Grade 8 Girls action where 
Laurie Sager gave the host 
school something to cheer 
about in the 'A' flight singles 
then paired up with third place 
finisher Marika Richard for 
the doubles crown. 
Completing the trio of dou- 
ble firsts was Alvaro Lopes 
from Houston on the Grade 8 
Boys side, Kam Thidal aiding 
him in the doubles. 
Adding further Skeena 'A' 
successes were Victoria 
- Chemko (Jr. Girlssingles) and 
the duo of Lindsay Smith and 
Laura Cummins in doubles'. 
Smith had earlier taken top 
spot in the 'B' flight singles. 
In the so-near department, 
Line Osoria and Warren Con- 
acher (Skeena) finished We- 
three in 'A' flight Junior Boys 
singles, then had to settle for 
the runner-up spot in doubles. 
Also in 'A' Flight, school- 
mate Judith Casey was solidi 
to take second in Jr. Girls 
singles and add a third, with 
Meggie Case),, in doubles. 
In 'B' Flight action, Centen- 
nial Christian picked up titles 
from Stewart Melsaek and 
Pete Rolleman (Jr. Boys dou- 
bles), Jen Teiehroeb (Jr. Girls) 
and Nathan Freeman (Grade 8 
Boys). 
For full results, see the Score 
Board on page C9. 
in which Caledonia and Van- 
couver College both got 
honourable mentions. 
One thing the Kermodes will 
be hoping for at this 
weekend's zones is that they 
only have to contend with the 
Rainmakers. • 
MacKay explained the 
lineup has been ravaged by a 
flu bug for the past month. In 
Cal's most recent outing, 
against Smithers and Charles 
Hays, it was without starters 
Scan Cross and Todd Kluss 
with several others still bat- 
tling the effects of the bug. 
The problem, he said,, is just 
when a player thinks he's over 
it, the bug comes back full 
force. Game two of the zone 
championship goes Saturday 
night at 7:30 p.m. If a decider 
is needed, it will be played at 
#6 in last 2p.m. Sunday. 
=8 zone title 
Arbuah contributing 13 to help 
Skeena to the final. 
After their loss to Skeena, 
Thornhill were eliminated in a 
heartbreaker against Charles 
Hays. 
Leading for almost three 
quarters of the game, Thorn- 
hill fell four behind last in the 
fourth and couldn't quite make 
;2 
f . 
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it up, dropping a 28-27 deci- 
sion. 
Tanya Middleton led the 
Timberwolves with 10 points. 
In the playoff for third, 
Hazelton were never headed 
and held off a late charge to 
defeat Nisga'a 44-40. 
BC clIP 
 eetude to IWe : ledu¥  ha  ion hip 
/ L",, 
the ldion! 
Tamitik Arena- Kitlmat, B.C.. 
Round Robin Series - March 23- 26, t995 
Thursday, March 23 7:30p.m, Canada vs. Germany 
Friday, March24 7:30p.m. USAvs. Germany 
Saturday, March 25 7:30p.m, Canada vs, USA 
Sunday, March 26 2:00 p.m. Championship Final 
I 'Expe,qencea Dram" 
Be a Member d
Team Canada for a ~yl 
Dddh at Partidp~ng Local 
E~O Retailers and Age~ 
bdivldual Game P~es 8odes Tickets (4 games} Kitimat Tickets 632-7161 
,Muf f  $24.00 ,,Gsr Adult .~0.00*GST (Out olt0~ calls only:. 1-800-707-3337) 
"Child $15.00 'Child $48.~ Terracellck~: Coppenide Foods 
Store #1 Thomhill 
Store~Kalum 
"l~]es fou~een and u~er ' I~  New Hazelton Tickets: Store #5 N~ Haz~ 
~1Proli~ toSupped Youth ~ Smilhers Tickub: Store #7 Smit~ers 
Pmi~ ~eautd i~ Ih ~,~m $tew: et t, ml iu flet~y 
AIR CANADA ~ Inlperial Oil 
!&  } . . . . . . .  
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30th  Annual  Terrace Sc ience  Fest ival  • 
The Terrace Science Festival Committee would like to thank the following sponsors for their generous 
support for the . . . . 30th..,Annual.., Terrace Science,. Festival.., 
~ ~  ...... ~_., Sc.ho91 District #88 
JL ~ ' ~ ~  .Terrace District Teachers' Union~:'~. 
~, ,~,  Canadian Women in Timber ..... 
~ ~ "  , ~  Mrs, Vesta Douglas 
Misty River Books 
Skeena Broadcasters 
B.C. Hydro 
N.W. Development Education Association 
As well, the Committee would like to thank the following speakers who gave so generously of their time to give presentalions toelementary 
school classes during Science Festival Week. These volunteers are entimsiasUc and knowledgeable role models for students, 
Norton Kerby Karen McKeown Laurie Scott Glenn Grieve Tom Sager 
Iva Kucera Tern Roberts Victor Hawes Richard Krupop K[rsten Earl 
non Tanner Bob Wilson Gerry Sharpies Claire Jardine Eric Turner 
Linda Scarlett-Hauck Rend Mikaloff Robin Lapoint John Krislnger TinkaVon Keyserlingk 
non Craig Don Vienneau Dan McCarthy BarP/Peters Russ Seltenflch 
Todd Zimmerling Ross Walker Paul Warbeck Thomas Nenninger Laurence Turney 
David Bowering Scott Trent Dennis Fisher Julie Ip Lou Elorza 
Sandy Andrews Victor Lepp B,C. Tel Darlene Wiese Linda Zimmerling 
Bill McCrae Charlotte Linford Barb Schwab Guy Osachofl 
Three of these speakers, Terry Robeds and Karen McKeown (from Smithers) and Robin Lapoint (from Kitimat) are volunteers with the 
"Sclentists and Innovators in the Schools" programme which Is administered by Science World B.C. and funded and suppoded by the Ministry 
of Employment and Investment and Industry and Science Canada. 
We would also like to thank the many parents and teachers who encouraged children to participate inthe Science Festival, and the teachers 
and Caledonia students who so ably assisted with set-up and judging of entries. Finall~ we extend a special thanks to Mr, Manfred Wafzlg, 
head custodian at Caledonia for his support and assistance with this 30th Annual Science Festival, and with many other Science Festivals 
over the years, 
Tip #7 
Use the Bumps 
to Help You 
]Director of Skier Services 
Mogul runs are rarely a series of perfectly spaced bumps and ruts. If you want to 
ski bumps in control you must follow a rhythmical turning pattern using 
aggressiveness and pressure control to guide you to the bottom. 
At the top of the run plan your first three turns. This will help you get in a rhythm 
and increase your aggressiveness. 
Now keep your skis on the snow, absorb each bump, turn on top and push your 
feet down the other side. Combine this with an aggressive pole plant keeping your 
hands out in front of you. 
Think of each mogul as a stair in a stair case and you're going to walk right down! If 
there is a space, then continue down those stairs by making a quick turn. This extra 
turn will keep you under control and ready to take on the next bump. 
Practice makes perfect, Start on the easier run and progress to tougher ones, 
thinking about these movements and ideas. 
J 
Shames Mountain Office 635-3773 MOUN' rA / IM mJ[ DEVELOPMENT 
4545 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. I~  ClU~IlrRi~ 
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Scope 
Quintet make 
their mark 
TEE RESULTS have 
been tallied and five Ter- 
race youngsters have 
been confirmed as district 
champ!ons in the Knights 
of Columbus Free Throw 
Championship. 
Meghan Janes of 
Uplands was the highest 
scoring 10-year-old girl 
while Centennial Chris- 
tian's Justin Voogd took 
the boys title for that age. 
l~icky Dhaliwal of 
Clarence Michiel was the 
district's 11-year-old 
male sharpshooter and 
Centennial Christian's 
Allison Mantel the most 
accurate 12-year-old girl. 
Rounding out the 
quintet was Andrea Van 
Gelder, 14, also of CCS, 
who potted 20 of 25 to 
take her title. 
X-ski racers 
carve a path 
A RECORD ENTRY and 
fresh snow made for a 
successful 14th annual 
Alcan Marathon cross 
country ski event at 
Onion Lake. 
A total of 140 skiers 
took part in the event, 
most tackling the 51an 
course over the Clear- 
water Trail. 
Jackrabbits Kevin 
Thorne and Bobble 
Durocher braved the 
20km half-marathon to 
get their touring badge 
while Adele Theme and 
Nathan Dumais finished 
first in the Jr. Female and 
Male categories. 
Eight skiers went for 
the full marathon distance 
with coaches Walter 
Thorne and Cheryl 
Brown taking their 
respective divisions. 
Ringetters 
take second 
THE JUN IOR C finget- 
ters found only one team 
too hot for them during a 
recent rip to Quesnel. 
Terrace opened with a 
tight battle against Oues- 
nel, edging the host squad 
7-6. They then pummeled 
Vanderhoof 20-3. 
However, the winning 
streak ended next time 
out, Prince George om- 
gumdng then 13-6. 
Terrace closed out with 
another victory over 
Ouesnel, this time by a 
cotnfortable 11-4 margis. 
I 
Locals solid on 
Quesnel slopes 
ELEVEN TOP 10 divisional 
finishes highlighted the 
Shames Mountain Alpine Ski 
team's recent rip to Quesnel.. 
Jana Trappl had another fine 
weekend's racing, opening 
with a fourth in J3 in Satur- 
day's Giant Slalom then fol- 
lowing with the second fastest 
,time in the division in Sun- 
day's Slalom. 
That last run saw her finish 
21st overall, a six place im- 
provement over her starting 
position. 
Chris Paziuk, Josh Mac- 
Donald and Graeme Dediluke, 
all JB class skiers, engaged in 
a private battle in Men's races. 
Paziuk came out on top in 
the GS, taking eighth in the 
division two seconds clear of 
ninth placed MacDonald with 
Dediluke more than a second 
back in 10th. 
Sunday's Slalom first run 
saw MacDonald come out of 
the gate immediately after 
Dediluke to clip just over a 
second off his teanunate's 
time. Dediluke reversed the 
order for the second run but 
couldn't make up the leeway. 
MacDonald took fifth in the 
class by only three tet~ths of a 
second with Dediluke and 
Paziuk filling the next two 
spots. 
Sunday was also the better of 
the two 'days for Ian Mac- 
Cormac and Matthieu 
Leaerc. Despite being among 
the last to ski, MacOormac 
sped to 17th overall and 
seventh in the JB class while 
LeClerc took the sa=ne spot 
among J2 skiers. 
Alesha Boyko rounded out 
the top ten finishes with a 
seventh in the J3 GS race. 
Patrollers set to 
defend zone title 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN ski 
patrol team head for Smilhers 
this weekend looking to repeat 
last year's success in the First 
Aid and Toboggan Handling 
zone championships. 
Ski patrol zone president 
Barry Peters explained the 
competition requires the teams 
to solve two first aid prob- 
lems, then handle a toboggan 
down the mountain over a spe- 
cially designed course. 
That last test includes two 
runs, one with the toboggan 
empty, one with someone 
strapped to it. 
The course will include a 
mix of terrain, fiat, steep and 
moguls, he added. 
Last year Shames knocked 
off the '93 national champions 
from Prince George on the 
way to the zone title. 
Peters said five teams from 
Ouesnel to Terrace took part 
last year and he hoped to see 
more this time. 
The Shames team will be 
Scott Trent, Ariane Vlasblom, 
Faye Campbell and Jean- 
Pierre Harvey. 
Once the serious competition 
is done, the patrollers will 
wind up the Sunday, March 4 
event with a fun GS race. 
NORDIC FORD MERCURY SALES AND 
FORD MOTOR CO. OF CANADA WOULD AGAIN 
LIKE TO CONGRATULATE SAM MOROSKI O1N 
HIS ACHIEVEMENT OF THE PRESTIGIOUS 
'SUMMIT AWARD' (TOP 100 SALES IN CANADA). 
SAM HAS ACHIEVED THE SUMMIT AWARD FOR 
3 CONSECUTIVE YEARS. THE CRITERIA FOR THE 
SUMMIT AWARD COVERS ALL ASPECTS OF VEHICLE 
SELLING INCLUDING, CUSTOMER SATISFACTION, 
PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE AND SALES VOLUME. 
SAM & HIS WIFE CATHY WILLBE ATTENDING THE 
AWARDS BANQUET TO BE HELD IN VANCOUVER 
IN EARLY SPRING. 
SAM WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL OF HIS CUSTOMERS 
THAT HAVE HELPED HIM ACHIEVE THIS AWARD 
OVER THE PAST 3 YEARS. 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
MARCH 1995 
;UNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY • FR IDAY SATURDAY 
5 
Parents Coalition 
for the 
Advancement 
of Education 
interface 
12 
Parents Coaliti0n 
for the 
Advancement 
of Education 
inTerrace 
19 
Parents Coalition 
for the 
Advancement 
of Education 
InTerface 
26 
Parents Coalition 
for the 
Advancement 
of Educall0n 
interface 
- Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
31"errace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
2O 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
27  Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
Association 
PALACE._  __ 
Terrace Ca:!! 3 BrotherSsiste~aod 4  ept. 
7 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
14 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
21 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
28 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
Community 
Volunteer 
Bureau 
15 
Knights of 
Columbus 
Terrace & 
District 
22 Terrace 
Blueback 
"Swim Club 
Terrace 
USe Theatre 
29 
Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
Terrace 
Anti-Poverty 
Terrace 
Little 
Theatre 
Terrace 
Anti-Poverty 
6 Order of 
Royal 
: Purple 
Terrace 
Anti-Poverty 
23  Order of 
Royal 
Purple 
Terrace 
Anti-Poverty 
0 Terrace 
Ringette 
Asso:latlon 
Terrace 
Anti-Poverty 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. 
Nisga'a Tribal 
Council-Terrace 
0canadian 
Paraplegic 
Nisga'a Tribal 
Council.Terrace 
7 Canadian 
Paraplegic 
Nisga'a Tdbal 
C0uncii.Terrace 
4Canadian 
Paraplegic 
Nisga'a Tribal 
Council-Terrace 
1 Royal 
Canadian 
Legl0n #13 
Kitsumkalum 
Sisterhood & 
[=lders Society 
Kinsmen 
Hospice 
Society 
1 Terrace Art 
Association 
• Youth Soccer 
Terrace Figure 
Skating 
1 8 Rotan/Club 
Parents For 
Fl'ench 
Terrace Figure 
Skating] 
2 ~,, Youth Ambassador 
Kinotte Club 
Search & 
Rescue S0c. 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
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Only praise for the rookie 
If this kid is so lazy, how come 
he never seems to leave the ice? 
That was the question after 
watching the youngest player in 
the NHL look like the best player 
in a game his team won before its 
home fans. 
Eighteen-year-old Jeff Friesen 
came out of junior hockey as one 
of its most talented players but 
there were rumblings about his 
work ethic and willingness to give 
his all. Rumblings the San Jose 
Sharks let fall on deaf ears, Now 
they're hearing league-wide 
praise for their prized rookie. 
"A lot of things were blown out 
of proportion," Friesen said, 
kicking back in his stall In the 
Sharks dressing room. "People 
said I'd float at times and then 
show up and score a couple of 
goals but a lot of what was said 
wasn't fair or true." 
Regardless, some teams 
listened because Friesen was 
rated the top junior in his class 
before draft day, then slipped to 
11th overall, 
It's remarkable how players get 
branded unfairly but it happens 
all the time. Mike Bossy couldn't 
check, Doug Gilmour was too 
small and Run Francis was just 
too soft, All three will end up in 
the Hall of Fame. 
'1 was kind of a wild card at the 
draft," said Friesen. "Nobody 
before the Sharks wanted to take 
a chance on me." 
Now it doesn't look like they 
took a chance at all. Friesen is 
more dangerous than the Sharks' 
No. 1 right-winger, Sergei 
Makarov, who's been in a few 
more games. 
The rookie comes from 
Meadow Lake, Sask., a town of 
4,500 that he says has produced 
its fair share of good junior 
players. None better than Jeff, 
At 16, he was in the Western 
Hockey League scoring 45 goals 
for the Regina Pats. At 17 he 
improved to 51 goals and made 
the national junior team This 
season he made the team again 
and struck gold for the second 
time In Red Deer. He was ready 
fur the big time and is making the 
The Vo ice  o f  
he  Canucks  
~91~"  ~ by Jim Hughson 
most of the opportunity. Friesen stands out because of 
"My understanding of the game his speed and strength. 
has changed a lot," he said. "In Wh'le the league has 
junior we just played run and gun. generally gushed over the 
I never had to play defence arrival of Paul Kariya and Peter 
because they just wanted me to Forsberg and declared the 
score goals. Now here I am killing rookie-of-the-year award a ~o-  
penalties in the NHL and playing skater race, Friesen may have 
against other teams' top lines." something to say about that. 
His linemates are Ray Whitney "Right now I'm not even 
from Fort Saskatchewan Alta., thinking about that," he says. 
and Pat Falloon, from Foxwarren, "There's still a lot of room for 
Man. Together they cover the improvement," 
prairies and opposing lines Especially once he gets over 
centred by reputable forces like that lazy streak that's holding 
Roenick and Modano. But him to 25 minutes a game. 
END OF SEASON SKI SALE 
SELECTED CLEAROUT SKIS 
1/2 P R IC  E 
Models from Volkl. Dynastar & Elan 
All Downh i l ISk i  Poles ~ - ~ ~ ':  
30% off  
File & Wax 14.95  
Snowboard Tuneup ,// ~,~" ~-- "i ,~.~| 
Special / ~. '~ ~ ~..~ 
! /  
, , ,  c.os. Coun,r  s.,., / I  
 oot. • sindings / I  
2o% / I  
Al l  SeasOns  
Source For spo,ts  I I 
|4555 Lakelse Ave. 635-2982| ! 
KEMANO COMPLETION PROJECT 
CITIZENS, READ THE REPORT! 
To sort through the contradictorY arguments urroundingthe Kemano Completion Project, Mr, 
Harcourt appointed the British Columbia Utilities Commission. According to the Premier it was 
"the most comprehensive public review o1 its kind in B.C. history," 
Following the completion of the Report, the Premier cancelled the Project with no prior public 
consultation. Citizens might wonder why, since the Report is clearly favourable to the Project on 
environmental grounds, It seems Mr. Harcourt is the one with the back room deal 
The Premier says "My government's decision protects the Fraser River System and our 
salmon fishery forever". Good politics perhaps, but there is no logical connection between this 
motherhood pronouncement and cancelling the project. 
r J~e Commission says: 
"...fishways at Hells Gate, together with other works designated to facilitate I 
migration should ensure that any minor effect of KCP on the FraserRiver Flows I would not affect salmon migration." (p. viii, Summary Report,) 
1 "The Commission recognizes that the provisions of the (1967) Settlement Agreement provide the opportunity for greater protection for Sockeye with the KCP." (p. viii, Summary Report.) 
i 
'"..,In the view of the Commission, the potential rehabilitation of the Murray il 
/Cheslatta system is a major benefit arising from the Kenny Dam Release Facility ! component of the Kemano Completion Project,:" (p. 215, Summary Report.) 
I ". ,. With these releases there will be the opportunity to undertake enhancements |
in the Stuart and Nautley systems which could very significantly increase the I annual value of this (Sockeye Salmon) fishery," (p. viii, Summary Report.) 
Surpr ised by these comments? So were we. 
It is important for Mr. Harcourt hat the Report not be widely read by those citizens who were 
relying on it to wade through the vitriolic, uninformed, and often hysterical media debate, at 
least until after the next election. This is why the decision was made before'the public was, 
allowed to review the Report, 
The KCP was an environmentally friendly way to generate great wealth for all British 
Columbians, with little or no taxpayer funding, This decision will mean higher hydro costs, 
higher taxes, and lost economic opportunities for all British Columbians, 
Considering the misinformation given by the Government in defense of its decision, one 
questions if they read their Report. But British Columbians should. The 
about one hour's interesting read, Get one at:: 
British Columbia Utilities Commission 
c/oMs Constant Smith _ ...... 4i,,;i:,~ .... ~.,~, " ' : :  
20  :,~ ~ , 6th Floor, 900 Howe Street, Box 5 , ~:¢/: j'bii i'!i(~ ,i;.,:~ 
~'~ :' ~ :"~' %r ~ ~ : " ' Vancouver B.C., V6Z 2N3, - !~:=!~{!!:~!~)i~J! ': : "
.... ..:~:~.-,~ . . . . . . . . . .  PhoneToll Free. 1-800-663-1385. " , ~ ~; ;.;~:it~;~:,~'ii ~::~:~ 
t 
:We iJ~g~ ~eti~ry British Columbian who has an interest in truth, good government ~:~i; ! l
~ : ~:,::i) i:;:~ : ; : i i: ~r~d rational decision making to get their facts first ha/ld, ": .:?'iiiiil)!: .~:;~i i :~ , .  
i:/i:i :READ REPORT . . . .  - '.~ :;9~ 
I I 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: .When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is Thursday at 5 p.m. 
for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., 
TERRACE, B.C, VBG 1S8 
All classified and classified isplay ads must be prepaid by either cash, Visa or 
Mastercard, When phoning in ads please have your Visa or Mastercard number 
ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS LEGAL ADVERTISING 
20 words or less $11,34 per column inch 
1 insertion - $5 .00  BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY 
3 insertions - $12.00 $2126 for 3 Inches includes 1photo. 
6 insertions - $15.00 *Additional t$6.01 per inch 
*Additional words 15¢ each ; OBITUARIES 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS • $21.76 for 3 Inches 
$10.39 per column inch : *Additional t$6.01 per inch 
CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
Pickup $2.00 Mail out $5.00 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend edition of the Skeena 
Marketplace. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1, Real Estate 12, Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2, Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26, Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 27; Announcements 
6, Wanted Misc, 17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
7. For Rent Misc, 18. Business Services 29, In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31, Auction Sales 
10. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
11. Recreational 22. Careers 33, Travel 
Vehicles 23, Work Wanted 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings 
and to set rates therefore and to determine page location, 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that Is is against he provincial Human 
Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and employment when 
placing "For Rent" ads; Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any 
advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply Service, and 
to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertls@ment"wlll be~destroyedunless mailing Instructions are received. Those 
answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
.AI c a m~ of~e6'ors n &dvert sements must be received by the publisher within 30 
days after'the first publication. . . . . .  . . . .  
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace 
Standard In the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published shall be 
limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the 
portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or omitted Item only, and that 
there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
: 4821".Tuck" 
Sat . , l :March :4 :  
2 pm ~ 4 pm~ 
,I.• II 638~037.1 .  
1. REAL ESTATE , 1. REAL ESTATE 
2 BEDROOM HOME IN HORSESHOE. 
Clean and cozy with some renovations. 
new vinyl windows. Garage. $102,900. 
635-6962 
NEWLY RENOVATED 3 BEDROOM 
house on corner lot close to schools & 
hospitals. 5 appl,, family room and office 
space. N/G heat & hot water. Asking 
$115,500. 635-0930 or 635-4730. 
GRANISLE, THREE BEDROOM, 
CORNER LOT, Carport, woodstove, 
workshop. Six appliances. New carpets, 
vinyl flooring, countedops. $42,000 ODD. 
(604) 636-2558. 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE. N/G heat and hot 
water, Close to schools, large lot. Looking 
for quick sale. Serious enquiries only. CaJI 
635-5761. 
5340 Mounta in  V is ta  Dr ive  
Pr ivate  Sa le  
go ?,ea\to~ eeS~ J i~i.~;~:!~:~,: ........ ~ ' ii!!i~ ¢~ 
Location: ............. Bench Lot Size: ................. 60'x100' 
Area: ................... 1050 sq. ft. Basement: .............. Full 
Heat: ................... Natural Gas Schools: ................. Uplands 
Bedrooms: .......... 3 Carport: ................. ,Yes 
Great family home in prestigious location. Double paved driveway, carport and 
deck. Fenced and landscaped yard with established trees. New carpets and linD 
throughout main floor, 15'x16' living room with open fireplace. Kitchen/dining room 
including fridge/freezer and stove, 3 bedrooms on main floor, Pull basement 
including open fireplace. 
Tel: 635-2288 ASKING PRICE: $135t000 Tel: 635-0911 
New 5 BR Home - 5233 Mtn. Vista Dr. 
This custom design features a floor plan to take advantage 
of the spectacular view on Mtn. Vista Drive. 
3BR, 2 Bath (or 2 BR & den). 
CALL NOW FOR 
APPOINTMENT TO VIEW! 
• Spadous front entry leads to rear 
living room with cathedral ceiling, 
gas fireplace & spectacular view 
• Large Master BP,, with 
walk-in doset, ensuite 
• Living room and Dining area 
each access Sun Deck area. 
• Den with doset can be used 
as third bedroom 
• 1356 sq. it. plus 2 car garage 
Call Mr, McCarthy: 638"8290 
1. REAL ESTATE 
3,6 ACRE PROPERTY WITH 1150 sq,ft., 
3 bedroom home with full basement h 
Houston, B.C. Natural gas furnace, hot 
water & fireplace 980 sq.ft, shop, Well 
kept fenced play area, yard and garden. 
Priced to sell, Phone 845-7064, 
1402 SQ,FT, EUROPEAN STYLE 
HOUSE, 3 bedrooms, very cozy, Natural 
gas, water & heat. 3628 16th Ave,, 
Smithers. $137,000. For appointment call 
695-6381. 
SOUTHSIDE 1/4 SECTION, 3 
BEDROOM home, 26'x36' Insulated 
workshop, barn, garage, other buildings, 
Excellent drilled well, 80 acres hay, 
fenced, no commercial timber, 1-604-694- 
3537 eves,, or 695-6924 Burns Lake. 
SPRING 
BONUS 
Earn up to 
1000 
BONUS 
AIRMILES TM 
TRAVEL MILES 
When you list your home 
withCentury 21®, 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd, 
Call today for further details. 
Cenk.l , 
3237 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6361 
KENNEY ESTATES 
3215 Kenney  Street  
LUXURY 
TOWNHOMES 
• 1,284 sq. ft. 
• Full basement 
638-1313 or  635-3653 
OPEN 
HOUSE 
RIC WHITE 
in a t tendance  
I I I I I I I I l l l l l I l l l l l l [ l l  ASSOCIATE 
ROYAL  LEPAGE BROKER 
/ t l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  NETWORK 
HOUSE FOR 
SALE 
Private Sale 
Location: 4742 Straurne Ave., 
Area: 866 sq. ft., Heat: N.G., 
Bedrooms: 2 upstairs, I down, Lot 
Size: 50 x 122, Basement: fully fin- 
ished, Garage/shed: 17 x 24. Great 
starter home, close to all schools 
and downtown. Fully fenced and 
landscaped. New deck, hardwood 
floors upstairs, basement fully car- 
peted, ideal for suite. Asking price 
$119,900. 
Call 635-1232. 
RE/MAX OF TERRACE 
638-1400 
WE WORK TOGETHER FOR YOUI 
J oyce  F ind lay  Shei la  Love 
635 .2697 635-3004 
w 
$199,900 MLS 
LOCATI O N I LO C AT I O N Tasteful 
decorating Invites you to move into this 
executNe home on Soucle Avenue. This 
split level home features 3bedrooms elus 
a den. 3 baths, family room off kitchen. 
formal dining room and breakfast nook. 
fireplace In Ilvlngroom and finished halt 
basement which is great for storage or 
playroom. The celour of the carpeting, 
designs of the ceramic tiles and the 
professional decor bring together atouch 
of class and warmth to this homo. Look no 
further. View this home today. 
$214,900 MLS 
Spring is a new beginning.,. Begin 
on Gordon Drivell Open the door to 
a large foyer, formal ivingroom for 
formal entertaining, or Watch TV in 
the sunken family room off the 
kitcherl 4 bedrooms L~p with a 
master suite enhanced by jacuzzl 
tub, angled shower, make.up area, 
skylights, glass block window and 
vaulted ceiling. Like paging through 
a magazine - each room offers 
great ideas end decor. 
i 
2. MOBILE HOMES 
LAST OF THE 94'S at Boulderwood 
MHP, 14'x68', fully set up, ready for 
occupancy, vendor will carry o,a,c. Call 
Gordon, 638-1182 or Mary to view 638- 
0800. 
1986 14X60 2 BDR. SHINGLED PEAK 
roof. Excellent condition inside and out. 
$27,000. 1973 14x70 three bedroom, 
completely redone front toback, $17,500. 
Excellent condition. 1976 14x70 two 
bedroom, utility room, 3 appliances il 
excellent condition, Completely redone, 
$21,500. All CSA approved Free delivery 
on all homes. Phone anytime (306)694- 
6282 Moose Jaw. 
WILL BUY YOUR MOBILE home for 
cash. 635.4949 
12X60 MOBILE HOME FOR SALE with 
large built over roof, 8x20 porch, 9x10 
shed. $23,500, 638.6227 
1994 14X70 DARTHMOUTH MOBILE 
HOME with 12x20 addition. 1 bath, 2 
bdrms, skylight. Fully set up in Trailer 
Court. $68,000 obo. #103 - 3616 Larch 
Ave. 638-8777 
14X70 FULLY FURNISHED MOBILE 
home in quiet park, 4 bdr, dishwasher, 1 
1/2 baths, extended living room, 2 fire 
places, one gas furnace. Patio, large 
addition. Reply to ftle #8, 4647 Lazelle 
Ave., Terrace B.C., V8G 1S8. 
3 BDRM DOUBLE WIDE FOR sale on 
large lot. 5 appliances, n/g, a,c., full 
basement. 635-3937 
QUICK SALE 1974 14X68, 3 
BEDROOM, 1 bath, 3 appliances, very 
spacious. Newer carpet, tub surround, 
built-irl dresser. Delivered to Terrace 
$12,800. Phone (403)-470-8000, 
WOWII 1978 14X56 2BDRM, 1 BATH, 2 
appliances. Spacious layout, bedroom f& 
r, plenty of cupboards, beige carpets. 
Delivered to Terrace, $16,200. Phone 
403-470-8000. 
12X68 MOBILE HOME FOR SALE, 3 
bedrooms, ng, 635-5565. 
1975 STATESMAN MOBILE HOME. Nat. 
gas heat, 3 bedrooms, fridge, stove, 
washer and dryer. Newly renovated, 
$24,000. 635.4582. 
3, FOR RENT 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT, Quiet, clean, 
security entrance, On site management. 
Downtown location. Sorry, no pets. Call 
638-7725, References required, 
THORNHILL- 2 BDRM MOBILE home. 
No pets. $650mth. 635-4949 
LAKELSE LAKE, LARGE, MAIN floor 2 
bedrrn suite with fridge and stove. 
References. Avail. March 1. $700/month 
includes utilities. Security deposit, 796- 
2524 after 6 pm. 
2 BDRM TOWNHOUSE, C/W 
Ridge/stove. Suitable for professional 
couple, Close to hospital. No pots. 
References required. Available April/95. 
635-3796 
ARE YOU FRUSTRATED with your 
search for affordable rentals in Terrace? 
Why not commute? 1 & 2 bedroom 
apartments in Kitimat. Starting from $375 
per roD. Security entrance. Call 635-9593 
(Terrace) or 632-4254 (Kitimat), 
2 BEDROOM APT. FOR RENT. 
$575/MONTH, Fridge, stove, laundry and 
parking facilities. Available March 1/95. 
No pets. Call 635-2556. 
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE, In 
private residence for working person. 635- 
2842 
FOR SALE:1989 SPRINT. Good running 
condition, reliable, must sell- moving. 
2500, Ph, 638-8485 
FOR RENT IMMEDIATELY  
Centrally located in attractive building. 
Warehouse or Retail space 
in Thornhill 1,080 sq. ft. 
Reasonable rent 
849-5080 
HALL FOR RENT 
KIN COMPLEX 
4119 North Sparks St, 
Terrace, BC 
We have an excellent setting for your 
reception, central location next to 
Heritage Park. We can accommodate 
20-100 people for weddings, meetings, 
etc, Full bar and kitchen provided, bar- 
tending available. Please call Robert 
Finlayson at 638-1231 for viewing and 
reservaUons, 
MT. ELIZABETH 
APARTMENTS 
Special Reduced 
Commuting Rates 
(O.A,C.) 
Limited Time OffeH 
Our 'Guests' will receive: 
,Mature Adult Oriented Apartment 
Living 
*Free Cable'lV (inst, incl.) 
,Free Heat, Hot Water & Heated 
Storage 
,Appliances & New Venetian Blinds 
(incl, coin laundry facilities on 
premises), 
,References required, 
FOR APPOINTMENT TO VIEW 
632-2822 
L J 
3. FOR RENT 
EXECUTIVE VIEW HOME, double 
garage, 3 bdrm, 3 fireplaces, jacuzzi, city 
view, private yard, n/g. Non-smokers, no 
pets. References. April 1/95. $1,100 mth. 
635-6741 message, 
1 BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE. New 
paint, lind and carpet. Available March 
15/95, No smokers or pets. References 
please, $350/month plus $175.00 damage 
deposit, Call 635-6350. 
1 BEDROOM SUITE FOR RENT. 
Washer, dryer, stove/fridge. All utilities 
suitable for one person, nonsmoker, 
$575/month. Available April let. Reply to 
file #23 OlD Terrace Standard, 4647 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C.V8G 1S8. 
FOR RENT 1 BEDROOM DUPLEX 
SUITE. Washer, dryer, fridge, stove, Rent 
$525,00. No pets. Ph. 635.9416 after 5:00 
~.m. 
HOUSE FOR RENT TO WORKING 
COUPLE, non-smokers, no pets, close to 
hospital. Available April 1, $700.00 per 
month. Plus damage deposit, 635-2116. 
2 BEDROOM C0FrAGE FOR RENT. 
$400/month. Damage deposit. Phone 
635-1570. 
GRANISLE, LARGE THREE BEDROOM, 
fenced corner lot, Carport, woodstove, 
workshop. Six appliances. Small pet 
allowed, prefer nonsmokers. References 
required. $400/month. (604) 636-2558. 
ONE ROOM FOR RENT in town. Kitchen 
facility, available. Call 635-7176. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
Racq uetball Courts 
, No Pets, 
Cal l :  635-5968 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALUM & SCOFr 
Close To Town And Schools 
Fridge, stove, heat and hot water 
Included. Heat (Oct. - April inclusive) 
References Required 
1 Bedroom ApL $450.OO 
2 Bedroom Apt '=550.00 
• 3 Bedroom ApL $650.00 
No Pets. (When Available) 
OFFICE DAYS (9 - 5) 635-5224 
WAREHOUSE 
OFFICE 
SPACE 
FOR RENT 
1,000  - 7 ,000  sq . f t .  
P r ime in town locat ion  
635-7171 
ATCO 
CAMP TRAILERS 
SLEEPERS & WASH¢ARS 
BARGAIN PR ICED 
OPEN TO OFFERS 
FOR MORE INFO CALL  
Keith at 
604-$61 -22S5 
4. WANTED TO RENT 
RETIRED COUPLE FROM Albuquerque, 
N,M., USA, wants to spend summer at 
Terrace or surrounding area. Want to rent 
roomy, bright, furnished 1 -2 bdm house,, 
cabin, etc. June 15- Sept, 15, Can handle 
all maintenance repair, yard work, etc, 
Will provide references. Write to 1", Krein, 
6103 Custa, Albuquerque, N. Mexico, 
USA, 87120 or call 505-899-8312. 
EMPLOYED COUPLE, NO CHILDREN, 
non smokers exceptional tenants looking 
for long term lease In or close to town, 
Ideally an older 2-3 bedroom house with 
large lot suitable for gardening. We have 
excellent local references and are 
prepared to wait for the right situation, 
Phone 638-0010 and leave a message, 
SMALL FAMILY NEW TO Terrace, 
working in local financial Institution, 
looking for a 3 bdrm house ¢o rent in town, 
Feb. or March. 635-7117 
FAMILY OF 5 LOOKING for 3-4 bedroom 
house preferrably in town. References 
available, Call 635.6467, 
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE LOOKING 
for furnished home or cottage from May 
1/95 - September 1/95, Would even 
consider swap with Prince George home. 
Please call Stephanle or David 563-8462 
or 1785 • 4th Avenue, Prince George, 
B.C. V2L 3K3. 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE OR SUITE or 5 
bedroom house. Up and down separated, 
Non smoker, references available, Call 
635-4219 or 638-4226. 
EMPLOYED COUPLE SEEKING A 
comfortable rental home for Apdl 1st, We 
are terrific renovators, decorators and 
gardeners with excellent references, A 
fairly private setting would be a bonus. 
Phone 636,7462. 
t [ 
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5. FOR SALE MISC. 
BIRCH FLOORING. TONGUE and 
groove 4 sides. 3/4 in, thick 12 in. and 
longer. Rustic grade $3.10 per sq. ft. 
Clear grade $4.15 per sq. ft. Francois 
Lake Woodworking. 1-695-6616. 
GUITARS AND AMPS for sale. Trades 
welcome, Buy and sell. Bill's Guitar Shop, 
632.4102. Call today, Fax 639-9879 
GUITARS AND AMPS for sale. Trades 
welcome. Now dealing in Ovation and 
Takamine. Bill's Guitar Shop. 632-4102 
Call today. Fax 639.9879, 
FREE! FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, roses 
and perennial catalogue. Quality plants, 
reasonably priced. We ship anywhere h 
Canada. Roughen Nurseries, Valley 
River, MR, R0L 2B0. Phone (204) 638- 
7610. 
AVOID ILLEGAL TAXES! Original Hart 
System shows how legallyl 46 years h 
operation, 2 book set. For more 
information call or write (204) 837-2138, 
Aasland, 10 Thackery, Winnipeg, R3K 
0HI. 
SINGER SEWING MACHINE sale. 
School budget cuts, offer new unsold 
Singer machines to public_& must be 
sold,..Modern singer, heavy duty, drop h 
bobbin. Sews all fabric, vinyl, canvas, 
cotton, silk. leather. Singers great value 
$299. 25 year warranty. We ship 
anywhere, only $9 from our warehouse. 3 
spool sergers $399, 4 spool sergers $499. 
Phone 403-986-3018. Visa, M.C., cheque 
or C.O,D. Leduc Sewing Center "Singer" 
(Leeds) Box 5385, Leduc, AB, T9E 6L7. 
FOR MULTI PURPOSE UTILITY bldings, 
garages, joey shacks, greenhouses, see 
Bakker's Modular Structures We do it 
right the first time for a reasonable price. 
Phone Dirk 638-1768, evenings. 
TRAP LINE NEAR ISKUT in beautiful 
valley, includes 3 cabins. Phone 787- 
7858 in Fort St. John. 
BIRCH FLOORING TONGUE and 
groove, 4 sides, 3/4 in thick. 12 in longer. 
Rustic grade $3.10 per sq.ft. Clear grade 
$4.15 per sq.ft. Francois Lake 
Woodworking. 1-695.6616 
500 GAL WOOD FIRED HOT water 
boiler. 1-604-694.3376. 
NORDHEIMER UPRIGHT PIANO, 70 yrs 
old, mahogany with ivory keys. Very good 
condition. Asking $2000 obo. 635-6862 
afternoon & evenings. 
FOR SALE PELLET STOVES. Variety of 
sizes for inquiries 638-1221 or 635-6904 
Nelson Rd, New Remo. 
QUEEN SIZE HIDE A BED, Singer 
sewing machine + cabinet, cassette 
player with CD hookup, 3 rod bay window 
curtain rod. Call After 5 p.m, 638-8872. 
AMBASSADEUR REEL 7000C Synchre. 
also 1 10ft rod. Will sell one or both 
together, Call 635-1685 after 5 p.m. 
BM 4 STATION NETWORK. A1X 
operating system, 4 mona screens, 
keyboards and 1RT server, Includes 
external tape backup unit and external 
modem, All hardware, relevant software 
and manuals included, new price was 
$75,000, Asking $3500. Contact (604) 
851.0214 (Kamloops) or 635-1643 
(Terrace), 
CEDAR SIDING 
OUR SPECIALTY 
1X6 
lXS, Ixe, i x io  • Rough 
• Plain 
r -- j  CHANNEL r -j .T imbers 
ix6, txs, • Beams 
VT&G ~ "fencing 
lX4, Ix6 material 
Top.quality Tight Knot - 
Interior & Exterior 
Compare Our Prices 
DEPENDABLE 
LUMBER 
Flexible Hours - Please Call First 
Box 7 
Hazelton, B,C, 842-5660 
5. FOR SALE MISC. 
$1500.00 WORTH OF RCBS 
reloading equipment. $800.00. Also 
Fender Electric Guitar and AMP c/w strao 
and case like new, $550.00. Call 638- 
8345. 
6. WANTED M ISC. 
LOOKING FOR OLD 4"cedar siding. 635- 
3213 
WANTED TO BUY: Copper, aluminum, 
fads, brass, good prices paid. 1.604-692- 
3281. 
WANTED: A CABIN ON A remote lake h 
the northern half of BC to rent or buy 
cheap. Contact Mr. E. Hockaday, Box 
568, Telkwa, B.C. V0J '2X0, 846-5950 
evenings, 
8, CARS FOR SALE 
1990 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC 
• Brougham, 5LJ305 rid, 4spd, o/d, a/t, a/c, 
tilt, cruise, pdl, pw, p/seat, prem. sound 
system, leather, wire spoke wheel covers, 
69,000 mi. Beautiful, private, no gst, 
$12,900 obo. 635-0878 
1988 TOYOTA TERCEL, 5 SPD, 
hatchback. New tires, muffler, rear 
brakes. Excellent economy. $4200. 632- 
5352 
1987 HYUNDAI PONY CX 1600, 5 speed 
very low km, 4 door, am/fro stereo 
cassette. Excellent condition. Navy blue. 
$2600 obo. Call 635-1549 or 635.9341. 
1992 GEO TRACKER. LOW MILES, e.c. 
$10,000. 635-9040 
1986 GMC 1/2 TON 4X4, 350 standard, 
propane, good condition. $5000. 1979 
Security 11' camper, sleeps 6. Self- 
contained, $2500. 1979 F-150 4x4, 351 4 
spd, extra tires, rims. $2000. 1.604-692- 
7843 
1990 CAVALIER, V6, 5 SPEED, 63,000 
kms, am/fro cassette, white with sunroof, 
has been parked last 3 winters. $7000. 
847-9554 or 847.9803. 
1993 RED VILLAGER 7 passenger van, 
66,000 kin. 3 year premium plus. 100,000 
extended warranty. New tires. $17,800.00 
firm. 1-604-692-3441 nights, 1.604-692- 
7521 days, 
1981 CHEVY CUSTOMIZED VAN; new 
tires; shocks; cruise; tilt steering; air 
conditioning; excellent condition. Only 
82,000 ~.  Asking $6900. (obo) Call John 
845-2114, 
1992 FORD TAURUS V6, auto, air, 
cruise, tilt, alrbag, PW, PM. PDL AM/FM 
cassette, 2 sets tires, $11 900 OBO, 638- 
1421. 
1988 TOYOTA CAMRY LE 4X4 5 speed, 
102k, power windows, locks, cruise, new 
tires. $10,300. Calf 635-9121. 
9, TRUCKS FOR SALE 
m 
1992 FORD XLT 1/2 TON 4X4, like new 
condition. Fully loaded. Less than 20,000 
miles. Asking $19,900. Phone 847-2218 
Doug. 
81 GMC SHORT BOX step side 4x4 350 
V8 auto, new rubber. $3500, Call 638. 
8619 
1989 FORD 1:250 4X4 8 CYL 120,000 
kin, one owner, maintenance records. 
10ft, flat deck, 4 ft. hight sides. Comes 
with regular box also. $9500. 842.6477 
19889 GMC SIERRA WRANGLER 1500, 
4,3L, V6 new tires PS, PB, auto trans, 
bedliner, running boards, 43,000 kms (like 
new condition) $9500, 638-0046. 
1994 F250 FORD 4X4 low mileage. Has 
all options including trailer package. 
Customer made aluminum box liner & 
running boards, $23,500. Call 635-1718. 
1989 GMC .4X4 8-15 pickup with 
extended cab and canopy. 64,000 kms. 
Fully loaded. Excellent condition, 
$11,000. Call 798-2286. 
1994 GMC 1/2 TON 4X4 PICKUP; 5 
speed; vortec 6 cyl. engine; c/w alum. 
rims; 6 shuttle CD and cassette player; 
aluminum box caps and pin stripping; 
23,000 km Asking: $18,400. No GST 
same truck new after tax $25.500. Call 
845-7971. 
1987 JEEP CHEROKEE 4X4, 4L, 4 dr, 5 
speed, lots of options, new tires, exhaust, 
tune up. $10,500OBO, 638-1421, 
1984 CHEV 1/2 TON 4X4 with canopy, 
auto, good condition, $6500, Phone 635- 
1265 after 5:00. 
CARDBOARD 
BOXES FOR 
SALE 
$2.50 for a bundle of 5 boxes 
TERRACE:  
ST, D. RD 
4647 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Ca,, 638-7283 
9. TRUCKS FOR SALE 15. MACHINERY 18. BUSINESS SERVICES 19. LOST & FOUND 
1979 GMC SIERRA GRANDE 4X4. AC, 2-9UD6 CATS, 4 LIGHT PLANTS 2-6~vh, "NEW WEIGHT MANAGEMENT LOST FROM THE GOULET AREA 
CC, New transmission, 350 engine, well 2 aluminum boats, 1.CJ5 Jeep with TECHNOLOGY' Lose weight the natural Siberian Husky (female) 2 yrs old, Ca~l 
maintained. $$2500.00, Call Friday- snowplow, air compressor, 1-604-697- way using herbs, Feel and see the 635.5928 if found or seen. Last seen Feb. 
Sunday, 638.8960. 2474. difference. For more info call Sharon: 19/95. 
1994 DODGE, P/U 4X4, 1/2 ton short SALE ,RENT...TRADE... Machines • IHC 845-2114. LOST FROM KLEANZA SUBDIVISION 
box, 318 c,i., 5 speed manual. Fully Dresser TD7G 8-way blade; dresser FEB. I, Male coyote/shepherd cross, 
oaded, Laramie pkg, Only 9000 kin. 846- TDSG 6 way blade, 1200 hours; IHC brown with black mask. Reward 635- 
9B08Telkwa, TD8C 6 way blade; IHC TD15C 6 way 2943, 
blade. Brush rakes, rippers, logging 
11, RECREATIONAL package, winches, available for above 20. PETS & LIVESTOCK 
VEHICLES machines, Call 374-5054, 579-9791 or 
851-8530. DOG AND CAT GROOMING. 635.3772 
1986 8' VALLEY CAMPER IN excellent 1990 CATERPILLAR EXCAVATOR E70. BULLS FOR SALE: Charolais & Red 
condition. Hydraulic jacks, 3-way fridge, 4 5000 hrs., 2 buckets, quick change, Angus yearling bulls. Giddlngs Bros., Box 
burner stove/oven. Must see. Asking thumb, cab & rock guard, under carriage 83, Telkwa, BC, V0J 2X0. 846.5628 
$4800 obo. 1-604-692-3438. 75%. excellent condition, $39,000. 604. REG. POLLED HEREFORDS yearling 
1978 VANGUARD CLASS C DELUXE, 747-1266. bulls for sale. Call 846-5494. 
low mileage, CMC 400, full fibreglass 1992 SAMSUNG 130 LC Excavator. 3000 D RYTOP REGISTERED GERMAN SHEPHERD 
roof. excellent condition, toilet, bath, hrs., 2 buckets, quick change, hydraulic puppies. Shots , wormed & tattooed. 
shower, large fridge, forced air furnace, thumb, cab and bush guarding, rock  G U T T E R S  Ready March25. Deposit will hold. Also 9 
bunk beds, sleeps 6 double glazed guards, Excellent condition, $79,000. mo, old Sable, female, show breading 
windows, great for summer or winter. (604) 747-1266. ~ quality. $350 & $750. 635-3826 Terrace, 
$14,000. 847-4850 ~ FOR SALE: 2 YEAR OLD purebred and 
NORTHERN UTE CAMPERS, 9'6". 16. FARM PRODUCE fullblood Limousin Bulls, Quiet 
Queen to fit full size P.U. 8'5"Queen to~ dispositions. Halter broke and semen 
short box P/U, 6'10" and 8'4" for import TIRED OF FREEZING your beans off?! 
Grow your whole garden in a greenhouse - tested. Phone 847-9518, Blackett and 
P/U, Alse, Double Eagle boats. Nechako Assoc. Umousins. 
RV Vanderhoof 1-604-567-2820 or 1-604- and double your yield Several types and Specializing in 5" continuous 
567-2937. sizes to choose from. 4 . 6 weeks steel or aluminum gutters. FOR SALE: SMALL IMIXED male dog, 1 
delivery. 1-604-694-3376 Installation, repairs & 1/2 yrs old, black in colour. 635-5174. 
14, BOATS & MARINE BRIGHT GREEN SQUARE baled hay, 90 cleaning. 4713 Park Ave, 
Ib bales, $4 a bale. 847-9744 Timothy SERVING TERRACE CKC REGISTERED WITH tattoo I.D. • 
CUSTOM MADE BOAT TOPS and AlsikeorWallyStorey. Norwegian Elk Hounds providing 
frames made and installed. Boat railings, & KITIMAT protective outdoors companionship. 
boat seats, etc. Satellite, vinyl and fabric. .17, GARAGE SALES Roofing and Siding Puppies include initial immunization and 
4520 Johns Rd, Terrace, B.C. 635-4348 Installation and Repairs parasite control available at $400. March 
28 FT. BAYLINER COMMAND BRIDGE, GARAGE SALE March 25/95 9 a.m. Call Steve 638-O838 1.846.5526 
Twin Power, loaded. Inflatable trailer. Happy Gang Centre. See material for 
Paid moorage MK Bay (Kitimat) until Oct, quilting, 3226 Kalum Street. LIMOUSIN CATTLE FOR SALE. Bulls, 
95. Will consider partial trades of RV, 18, BUSINESS SERVICES 33, TRAVEL yearlingScows. Kerr'sandLimousin.2 yr. olds,846.5392Heifers and
ATV, boat or W.h,y. $29,900 OBQ Call NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS AND PUREBRED GREAT DANE pups ready to 
635-1238. , UNCONTESTED DIVORCE SERVICE readers: When purchasing airfare through gain Feb. 639.9323. 
15, MACHINERY resumes, typing, C~11 C.J. Secretarial private ~arties, please be aware that WHAT A GLORIOUS FEEUNG WHEN 
638-8006. airline companies may ask for appropriate YOU WIN a Dog Shawl Of course you 
SNOWBLOWER - 3 POINT BLOWERS WE TEACH SKIN CARE, Results- identification when boarding and may need a quality dog. Call: 1-604-692-3722 
right or leit. Requires 30 hsp, $600 + gst. oriented products. Dermatoligist tested, deny boarding privileges, anytime. For gorgeous Pomeranian dogs. 
Cummins Ranch, S. Hazelton, 842-5316 Mary-Kay has a skin care system for you. Get that glorious feolinglll 
BACKHOE WANTED. J,D. 450 OR 510. Call today for a free consultation. Mi~a 19, LOST & FOUND 
$15,000 range. 1-604.692-3826. Uttle, independant Mary Kay beauty PUREBRED BLACK LAB, 6 months old, 
consultant, 635-9341. FOUND: GOLD CHAIN with heart horse trained, All shots, neutered with 
P-9 PACIFIC 1973. NEW RUBBER, 1100 pendant, heart has little diamonds around insulated dog house. $500, Call 627. 
hrs on rebuilt motor. Rear end work COMPUTER TUTOR, PRIVATE in-home it. To claim call 635-3460. 7170. 
orders available. 1970 Columbia log instruction for adults or children. Call 638- 
trailer also. 50% rubber, new paint, 1585for more information. LOST: A SET OF G.M keys with remote 1 STANDARD SIZE ROOSTER FOR 
lock control 635-7322 SALE, Winedot Cross, $10,00. Call 635- 
certified reaoy to work. $27,500 obo. 847- . GETA HEAD START ON SUMMER with 4593. 
8302 evenings. Effective Fitness & Bernadine's Health & 21, HELP WANTED 
2.6 CYL. DUETZ, STANFORD GEN., Fitness General Conditioning Program. 
110-220 single phase 50 kva each. Wit1 Introduction to weight training, 45 min., 3 r 
be ~old"~ a. set, #1"has •450 hi's!, #2 has times a week Date Saturday,. March : 
3500 Includes panels and shed. Phone 11/95. Place: Effective Fitness. "Rme:  TECHNICAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE: 
(604) 638-5822 offers. 4:00 p.m. Cost: $45.00 plus GST includes EXPLOSIVES 
WANTED: Dead or Alive, cats, loaders personalized program and 6 week * FOR TERRACE, B,C. 
membership. Call Effective Fitness 635- * STARTING IMMEDIATELY 
and backhoes, 1-604.697-2474. 4130 for more info. *Soace is limited. "EXCELLENT STARTING SALARY FOR RIGHT PERSON 
APPLICANT REQUIREMENTS 
O N E  C A R  OR 1OO ~ *Exploslves and blasting experience - surface and underground 
• Ability to work with limited supervision and manage your own crew 
VChatever your  bus iness vehJ.e]e needs, I *Strong desire for success and high degree of ambition - you're a winner 
have the knowledge to f ind t;b_e vehJe]e ~-~.  *Successful previous experience in sales 
and the p lan  to su i t  your  requ i rements .  *Comfortable ither in a corporate office or on grade 
• Presentable with a great sense of humour 
Norm Flann 
1-800-BMCEWAN (1.800.862-3926) Coordinator Please send your complete resume In confidence to: 
RANDY DE LUCA, GENERAL MANAGER 
COHHERCIAL Mc=wan  ,OST, NPOWOER'TD 4919 N. ISLAND HIGHWAY 
8~LES & SERVICE Terrace COURTENAY B.C. VBN 5Y9 
Hwy. 16 West Terrace PH. 334-2624 FAX 334-2652 . 
20. PETS & LIVESTOCK 
HAMSTERS FOR SALE, 9 black, 3 beige, 
short/long hair, ready to go now to good 
homes. $5,00 each. After 3:30, 638-1514 
- after 3:30. Ask for Laura. 
A TOUCH OF THE WILD. Hybrid Wolves. 
Very intelligent, faithful, obedient. Puppies 
ready to go. $250.00 847-4959. 
NOW OPEN - THE TACK STORE, 
Harness, saddlery and gifts, All you need 
4 km out of Tel~a on Skilihorn Rd. 846. 
9863. 
SCOTCH HIGHLAND CATTLE. Cows, 
calves yearling Heifers, yearling bull, 
Some are registered, Call 1-604.694. 
3497. 
WRANGLER ZIP, Outstanding Appaloosa 
Breeds. Variety of mares, Reasonable 
fee. Mares housed in protected steel 
enclosures, Transport possible. Hi,crest 
Appaloosas 1-604-692.3403. 
REGISTERED DALMATION PUPPIES, 
Shots, dewormed, new claws removed. 
Tattooed show/breeding quality $600, 
Available April 15. $100 deposit will hold 
1-604.698.7457 evenings. 
21. HELP WANTED 
WANT TO WORK? Full time or part time 
positions available with electrolux 
Canada, Phone 635-3086 
MEDIUM SIZED HEAVY EQUIPMENT 
repair company requires heavy duty 
mechanics for general repair ss well m 
engine overhaul, Applicants should have 
journeyman heavy duty mechanic 
cetificate. Preference will be given to 
applicants with Caterpillar repair 
experience, Positions available for diesel 
engine repair in Prince George. All 
applicants confidential, Please send 
resume to: Pollard Equipment Ltd., 8901 
Penn Road, Prince George, B.C. V2L 
2K8, Attn: AI Jelfery. 
TACKAMA FOREST PRODUCTS LTD,, a 
division of Slocan Group in Fort Nelson 
requires logging trucks for oflhlghway 
hauling in Fort Nelson, All Interested 
parties please contact:. Paul Rlcard 
Logging Superintendent, Tackama Foreet 
Products Ud., Phone 774-7.931 office, 
774.2858 home, 774-0831 aUt0.tel, 
C6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 1, 1995 
21. HELP WANTED 
;~=ix~xxxxx.xxxxXixxxxx~ 
~ Looking for II 
ft Child Care? :" It 
'1~1 Skeena Child Care Support t'~' 
, !] Program can he.p you make t l  
, ~I the right choice for your chi'.d, l l :  
: ~1 For information on choos(n~) I~ 
~,~j care and available opUons, call l~J. 
r~J coco at 638-1113. []  
I1 A flee servi= provided by the Te;mce f4 
:~] Women's Resource Cantle and funded i¢J 
~ by the MinisW of Women's Equality. H 
[xxxxxxx~x2~:xXxx:xx . :~xxzj; 
EARN EXTRA INCOME 
as the 
• RESIDENT MANAGER 
of a mid.size apartment 
building in Terrace. 
Bookkeeping, Sales & Maintenance 
Skills an asset. 
Send resume with references to: 
Majestic Management (t 981 Ltd.) 
800-299 Victoria St. 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 5B8 
Fax: (604) 563.8033 
Kalum Tire And Automotive Parts 
is looking for a fully qualified 
Auto Parts And Sales Person 
Full time employment - Full benefits 
Wages subject to experience' 
Please send resumes to: 
: Kalum "l']res Services Ltd. 
4808 Hwy. 16 VV 
• Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L6 
Comput(r TEh. /Salesperson 
• Require 5 years experience with computers 
• Extensive knowledge of DOS & Windows 
• Ability to work with a team 
, Ability to work unsupervised 
• Strong sales ability is an asset 
Salary negotiable depending on experience. 
Send Resume to: 
Att. Chris Moldenhauer W 
~ Electronic Futures" i 
' ' ~  4710 Keith Ave. i 
~ Terrace, B.C. V8G 4K1 
l=  
AD ASSISTANT WANTED 
The Terrace Standard is looking for a different type of person I 
for a different kind of iob. We're re-arranging our composition and 
sales areas to bring ad makeup people c oser n contact with sales 
representatives.: We're •calling th'e new position an ad assist,4~t. ' 
That means the person will be working with two sales representa- 
tives to produce ads for their clients. Ability to produce 'sped ads 
is essential. This position requires a person who has creative ini- 
tiative, can work co-operatively with others and can also assume a 
great deal of personal responsibility. This person must have a 
knowledge of Multi-Ad, Pagemaker or Quark Express and be 
familiar with the Macintosh computer system. This position pays a 
base salary plus commission. The Terrace Standard offers a profit 
sharing plan and has a comprehensive benefits package. 
Please send resumes to: 
Production Manager, 
The Terrace Standard, • S T A N D A R D  
4647 Lazel le Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
Our fax number is 604--638-8432. 
i 
Kermode 
Friendship Society 
JOB POSITION 
CAPC Delivery Officer- Parenting Program 
Preference will be given to Aboriginal Women 
Salary $24,000 
Required skills: 
- Grade 12 minimum - BSW preferred ............. 
- Management/Supervisory skills 
- Organizational skills 
- Experience in research 
- High level of Disciplined communication skills 
-Written reports 
- Willingness to travel, Reliable Transportation Required 
- Provide comprehensive training to Volunteers & Staff to 
ensure delivery of promise statement. 
- (Enjoy working within the Family setting) an asset. 
Please submit resume to: 
3313 Kalum St. Terrace B.C. V8G 2N7 
Closing date; March 15/95 
IIIII 
INTERC( )NNECT 
OFFERS DIFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us to see if we may be of 
assistance to you. 
Phone 635-7995 
I I  
• INTERCONNECT 
205-4650 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B,C, VOG 186 
" TelephOne 635.7995 Fax 635,1516 
CTION 
CERTIF IED AUTOMOTIVE  
TECHNIC IAN WANTED 
Certified Automotive Technician required for Carline and new 
import dealership. Seeking person(s) with strong automotive 
experience to work in our fast moving auto repair shop, We 
are offering complete diagnostic equipment, five bay shop, 
competitive wages and benefits. 
Please send resume to us in the Beautiful Bulkley Valley. 
P.O. Box 3820, Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0, 
Attention: Doug Henderson. 
OUTSIDE SALES 
National welding supplier, dedicated to providing 
excellence in customer satisfaction requires a self 
motivated and results oriented individual to reside in 
Terrace and participate within a highly active north- 
west marketplace. 
Compensation package is competitive, based upon 
experience: 
Respond immediately with resume and drivers 
abstract: 
To file #30 
c/O 4647 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lS8 
OWNER / OPERATORS 
Interested in owning your own business that offers 
financial rewards commensurate with efforts? 
We have the opportunity for you/ 
Owner / Operators are needed for Canada's finest 
small package delivery company. We are looking for 
contractors to sewice specific areas in northern British 
Columbia and help promote growth in the region. This 
will appeal to those individuals who wish to own their 
own business and form a partnership with one of 
Canada's industry leaders. 
To qualify you must have a keen desire to develop 
business accounts, a class 5 licence with a clean 
driving record, and must be in good physical condition. 
You must also have a late model curb or cube size 
van, or, the financial stability to purchase or lease such 
a vehicle. 
We offer sales support and customer service, 
advanced barcode tracking, vehicle lease 
arrangements, as well as the opportunity to participate 
in group benefit programs. 
If you feel this appfies to you, please call 
1.800-354.2067 during normal working 
hours to schedule an interview. 
G.R.D.  Automot ive  
GARY R. HOLLAND 
635-9392 
FULL SERVICE 
Brakes • Tune-ups 
Front End Repair 
3504 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N9 
25 Years Experience 
Specializing in Marble, Glass Blocks and Tile 
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL 
GARY CHRIST IANSEN 
Ph. 635-9280 
Site 41 ,R.R. 2, Cornp. 18 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3Z9 
' A~Ik, l DLAN D~ " l-~ ' , 
) C AI ' , IADA LTO , 
i NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
! ! /~ ,  o Autotel Rental 
/" . Marine Security 
, Home Automation/Security 
, .  ~, .~:~.t. , No. 4- 5002.. PoNe .638"0261 , 
I~  Phone for experienced and Speedy Service 
DELIVERY & EXPEDITING 
S0tvlcoS 
o,o, ..... 638 853(} Proscriptions I l l  Appliances 
Restaurant  & 
,o,,e.,,,.°~ Anytime 
Agents for: uPs-cAN,Aa Anything 
co°.., c . , , ,o ,  Anywhere 
Cargo Vans 
Cube Van-1 Ton 
H0i ShotSo~ce ~ AIRPORT SERVICE + 
DS 
• • • ! 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC., Terrace Lumber Operations, 
is currently acceptlng applications for a: 
Confidential  
Secretary/Recept ion ist  
This is a temporary, maternity relief position that offers job 
sharing with 2-3 days per week required, i 
To qualify for the position, candidates must have proven 
secretarial experience, be computer proficient (Microsoft 
Word, Excel) and be capable of working independently 
in a busy office environment, rill 
It is currently anticipated that the posiUon will be 
available from early May to late October, 1995. I~ .  
1 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. offers a competitive salary ,11 
with an excellent benefits plan. , ,~ 
For confidential consideration, send your resume .J I  
by March 17, 1995 to: 
Mr. R.W. Black 
Manager Human Resources 
4900 Kelth Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5L8 '1 
Fax: (604) 638-1560 
Project Literacy Terrace 
CENTRE DIRECTOR 
Reporting to the Board of Directors, the Centre Director is responsible for the 
initiation and management of various Literacy related projects. 
The successful candidate will provide advice and information as requested by the 
Board and will demonstrate fiscal responsibility in budgeting, cost control, and 
financial reporting. Working with a small number of employees, the Director will 
facQitate the recruitment and training of volunteer tutors and develop strategies to 
ensure awareness of learning opportunities for potential students. To best serve the 
learner, it is imperative that Project Uteracy Terrace work in harmony and share 
expertise and resources with other community agencies and a Northwest regional 
network. 
Qualifications should include a post-secondary degree and/or diploma which has 
provided skills and knowledge such as business administration, public relations, 
computer literacy education, literacy and numeracy training', and the capability of 
communicating in plain language. In excess of five years of positive work 
experience where the above noted knowledge areas have been applied would be 
recognized as an appropriate background. Preferably some of this experience will 
have been acquired in a smaller northern community with a multicultural 
atmosphere. . . . . . . . . .  ' ' ,~ ;~ :~';';" '?<" 
We are searching for an individual with vision, integrity, and a, 19tlbt ico mmon 
sense. 
This position is for 25 hours per week• Salary range is $1900 to $2400 per 
month (dependent on qualifications). 
Interested candidates hould submit heir application and a summary of their 
qualifications by March 3, 1995 to: 
Project Literacy Terrace 
Rm. 22- 4506 Lakelse Ave. 
Box 54, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2 ¢J 
COZY CORNER 
FIREPLACE 
SPECIALTES LTD. 
R6al & Barb LaFrance 
3756 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 3N9 
(604) 635-6477 
i .i " 
FIRST RESPONSE 
FIRST AID SERVICES 
• AF i rs t  Aid Training 
/m\  First Aid Contracting 
/ Ill . \  Mobile Unit Available 
/ FIRST AU] \ First Aid Supplies & Kits 
/ [ ]  \ Keith Janas 
¢ . ~ (604)  638-1831 
Take a Professional First Aid Course - "Save a Life" 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
L©CKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B,C. 
638-0241 
TOLL  FI . ;EE - -  1 -800-661 .2676 
VIC TOIt R HA WE$ 
OPTOMETRIST  
638-8055 
#1 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
21. HELP WANTED' 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN LOOKING to 
relocate family to Smithers, Houston area. 
Experienced in residential, commercial, 
institutional, Cadd, Rental house required. 
For resume call Henry, 1-604.850-3656 
(Abbotsford). 
WHY WORK FOR SOMEONE else v/nan 
Avon can work for you?Your hours, your 
profit. Free training . low start fee. 
Exciting insentives. Call now 635.9138, 
2 SILVICULTURE '~/ORKING 
FOREMEN", Hazelton - Kitwanga and 
Meziadin. Qualifications preferred: Silvics 
layout ribboning, quality control, •dass 4 
drivers licence, first-aid, 0FA3 and B&W 
experience. Send resume to: Cedres, 10 
Kitwanga, B.C., 'V0J 2A0. Toll free 
messages 1-604-978-8940. Pays well + 
bonus. Check it outl 
LARGEST IMPORT DEALER in the 
Northwest has an immediate opening for 
an automotive sales person, Excellent 
earning potential which includes base 
salary plus commission, Must ihave 
minimum grade 12 education. Automotive 
sales experience an asset. Apply with 
resume to: Thornhill Motors, c/o Sales 
Manager, 3040 Highway 16 East, 
Terrace, BC, VSG 3N5. 
6 GOOD PEOPLE NEEDED TO help 
motivate and supervise staff and sales 
reps, $1600 month performance 
guarantee. Call today. 635-2165 
DRIVER REQUIRED FOR twice weekly 
run from Burns Lake to Prince Rupert. 
Must have class I and Hwy 16 experience 
and based in Burns Lake area. 1-800. 
667.2826 Circle TUnes (1984) Ud., 
Edmonton, Ab. 
SINGLE OR NO CHILDREN? You can 
still be a foster parent for teensl Ministry 
of Social Services 638-3527. 
,COAST LOGGING FOREMAN with a 
'minilmum of 5 years experience with 
towers and grapple yarders, Reply to: Rio 
20 c/o Terrace StandarD, 4647 Lazelle 
Ave,, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1S8 
EARN EXTRA INCOME by selling 
pantyhose to your friends, family and co. 
workers. Call 1-800-263-1432. 
SPACERS 
Apply now for upcoming work. 
Guaranteed payment, Apply in person 
at Thornhill Nursery- 3446 Edlund. 
Must have own power saw and 
safety equipment, 
Call Terry 638-8233 
Fax 638.8946. 
23. WORK WANTED 
2 YEAR RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICAL 
experience, General construction 
experience (plumbing, carpentry, etc.) 
635-4200 Gary. 
SMALL RENOVATIONS AND REPAIRS. 
$18/hr or by contract. Call Sid 638.8589 
,CARING MOM WILL babysit one 
preschool aged child weekdays. 635-1391 
RENOVATIONS DONE RIGHT. Spring is 
lust around the corner, so don't wait ely 
ger. Bathrooms, basements, ceramic 
tile, etc.,' you name it, Please call Lenny 
635-9492, 
RELIABLE 23 YEAR OLD WILLING to 
babysit in your home. Phone or 635-4144 
or 638-0098. 
1 
~MOTHER OF TWO will babysit in own. 
Jhome on Bench. References available, 
1635-3138 (Tammy). 
t 
I 24. NOTICES L 
24. NOTICES 
THE C. HURCH OF JESUS CHRIST of 
Latter-Day Saints, the Mormons. Fact or 
Fiction, Shadow or Reality. Phone 847- 
5758 for recorded message, 
BC Libera/s 
Skeena Riding 
GET INVOLVED NOW 
INFORMATION & 
MEMBERSHIP 
Write to: 
R.R. #3, S-6, C-A7 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 4R6 
or call 638-8900 
St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph. 635-9019 
Emergencies: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays 10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 
Wednesdays 7:00 p.m 
THORNHILL 
COMMUNITY 
CHURCH 
Teens & Adults Bible Classes 9:30 
~ Sunday's C001 Club 9:30 
for ages 2-12 
Sunday Service 10:45 
At The Thornhill Community Hall 
First M.U.M.S. Program 
9:30 a.m. on the 1st Tuesday 
Cubby's:All other 
Thursdays at 9:307m ; /  
Adult Mid-week Bible Studies: 
Teens Youth Group 
College & Careers 
Pastor Ron Rooker ' ! 
Assistant Pastor Rob Brinson' :: : :~::i; ~ ]
Phone 635-5058 ' '~" . • .... ": 
25. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
WELL ESTABLISHED LOCAL truck- 
mount carpet cleaning business for sale. 
Inquiries please phone Jackie 638-0743 
evenings till 11 pro. 
NORTHERN MONUMENTALS, 
SERVING your area with the monument 
of your choice. Any colour, shape, or size. 
Call us now for your spring order at 604- 
567-4933. 
SMALL SEWING SHOP 
With a large clientele 
Includes all 
fixed equipment 
sewing machines, 
and notions. Great 
opportunity for the 
creative persons. 
Call 638-7654 days 
635-8762 evenings 
NOTICE 
USK LANDFILL CLOSURE II 
II 
The Usk Landfill will be closed effective March 31, I| 
1995. Highway 16 East residents should dispose of I| 
their refuse at the Thornhill Landfill on Old Lakelse I| 
Lake Drive. The Thornhill Landfill is currently open I| 
to the public from 10:O0 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. daily, I| 
except Thursdays and Fridays and specified statu- I| 
tory holidays. II 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKINE IIii 
300-4545 Lazelle Avenue, 635-7251 Iljj 
L 
~ NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
This 24 hour course in Terrace is of interest to individuals working 
in landscape applications of pesticides, and individuals whose 
responsibilities include selling pesticides to the public. Training will 
provide the basics in the proper use of handling pesticides and pre- 
pare participants to challenge the BC Ministry of Environment, 
Lands and Parks (BC MOELP) Pesticide Dispenser and Landscape 
Applicator Exams. 
DATE: March 6 .9  (Monday -Thursday) 
TIME: 9:00 a.m, to 4:00 p.m. 
LOCATION: NWCC, Room 208 
COST:. $75.00 ÷ $25.00 Exam Fee ~- $20.00 Study Kit 
To register please contact NWCC at 635-6511. To purchase study 
kit please contact the BC MOELP in Smithers at 647-7695, prior to 
course. 
For more Information contact, Extension Services at 638.5408, 
IE=I=S.-  
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25. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
WELL ESTABLISHED PIZZA OUTLET for 
sale, Excellent location, high volume. 
Great owner operator business, Be your 
own boss. Serious inquiries onlyl For 
appointment call 638.0694 after 6 pm. 
DOUBLE YOUR CURRENT IMCOME? 
Short term, long term, no product 
handling. Proven plan. Work so simple 
why didn't I think of it? Fax toll free 1.800- 
933-5666. 
DICKI DEE ICE CREAM is seeking a 
distributor to run vending bicycles from 
your home or small business. Full support 
and equipment provided. Small 
investment required, Kirk 765-2699. 
HAIRSTYLING SHOP 
FOR SALE 
Modern, efficient, well' maintained 
salon with four chairs & two sham- 
poo sinks in good location. 
Potential is good for ambitious 
entrepreneur. 
phone 635-5544 
PACIFIC 
]VLANAGEMENT 
CO. tin. (En 1~5) 
Lost in the Sea of 
Mutual Fund Choices? 
Learn from a Mutual 
Fund Expert what's right 
for YOU. Please call: 
C.G. (Bud) HALLOCK 
5133 Agar, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1 H9 635-4273 
I11 
m 
25. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
THRIVING TAXI BUSINESS IN the 
beautiful Lakes District of Burns Lake, 
B.C. $75,000 for 3-cars, or $65,000 for 1 
car. Leave message at 1-604-692.7303. 
FOR SALE: ESTABLISHED RETAIL 
franchise, Serious inquiries only, Phone 
635-9661. 
26. PERSONALS 
i 
LOOKING FOR NORTHWEST STAMP 
collectors, to buy, sell, trade or just chat, 
Write to: Stamps, P.O. Box 673, Terrace, 
BC V8G 4B8 
IF YOU ARE happy with your: 
investments, that's your business. If not, 
that's our businessl Great Pacific 
Management Co. Ltd. 5133 Agar Avenue, 
Terrace, BC, V8G 1H9. Call 635-4273. 
NEVER BE LONELYAGAIN. Call 1.900- 
451-3560 ext. 1285, $2.99 per minute. 
Must be 18 years. Pro Call Ltd. (602) 954- 
7420. 
Hi -Ho ,  H i -Ho  
I t 's  o f f  to Mex ico  
to Ce lebrate  
the  b ig  4-O! 
Love: 
Your Family & Friends 
DS 
26. PERSONALS 
PSYCHICS KNOW ALL. LOVEI Successl 
Futurel Moneyl 1-900-451-3530 ext. 
1185. $3.99 per minute. Must be 18 
years. Pro call Ltd. (602) 954-7420. 
FUN-LOVING 30 YEAR OLD couple 
looking to meet an open.minded single 
female for outings, friendship, romantic 
encounters and travel, Reply to file #17, 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, BC, V8G 
1S8. 
Empower yourself 
with your own healing hands. Learn 
in loving workshop safe and fun 
healing with other people. Excellent 
for couples, parents, caregivers, 
singles and pet lovers. 
Reiki master is willing to initiate In 
your home, a group of 6 to 9 
people for Reiki I and 1112- 5 hr 
day_s. " . . . .  
t-or more information call 
627-8554. 
Phone after 8 pm. 
Lose Up To 
10 Ibs ill 3 Days! 
With the 
Supplemental Diet Plan 
Try it/It works/ 
Using AII Natural Ingredients. 
Available at: 
Northern Drugs, 
4741 Lakelee, Terrace 
635-6555 
For into. call 1-800-361.4720 
r ' ~ R L  
I 
26. PERSONALS 
PRIVATE INVESTIGATIONS (ALL 
TYPES). Business, Personal, criminal, 
civil, personal injury claims, missing 
persons, applicant screening. 
Government licensed and bonded (22 
years). Spectrum Investigations. Call 1. 
600-660.9188. 
MEET YOUR MATCH TONIGHT, 1.900. 
451.4010 ext. 1394. $2,99/min, 18 yrs & 
over. 
"FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE", We have 
hundreds of beautiful Russian ladies age 
19-59 who are seeking to meet a nice 
Canadian gentleman for friendship and 
marriage. For fudher into. Call our 
Vancouver office toll free 1-800.294-1596. 
EFFORT 
Some people dream of worthy accomplishments 
while others stay awake and do them, 
Filness,..Make The Effort 
North Coast Health & Fitness 
4550 Greig 635.6500 
Hi Ho 
Hi Ho 
The Big 40 
Happy Birthday "lim 
Love Barb, 
"l'immy & Devin 
BCYCNA 
E]RITISH 
COLUMBIA 
AND YUKON 
COMMUNITY 
NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIATION 
AUTO 
ENGINES REBUILTfro~. 
$795. . ENGINE 
.... rerhari0fa~ture frdhi$9951 
6 months to pay. 6 Year 
120,000 warranty. Bond 
Mechanical building en- 
gines for 28years. 872- 
0641 8-8, 7 days. 
CANADA ENGINES Ltd. 
P~.. - ira . . . . . . . .  • 
NOTICE OF 
Network 
$ 2 5 0  for25 These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon words 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604)669-9222. 
AD IN The Hole~,. Tre- STEEL BUILDINGS: HELl=WANTED 
,mendous opportunity for I "Cheaper Than Wood". 
investors to acquire B.C. Quonset-Straightwal l  RECEPTIONIST RE- 
terilt0des'llcenclng rights QUIRED for BCYCNA of- 
to the newest and most fldolri dowr~to~vn ah6ou- 
quonset, Structqral Stee 
Buildings. B.C. COmpany, 
exciting form of advertls- we won't be undersold. 
Ing on golf courses. The Service and satisfaction 
product Is a proven win- guaranteedl Western 
nerworldwlde.Greg Lang, SteelBulldings1-800-565- 
Par Communications 1- 9800. 
800-210-9444. 
PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby~given that a Public Hearing will be 
held on Tuesday, March 14; 1995 at the offices of 
the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine commencing, 
at 7:00 p.m. to receive representation from all per- 
sons who deem their Interests to be affected by the 
proposed bylaw: "Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine Electoral Area:'E'Zoning Bylaw No. 194, 
1983, Amendment Bylaw No. 365, 1995., 
In general terms, the purpose of this bylaw is to 
redeslgnate lands described as Block A, District Lot 
839, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 3655, from the 
Restricted IndusVial. zone and Open Space zone to 
the Light Industrial zone and Open Space zone to 
address proposed development for mini-storage. 
The subject landlis located on Queensway Drive in 
"l-hornhill as indicated on the sketch below. 
/ 
/ 
The proposed bylaw may be inspected at the of- 
rices of the Regional District of Kitlmat-Stikine, #300- 
4545 Lazelle :Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between the 
hours of 8:30 a.m and 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday, 
except statutory holidays, 
ver. Team player with 
greattelephone manners, 
typing, computer literate, 
and basic bookkeeping 
skills. Minimum 25 hours 
perweek. Sa3arycommen- 
surate with e:<perlence. 
Apply with resumetoAIlan 
Treleaven, #203 1380 
Burrard St,, Vancouver, 
V6Z 2B7. 
KITCHEN CABINETS 
CABINETS IN Stock, 
countertops/Vanltles also, 
Kitchen Craft Factor] )ut- 
let. Cash & Carry Ca net 
Warehouses: 
**4278 Lougheed, 
Burnaby 298-9277 
*'1.9700 Bypass, Lang ey 
534-7273 
**800 Cloverdale Ave., 
Victoria 475-11,5g~, 
*'561-1 lth Ave,, Campbell 
River 287-8787 
** 1868 Spall Rd., Kelowna 
860-6638. 
UVESTOCK 
175 BISON TO Sell in- 
doors at Moore's 
Auctloneering, Alder Flats, 
Alberta. To geton malting 
list or learn more about 
raising Bison (Buffalo)call 
1 (403)388-3759. 
DISCOVER LLAMAS. 
Make farmlng fun, pr fit- 
able, stable market, Je- 
mend g('owlng, Breec for 
show, packing, fibre. The 
Bonanza Auction, 27/May/ 
g5Chllllwack Falrgrou :Is, 
Free colour catalo ue 
1(604)538-3818. 
. " . MISCELLANEOUS 
POETRY CONTEST 
$24,000 In pdzes yearly. 
~osslble publication, Send 
one odglnal poem 20 lines 
or less: National Library 
i Of Poetry, Box 704-1369, 
.Ow ngs Mills, Md 21117. 
. MOBILE HOMES 
i FACTORY DIRECT. "The 
Ultimate' In Modular and 
Single• Wldes". Trades 
welcomed. Quality Manu- 
~cturad Homes 1-800. 
667-1533, 
=:BUY FACTORY Direct, 
Let Nob e Homes team of 
arohlieots design the 
home of your dreams, 
' i /  Unique In eva~, wayl Top 
Dollar fo r  Trades 
,.1(403)447-3414. 
'~! '  PERSONAL 
LIVE PSYCHICS. Police 
Use us,.,Harness your 
.destiny. Your present and 
future revealed. Love, 
,SUccess, *Money, Find 
out now. Call 1-900~451- 
~'4055, $2.99/mln. 18+~ 
T 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
$5.00 each additional word 
PERSONAL 
ROMANCEWHY NotiCe! ,. 
to know :~o.rneQne.now,~  
Tho #1 Single's Datollne;' 
1-900:370-0444 ExL448.' ' 
$2.00/mlnute, 18+ years, 
24 hours, T-Tone. What 
Sign Are You? Get your 
dally horoscope. The key 
to your future. 1-900-288- 
6777 Ext.028, $2 ,00/  
minute, 18+ years, • 24 
hours T-Tdne: Live Physic 
Reader. Get answers to 
your questions on ro- 
mance, money, health 1- 
900-420-2444 Ext.252, 
$2.99/mlnute 18+yearsT- 
Tone. Avalon (305)525- 
0800, 
WHO ARE You? What's 
thedlstlnct purpose of your 
life, of what happensto 
you? Where coi'nlng next? 
When? Practical answers 
to these questions based 
on personal motivations 
beyond reach of conven- 
tl6nal observation. Also 
I couple compatibility and 
child's potential repods. 
Aquarius Astrology, Box 
2232, Invermere, B,C, 
VOA 1 KO. Fax: (604)342. 
2297. 
WOULD YOU Like to cor- 
respond with unattached 
Christian people across 
Canada for companion- 
shlpormardage? S.A,S.E. 
Free Informaton. State 
age/Ashgrove, P,O. Box 
205, Chase, B.C. VOE 
1MO. 
SEXUAL ENHANCE, 
MENT.for seniors. Im- 
prove your sexuality right 
now with sexual fitness for 
life. Overcome all impo- 
tence problems. Write/ 
cal: Pmformance Medi- 
cal, Box 41 B, Valemount, 
B.C. VOE 2ZO. 1-800- 
663-O121. . . . .  
,REAL ESTATE 
SALMON ARM, B.C, 
House For Sale with fan- 
tastlo lake .view. Newly 
remodelled $159,000 Call 
(604)832-61:43. 
HOME FOR Sale, Masset, 
Queen Charlotte Islands 
B.C. Beautlful executive 3 
B/R, 3 bath. view home on 
municipal water & sewer. 
Attach double garagel 
fenced back yard & land- 
scaped. Serious enqulr 
lee only. Phone: (604)626- 
3693, Fax :  (604)622- 
3475. 
SERVICES 
WE TAKE The Fear Out 
Of ICBC. Major ICBC In- 
juryclalms.JoelA.Wener, 
trlal lawyer for 25 years, 
Ca,free 1-800:665-1138, 
Contingency fees, Simon, 
Wener & Adler. 
I 
=, ,, 
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26. PERSONALS 28. CARD OF THANKS 
WHITE MALE COUPLE seeks other THANK YOU. We wish to express our 
males for discreet encounters. 635.3626 heartfelt thanks to our many friends, for 
WANTED 38 PEOPLE WHO want to their kindness and support, messages of 
loose weight like. crazy. Money back sympathy, flowers and gifts of food. 
guarantee, Please call 567-4041. James Bartlett & family 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES IS THERE 
something about the Watchtower that 
makes you uneasy but don't know what it 
is? If so, you are notalone. Phone 1-847- 
4354 for recorded message. 
PROTECT YOUR HOME WITH portable 
intruder alarm. 1521.45. Send .for free 
information. Keverricks, Box. 833, Port 
Alice, B,C., VON. 2NO. 
NON DISCRIMINATING "MALE enjoys 
outdoors, spo(ts, music, recreational 
vehicle travelling. Looking for female with 
similar interests. Write to: P.O. Box 182, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4A6. 
IF ALCOHOL. ISTHE p¢oblem, many 
have found help with ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS. Phone 635:6533. 
D I - -~ ~ ~ Better[l[ 
"Success to Gel" New 10ng-distance 
program.. Professional Counselling & 
more, Lose weight/feel great at mail-order 
p, iicesl 1-800431-9446. 
HIGHWAY i6-WEST, (formerly low 
Budget Blues Band) has opening for bass 
player & drummer, no money, just fun. 
Glenn 635.4126. 
PRAYER TO ST. JUDE. Oh Holy St. Jude 
Apostle and Martyr, great in virtue and 
rich in miracles, near kinsman of Jesus 
Christ, faithful intercessor of all who 
invoke your special patronage in time of 
need: To you I have recourse from the 
depth of my heart and humbly beg to 
whom God has given such great power to 
come to my assistance in my present 
urgent petition, in return I promise• to 
make your name known and cause you to 
be ihvqived. (Say three Hail Marys, Our 
Father and Three Glorias, Publication 
must be promised.) St, Jude pray for us 
and all who .Involve your aid. This 
Noveana hasnever" been' known to fail. 
"[his Noveana must be said for nine 
consecutive days. (LM.D.) 
MATURE S/W/M 29. Looking for a lady 
companion, More personal into available. 
Send letter to do: 5331 McConnell 
NWCC, Suite 206, Oorm C. 
CHIQUITA I PINE RR YEW. XXX OOO. 
STRAIGH T , CONGENIAL, WORKING 
MAN seeks shared/modest 
accommodation close-th; Gourmet cook 
and handy around house. 
Phone/message for "Bachelor" 635-3331. 
27. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
;ERVICE& PANTS GUARANTEEI Mr. and Mrs. Richard 
Sharples 
are pleasedto announce 
the marriage of their 
daughter 
Br idget te  Nad ine  
to John RaymOnd Nystrom 
son of Matti and Leila 
Nystrom of 
Terrace, B.C. 
on Saturday the 24 
of June nineteen 
hundred and ninety 
five. 
The wedding will take 
place at the home of the 
Bride's parents on 
Gabriola Island. 
 ,
32. LEGAL NOTICES 
MITCO MARINE LTD. 
TAKE NOTICE 
Pursuant  to Repa i rers  
Lien fi led October 13, 1994 
by L .E . J ,  In ternat iona l  
T rucks  Ltd. ,  we have  
seized the following: 
• 1981 Freightliner Serial No, 
1FUPYGYB6BP175698 
• 1977 Wi l lock Serial  No, 
77WVL042, 
it is imperat ive that you 
contact L.E,J. International 
in  Ter race , ,  B ,C ,  
immediately, 
N .  Perry 
Caledonia Bailiff Services 
#3-4554 Lazel leAve.  
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $2 
(604) 635-7849 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
BANKRUPTCY OF 
EDWARD ARNOLD 
THOMSON 
SUMMARY ADMINISTRATION 
TAKE NOTICE that Edward Arnold 
Thomson of the city of Terrace in 
the province of British Columbia 
has filed a assignment on the lOth 
day of February, 1995. I 
The first meeting of creditors was 
held on 20 February 1995. 
To be eligible to vote at any future 
meetings or to receive dividends 
creditors must file with the Trustee, 
~rior to the time set for any meet- 
ing, proofs of claim and, where 
necessary, proxies, 
Claims against the estate must be 
filed with the trustee before distri- 
bution is made; otherwise the pro- 
ceeds of the Estate will be distrib- 
uted among the parties entitled 
thereto without regard to such 
claims. 
DATED at Prince George, B.C. this 
24th day Of February, 1995. 
R.B, HAGEN 
ASSOCIATES LIMITED 
TRUSTEE 
Province of 
British Columbia 
BC~ 
Environment 
28, CARD OF THANKS 
f~Ths family of Da~n 
Rockwell would like to thank 
everyone who supplied food 
and sent flowers at the time 
of our need. 
A lso thank you to Dr. 
Redpath and the nurses at 
Mills Memorial Hospital .~ 
APPLICATION FOR AMENDMENT OF A 
PERMIT UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF 
THE WASTE MANAGEMENT ACT 
THIS APPLICATION is to be filed with the 
Regional Waste Manager at Bag 5000, 
Smithers, British Columbia VOJ 2N0 "any 
person who may be adversely affected by 
the discharge or storage of the waste may 
within 30 days from the last date of posting 
under section 3(a) or publication, service or 
display under section 4, write to the 
manager stating how he is affected." 
PREAMBLE- the purpose of this application 
is to increase the authorized rate of 
discharge. 
I/We Gordelyn Enterprises Ltd. (G.A. 
McRobb) of 3889 Muller Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4L2 hereby apply for amendment(s) as
described below to Permit No. PE7195 
granted on June 13, 1985, last amended 
February 8, 1993, which authorizes the 
discharge of septic tank effluent from mobile 
home park located at Thornhlll, B.C., to 
ground. 
AMENDMENTS REQUESTED (describe 
"before" and "after" conditions): 
Before: the maximum authorized rate of 
discharge is 83 m~/d. 
After: the maximum authorized rate of 
discharge is 95 m=/d 
Dated this 19 day of Januaq, 1995 
Gordelyn Enterprises 
G.A. McRobb 
• March is K idney  Month .  
When a Kidney Foundation volunteer 
knocks on your door, please 
give generously. 
KIDNEY FOUNDATION 
i OF CANADA 
CTION 
30. OBITUARIES 
D 
BRYANT, Gertrude Brenda 
(59 years) 
Date of Death: February 18, 1995, 
Mills Memorial Hospital• Services 
held February 22, 1995 at the 
Evangelical Free Church. Burial, 
Terrace Municipal Cemetary. 
-k -k * ,k * 
ORFAO, Virginia Gomez 
(68 years) 
Date of Death: February 20, 1995, 
Kit/mat General Hospital. Services 
held February 23, 1995 at Christ the 
King Catholic Church• Burial, Kit/mat 
Municipal Cemetery. 
• * , *  ,k * 
MUSSALLEM, Stella Barbara 
(81 years) 
Date of Death: February 19, 1995, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. Services held 
February 23, 1995 at the Anglican 
Cathedral• Cremation, Terrace 
Crematorium. 
• k * ,k ,k ,k 
WESTCO'I-F, Ena 
(Mother of Judy Axelson) 
(78 years) 
Date of Death: February 20, 1995, 
Terrace, B.C. Services held 
February 24, 1995 gathering of 
family and friends at her residence. 
Cremation, Terrace Crematorium. 
The preceding notices are 
compliments of 
The Terrace Standard & 
MacKay's Funeral Services Ltd. 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER 
Will do finishing, renovations, install cabinets, patio, 
painting. Also will build furniture. 
Pro/in/shed Hardwood Flooring 
Maple, birch, ash, oak. Available in natural and various 
cdours. (No sanding required) Size 3/4"x 21/2' or 31/¢ 
CALL  635-6277 (leave a message) 
  H a r m . 0 n Y  Clow?s 638 8608 
Jake & Jacquie Terpstra .@.~t~ 
987 Kerby Street, Terrace, B.C.i.,~¢~,)~J./, 
Gyzmo and Pebb les  ~t:~,;/ 
BIRTHDAY PARTIES- PICNICS - SPECIAL EVENTS ~ 'I" 
BALLOON DECORATING FORWEDDINGS & MEETINGS ~!~ 
Leave the Decorating and Clowning to Us/ 
F 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
D.J. Odor-Miser 
• Eliminating foul smells ,Our products are organic 
based and environmentally friendly 
,Residential - Industrial - Commercial - Marine- Auto 
,Free Estimates • Onecall away for fresh air .Serving 
the great Northwest from Prince Rupert to Smithers 
Jan Sunberg Ph one: 635-1112 
3514 Clore Ave. Fax: 635-1193 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 3M4 
If you own a Honie Based Business, be 
sure to have it featured in our 
Home Based Bus iness  L i s t ing  
To book our space, or for more informa- 
tion call the advertising department at 
638-7283 
........................ MOUNTAIN RANGE 
.... ::21; APPLi NCE REPAIR- 
~Prompt service irf your home for: " 
• Major Appliances . Refrigeration 
• Air Conditioners . Licensed Freon Recovery 
Nathan 
Certified Technician 635-9428 
B e r n a d i n e s  
H e a l t h  & F i t n e s s  
Learn how to: Be energellc, Release slress, .f,'" 
Calculate the fat percentage in food, ¢~~., 
Burn fat and maintain muscle tone, 
Coil today: Nulritional assessmenls, 
Brochures on healthy eaUng, Exercise pro. ~ /.~ 
grams to Suite your needs, 
Cal l  Bernad ine  635-9428 
Certified Nutrition Consultant 
Certified Weight Training instructor 
Jik Business Services l IISundru L ' ' elll I I' 
Ill Affordable & Reliable Computerized 
Ill Accounting for Small Business 
III • General Ledger • Subledger Maintenance 
III • Monthly Financial Statements 
III • Year End File Preparation 
I[I • Payroll - Personal Income Tax 
~ 635-4500 By  Appo in tment  
Free L&.G. 
EstinlateS Re.ovat ions  
I 1 Yr. Warranty on Labour & Workmanship I 
Carpentry @ Flooring 
Framing Carpeting & Linoleum 
Finishing Ceramic "rile 
Patio Decks Marble & Slate 
Fencing Prefinished Hardwood Floors 
638-0557 
Create Some Excitement 
i f , , .  P atc o,es Radio Controlled Planes & Cars 
, . -  ~2.~-= - Tale Painting Supplies 
Something for Everyone! 
Creat ive  Zone  
Skeena Mall 635-1422 
Nai,  by Nanc  
Professional Nail Care 
_~_ ; . .~f  dS-~ for that / 
. . _ , _ _ . _~.~ pictu,'e 
:.: ~ ' " '~ .~2~" .  /JerFect look. 
//'. Manicures  
, t, . Nai l  Tips 
perJ • Silk Wraps 
4615 638-8880 
Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt  
638-0877 
C'~" I 
/ "~.~\ Business Image Design ° SmalJVolume Publishing 
/ / )  Computer Tutor/n, 
,t SI, b 
Pizza's 2 For 1 
Fresh Subs- Hot or Cold 
Eat In or Take Out 
4530 Greig Ave, Terrace, B.C. 638-1  500 
Men. -Thurs. 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-3 a.m 
Sunday 4 p.m.- 1 a.m. 
< 
FRESH CUT FLOWEoRsS 
MAKING FRESH • h I " 
CUT FLOWERS AN • Phons  Orders  
AFFORDABLE Welcome 
EVERYDAY " We De l iver  
EVENTI  - F luwers  Fs r  Wedd ings  
I f i t /  For Out Of Town Delivery - Canada Wide 
~1 1-800-251-6888 
2907 C lark  St .  635-1863 
~ N O R T  
LAB 5 ~ ERN LTD,  
~ Water Testing & Analysis 
545 Hays  Cove  C i rc le  
P r ince  Ruper t  627-1906 
:i r 
r . 
i 
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29, IN MEMORIAM 
- -•  TERP~CE HEALTH CARE SOCIE'I'Y 
It~EGRkTED Hf.ALTfl CARE $|RVICES 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
invites tenders from licensed 
Paint ing Cont ractors  
for the paint ing of the exterior 
area of  the hospital.  Contract 
spec i f i ca t ions  are ava i lab le  
from 
Bruoe Nlcholls Chief Engineer 
at 4720 Haugland Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-2211 local  309 
Closing date for renders will he 12 
O'Clock noon, Friday March 10. 1995, 
BAILIFF SALE 
.1989 Mustang, 105,081 km 
.1989 Chev 4x4 pickup, 
193,300 km 
,1991 Ford Econo Van, 
181,791 km 
.21 ft. Campion Skeena 
boat and trailer 
For an appointment to view call 
635-7649, All sales are on an "as 
is- where is" basis, no warranties 
or guarantees are implied or 
given, 
J. Harvey 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
WOLVERTON, WILLIAM 
late of c/o 
Terraceview Lodge, 
4103 Sparks St., Terrace B.C. 
Creditors and others having 
c la ims  aga ins t  the said 
estate(s) ,  are required to 
send full particulars of such 
c la im duly ver i f ied to the 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE,  #600 - 
808 West Hast ings Street, 
Vancouver, BC, V6C 3L3, on 
or before  the 12th day  of  
Apr i l  1995, after which date 
the estate's  assets wil l  be 
d is t r ibuted,  having regard 
only to c la ims thal  have 
been received. 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
( ~  Ptovirce or Ministry of 
British Columbia Foles,s 
ELIGIBILITY LIST 
The Ministry of Fore.sis, Kalum Forest 
District is inviting,established as well as; 
new contractors to submit a Corporate 
Resume for registrationto the 1995 
Silviculture activities eligibility list. 
Proposed contract field work includes: 
. Stand tending orescriptions 
° Traversing and block layout 
, Juvenile spacing 
• Brushing and weeding 
, Certified wildlife / danger tree assessment 
surveys 
, Certified snag falling 
, Forest health surveys . . . .  
The Corporate Resume should include a 
history of the company, names of company, 
officials, individual staff resumes, a list of 
recently completed contracts, a list of 
current references, present location and 
area of field expertise or interest, 
Contractors may be ranked, grouped or 
short listed according to their past contract 
experience and current references. 
Conlractors meeting the eligibility list may 
~e informed of any upcoming non. 
advertised contracls for the 1995/96 fiscal 
year for their respective areas of interest. 
Failure to respond may limit eligibility for 
non•advertised contractual work in the 
1995/96 fiscal year, 
Interested parties must submit their 
Corporate Resume to the District Office at 
#200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C, 
V8G 1 L1 no later than.March 17, 1995. 
All inquiries should be directed to Rod 
Meredith a1638-5100. 
Brillsh Columbl~ Forests 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Sealed Tenders for the following 
Silviculture Survey Contract (s) will be 
received by the District Manager, Ministry 
of Forests, 125 Market Place, Prince 
Rupert, British Columbia, V8J 1B9, on the 
dales shown below: 
Contract: SU 96DNC.VG.01. Located: 
TSA North. Forest District: North Coast, 
For Stocking / Free Growing / Brushing on 
351 hectares, 
Contract: SU 96DNC.VG.02 Located: 
Khutzeymateen Forest District: North 
Coast. For Stocking / Free Growing / 
Brushing on 1116 hectares, 
Contract: SU 960NC.VG.03 Located: 
Kitsault River. Forest District: North Coast, 
For Stocking / Free Growing / Brushing on 
675 hectares, 
Office viewing date: March 14. 15 and 
16, 1995 at 125 Market Place / District 
Office - 8:30- 4:30. 
Attendance at the Office Viewing of thls 
contract prior to submitting a bid Is 
mandatory• 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is 15:30 
pm, March 23, 1995, at which time all 
tenders will be opened, 
Surveys will be done using the standard 
Prince Rupert Regional Regeneration 
Survey procedures and standard Forest 
Service Forms. 
Bids will only be accepted from 
contractors:~meeting 3he .eligibility. 
requirements a  out!ine d on Schedule A of 
• theForest Service 925A Survey Contract 
and have successfully completed the 
Ministry of Forests Silviculture Surveys 
course and are currently registered as a 
Silviculture Surveyor in British Columbia. 
The awarding of this contract is subject 
to the availability of funding for the year 
the field work is required• 
This contract must be completed by 
August 31 1995 
Bids will only be accepted from those 
who attend the office presentation at the 
time specified in this ad. 
Tender packages will be available on 
the viewing day / office presentation day. 
The minimum work force on this project 
will be 2 workers 
The successful contractor should have 
previous experience completing contracts 
with only water, and air access and difficult 
survey conditions, 
Each survey crew sl~all consist of two 
persons and one of the persons must 
possess a Silvicultu!e Surveyor Certificate, 
All interested contractors must notify the 
North Coast District Office (624-7460) of 
their attendance prior to March 10, 1995. 
Tenders must be submitted on the form 
and in the envelopes upplied which, with 
particulars may be obtained [rein the 
Ministry of Forest District Manager 
indicated. The lowest or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted, The work will be 
administered by British Columbia Ministry 
of Forests, 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
Ministry' of Environment, Lands and Parks - 
Parks Department 
The Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, Parks 
Department, invites proposals for the purpose of operating 
Commercial Flight Services within North Tweedsmuir 
Provincial Park. 
Packages for this proposal will be available March 1st, 
1995, at the B.CI Parks District Office in Smithers, 3790 
Alfred Avenue, #201. 
The deadline for submitting proposals is 1:O0 p.m. (local 
time) March 31, 1995; at the following address', 
Ministry of Envi~'onment, Lands and Parks 
B.C. Parks Department 
3790 Alfred Avenue #201 
Bag 5000 
Smithers, B,C. .... 
VOJ 2NO 
For further Information regarding this proposal please con- 
tact Mr. Jim Hawes, Skeena District Recreation Officer in 
Smlthers at 847-7320. 
Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks 
CTiON 
32. LEGAL NOTICES 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF 
THE ESTATE OF 
RUTH MARGARET CHINN 
(formerly of Kitimat, B.C.) 
3REDITORS and others having claims 
against the above estate are required to 
send full particulars of such claims to 
Crampton. Brown & Arndt, #3 - 4623 Park 
Avenue. Terrace, B.C., VBG 1V5. on or 
before the 1st day of April, 1995, after 
which date the assets of the said estate will 
be distributed having regard only to the 
claims that have been received, 
MARGARET STANVICK and 
GEORGE CHINN 
ADMINISTRATORS 
c/o CRAMPTON, BROWN & ARNDT 
Solicitors for the Estate 
Province of B,dlSh Colum bla 
Minist fy or Health and 
MltliStty Responmble for Seniors 
DIVISION OF 
VITAL STATISTICS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an application 
wit be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant o 
the provisions of the "Name Act" by me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN FULL: 
Madene Mary Stokkeland 
ADDRESS: 2504 Craig Drive 
CITY: Terrace. B.C. 
POSTAL CODE: V8G 3J3 
PHONE: 635-4489 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY MINOR UNMARRIED 
CHILD'S NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: Andrews, 
GIVEN NAMES: Brent Allison 
TO: 
SURNAME: Stokkeland 
GIVEN NAMES: Brent Gordon 
DATED THIS 17th DAY OF Feb., 1995 A.D. 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, LANDS 
AND PARKS - PARKS DEPARTMENT 
The Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, Parks 
Department invites proposals for the purpose of operating a 
campground and day-use area within Tyhee Lake Provincial 
Park. The Park is located 12 km south of Smithers just off 
Highway #16 near Telkwa. 
Packages for this proposal will be available February 22, 
1995, at the BC Parks District Office in Smithers, 3790 Alfred 
Avenue #201, for a nonrefundable cost of $50 per package, 
cash or certified cheque only. 
A mandatory site viewing will begin at 10:00 aom, 
Wednesday March 8, 1995, at the service yard of Tyhee Lake 
Park. A bidder's meeting will follow at the BC Parks District 
Office in Smithers. 
The deadline for submitting completed proposals is 2:00 
p.m, Friday March 17, 1995, 
Further information may be obtained regarding this 
opportunity by contacting the Tyhee Lake Area Supervisorat 
846-5511 or 847-7320, or the Operations Officer in Smithers 
at 847-7320. 
P rov ince  Of  Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
M in is t ry  of Env i ronment ,  Lands  and  Parks  
NOTICETO CONTRACTORS 
Sealed tenders endorsed "SOUTH HAZELTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL", at South 
Hazelton, B.C, will be received by Barry Piersdortf, Secretary-Treasurer at the Board office 
of School District No, 88 (Terrace), up to 2:00 p.m. local time Friday, March 31,1995, 
In broad general terms the project consists of construction of a new school facility of 
approximately 1500 square metres, 
Subtrade tenders for trades listed below shall be deposited with one of the bid 
depositories up to 3:00 p,m, Tuesday, March 28, :1995. 
• Amalgamated construction Association of B.C, 
• Northern B.C. Construction Association. " 
1. ONLY those trades listed below are required to Include BONDING In accordance with 
depository rules. 
BONDING required for: 
• Roofing and Associated Metal Flashings " 
• Electrical 
. Heating & Ventilating 
. Plumbing . : ,  ' ,." 
2. The following subtrades hall submit heir bids WITHOUT BONDINGin accordance with 
depoeitoryrules. : := :: ~ 
Sewage disposal system : .  ~-~/ : :~  i ' .  
Structural Steel Steel Trusses Steel DeCking and Miscellaneous Metals 
Stucco :-- ~'=::i ........ .~ ' " ; 
Masonry - : :i ~-".~ ...... 
Millwork 
Steel doors, door & window frames 
Finishing hardware : :" . . . .  : r " 
Aiuminum window framing and Sloped glazed Skyiigl~ts : : 
Glazing - .  i :  i ; : .  i 
Drywalling including suspended ceilings , ~ , . 
Suspended tile ceilings - ~ ..... - 
Steel stu(~ framing 
Carpeting & resilient sheet flooring 
Sheet vinyl wallc0verings 
Wall carpeting :" .'r." +' " ~ . 
Rigid PC wall covering 
Painting , . -  . 
3. Other trades not listed above shall submittenders directly toGeneral Contractor bidders, 
General Contractors maY obtainla seti0f c0nsirucil0n: 
documents from the Architect on deposit of $200.00 refunded 
only upon return of the documents in good c0ndit!on within- 
ten (10) daysofcloseoftenders. : : _~. . i  :-:-~ ~ i ~ 
Documimts will be available for inspection from',: - : - 
, Terrace Plan Room . . . .  
, Northern B.C. Constructi0n Association 
, Amalgamated ConstrucUon Association 
, Burnaby Plan Room 
. Southern Interior Construction Associations: "-'~'-='-"~'~5 '~''- ]l~'ilclirm']R('~• 
• Kelowna Bid Depository . :': 
-Kamloops Bid Depository for the 
• Penticton Bid Depository ~ -~::; i :"  ~.~: 21st Century 
, Bulkley Valley Lakes Districts Construction Ass0~/: 
,KitimatPlanRoom : :/. ~ :  ~ : ;  ' 
Tenders must be accompaiiled:by a~bid - -  " b~0nd iawn In favour of the owners In the 
amount: of $50,000.00 whicl~ will be forfei'=.=d on failure Of the tenderer to enter into a 
contract when required. . . . . .  
The successful ienderer Is requlred to furnish Performance Bond and a Labour and 
, Materials Payment Bond, each in an amount equal to fifty percent (50% of the contract 
price, within fourteen (14 days after n0tif cation 0f award of the contract, 
Royce Condle Architect InD. ' : for: •School District No, 86 ~ 
#200- 3219 Eby Street, ~ ~ "~ (Tertace)i " .... ~ 
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International series 
sparks ticket rush 
NOW YOU see them, now 
you don't• 
By the time the first day of 
sales was over, hockey fans 
had snatched up one third of 
the available tickets for the 
B.C. Cup International Hock- 
ey tournament aking place in 
Kitimat, March 23-26. 
A warm-up for the 1995 
World Championships to be 
held in Stockholm and Gavle, 
Sweden, in April, the B.C. 
Cup will feature the Canadian, 
United States and German na- 
tional teams in a three-game 
round robin and tourney final. 
Canada and Germany open 
the action in the Tamitik arena 
Thursday, March 23 with the 
United States taking on the 
Germans the following night. 
Saturday night Canada and 
the United States play the last 
of the round robins. All eve- 
ning games start at 7:30 p.m. 
The final will be played Sun- 
day at 2 p.m. 
"We are hoping for four sel- 
louts," said tournament 
chairman Allan Hewitson, 
noting Tamitik had a 2,500 
seating capacity. 
Despite the brisk start to 
sales last week, Hewitson em- 
phasized, "There are still 
plenty of seats left." 
Locally tickets are available 
at the Copperside stores on 
Kalum St. and in Th0rnhiil. 
Single game prices are $24 
for adults, $15 for children 14 
years and younger. Tickets for 
the full series mn $80 and $48. 
"This will be the best hock- 
ey seen in Kitimat this year 
and it's going to be a great op- 
portunity for young fans from 
the region to see some of the 
top international players on 
the world scene today," 
Hewitson said. 
Score Board 
Jr. Secondary Badminton Tournament (at Thorr~ill) 
JR. BOYS SINGLES B FLIGHT: 
A FLIGHT: 1 - -  Lindsay Smith (S) 
1 --K0sta Kollias (S) 2 ~ Rosalyn Brown (S) ' 
2 ~ Ling Osoria (S) 3 - -  Tanya Doherty (H) 
3 --Warren Conacher (S) JR. BOYS DOUBLES 
B FLIGHT: A FLIGHT: 
1 - -Tyler Rosengren (S) 1 - -  Kollias/Pheenix Diep (S) ~':  
2 - -  Stewart Mclsack (~3S) 2 - -  Coaacher/Osofla(S) 
3 - -Pete Rolleman (CCS) 3 - -  C. L'Heureux/B. Corrda (S) 
C FLIGHT: B FLIGHT: 
1 - -  Lee vanHalderen (S) 1 -..  S. Mdsack/P. Rolleman (CCS) 
2 - -  Shaun Oliver (T) . . . .  2 - -A .  Spemley/I~. vanllmldeRn.(_S)! ~ ' 
3.mMikeAnweiler(S) ..... ~; ,J-~ i 3~R~.Hemes/R.Chan(S) ~.~,t/,~',:: 
JR. G1RLS SINGLES .... i ": CFLIGHT:~ "- ~:'. ~,,~r.~,~ 
A FLIGHT: 1 ~ T. Belina/l'. Thomas (T) 
1 - -  Victoria Chemko (S) 2 ~ M, Anweiler/J. Scafe (S) 
2 ~ Judith Casey IS) 3 - -S .  Oliver/J. Town (T) 
3 --Rhooda Freeman (C) JR. GIRLS DOUBLES 
B FLIGHT: • A FLIGHT: 
1 - - Jea  Teicfiroeb (CCS) 1 - -  L. Smith/L. Cummins (S) 
,2 - -  Laura Cummins (S) 2 .  R. FreemanfJ. Teichroeb (CE~) 
3 - -  Becky Leudtke (S) 3 ~ J. Casey/M. Casey (S) 
GRADE 8 BOYS SINGLES GRADE 8 BOYS DOUBLES 
A FLIGHT: A FLIGHT: 
1 - -  Alvaro Lopes (H) 1 - -A .  Lopes/K. Thindal (H) 
2 - -  Carmen McColl ('f) 2 - -  J. Bolingbroke/A. Cooper (S) 
3 - -  Ravi Minhas (H) 3 - -  R. Minhas/J. Donaldson (S) 
B FLIGHT: B FLIGHT: 
1 - -  Nathan Freeman (CE~) 1 - -  J. Foster/J, Straw (CCS) 
2 - - Jay  Foster (CC.S) 2 - -  O. Bhatti (H)/J. Mahon (s) 
3 - - Je f f  Bolingbmke (S) 3 - -R .  Bruneski/B. Jubb ~H) ' : '. 
C FLIGHT: GRADE 8 G IR I~ DOUBLES 
1 ~ Ompreet Bhatti (H) A FLIGHT: ~ 
2 - -  Bard Jubb (n) 1 - -  L. Sager/M. Richard ('1") / 
3 - -  Jaswant Bal (I4) 2 - -  P. Parhar/I'. Doherty (H) 
GRADE 8 GIRLS SINGLES 3- -  S. Fladhamer/R. Brown (S) 
A FLIGHT: " 
1 - -  Laurie sager (T) (CCSffi Centennial Christian; H= 
2 --Pare Parhar (It) Houston; S= Skeena; 1"= Thomhiil) 
3 - -  Marika Richard (T) 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Act, 
Section 49(1 ), sealed tenders are Invited for the following: 
Project No, O7079-9615 
Location: Central/North East and North West Regions 
Description: The contractor will supply, one, two or three pilot vehicles " 
as necessary to maintain up to twenty four hour piloting through various 
jobs up to seven days a week and an average of five flagging personnel 
will be required daily. Vehicles will be 1991 or newer, a fuel tank large • 
enough to cover approx. 600 kilometres. One traffic controller per shift 
is required to possess a valid Level 3, Unrestricted First Aid Certificate. 
"TENDER AWARD SUBJECT TO ADEQUATE APPROPRIATION" 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of Tender 
on Ihe forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways at #213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George, B,C. V2L 
3H9 until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on March 9, 1995, when tenders will be 
opened in public. (Fax revisions to the tendered amount must be sent 
to: (604) 565-7016). 
A securitydeposit/surety bid bond will be required (in accordance with 
the conditions of the tender.) 
A pre-tender meeting is not scheduled• 
Tender documents complete with envelope, II mT. - J  
plans, specifications and Conditions of Tender are 
available from the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways at #213 - 1Oll Fourth Avenue, Prince 
George, B.C. V2L3H9 at a cost of $16,00 per set 
plus 7% PST ($1.12) and 7% GST'($1,12) for a 
total of $18,24 or may be ordered/viewed through 
any Regiona Office of the Ministry of B I I~c~ngB.C  
Transportation and Highways between the hours fo r  thc  
of 8:30 a,m, to 12:00 p.m,, and 1:O0 p.m, to 4:30 
p,m, Monday to Friday, except holidays, 21st  CcnUEy 
Where required,  payment  for contract 
documentation shall be made by certified cheque 
or money order, made payable to the Minister of Finance and Corporate 
Relations, All purchases are non-refundable, 
For further Information contact Mr. John Clark, Manager, Regional 
Services at (604) 566-6467, or fax (604) 565-6065, or address #213- 
1011 Fourth Ave., Prince George, B.C. V2L3H9 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily ~ • ,mr  
be accepted, ., ~ .el'roB' 
Ministry of Transportat ion ' - -  . ~ W I ~  
and Highways , ~. ~ • ~ Nt ~' ]IW ",4 
Government ofBritish Columbia ~ ~ - -  
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